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“Without any 
resort to amazonian conventions”

I n t r o d U c t I o n

In a brIef periodical piece, “independence,” published in the New	York	
Ledger on July 30, 1859, Sara Willis Parton, writing as Fanny Fern, 
viewed the nation’s July Fourth celebration through a gendered lens. 
Using rhetorical questions, Fern sketched restrictions governing public 
behavior of nineteenth-century U.S. middle-class women:

Can i go out of an evening without a hat at my side? Can i go out with 

one on my head without danger of a station-house? Can i clap my 

hands at some public speaker when i am nearly bursting with delight? 

Can i signify the contrary when my hair stands on end with vexation? 

Can i stand up in the cars “like a gentleman” without being immedi-

ately invited “to sit down”? Can i get into an omnibus without having 

my sixpence taken from my hand and given to the driver? Can i cross 

broadway without having a policeman tackled to my helpless elbow? 

Can i go see anything pleasant, like an execution or a dissection? (War-

ren, Ruth	Hall 314–15)

ending her list of questions with whether she could be nominated 
for governor, senator, or president, Fern concluded, “bah—you know i 
can’t. ‘Free!’ humph!” Fern’s “independence” simultaneously protests 
and consents to the entrenched nature of public behavioral restric-
tions for white middle-class women. The periodical piece’s apparent 
subject—that independence Day in the United States disregards the 
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absence of female independence—enables Fern to disparage gendered 
cultural restrictions, implicitly invoking images of herself booing 
public lecturers, avidly observing dissections, and freely walking out 
alone at night. however, by offering no possibilities of Fern’s actually 
performing these imagined disruptive acts, the piece suggests Fern’s 
dependable compliance with current social arrangements. by 1859, 
the year this piece was written, Willis had scandalously and repeat-
edly transgressed normative middle-class gender assumptions through 
divorce and a sensationalistic career, and she had elicited public exco-
riation for unwomanly behavior as the author of the novel Ruth	Hall.1 
Despite or perhaps because of those events, in “independence” Fern 
constructs herself as a woman who at times may internally resist pub-
lic constraints but who will always behave appropriately. The pro-
vocative american women under examination in Uncommon	Women:	
Gender	and	Representation	in	Nineteenth-Century	U.S.	Women’s	Writing 
enact central features of Fern’s text. all violate a presumptive nor-
mativity in their lives, writings, and self-representations while cor-
respondingly and contradictorily aligning themselves with prevailing 
gendered assumptions.
	 Uncommon	Women considers challenging female representations 
in diverse, highly readable, U.S. women’s texts first published in the 
nineteenth century. Throughout this study, i consider women’s auto-
biographical concealments in forms ranging from cross-dressing to 
pseudonymity to posturing. my discussion centers on texts of six white 
women—Sarah Kemble Knight, Sara Willis Parton (“Fanny Fern”), 
louisa may alcott, and S. emma e. edmonds, with lesser though still 
significant critical attention to mary livermore and annie Turner Wit-
tenmyer—and one black woman, harriet Jacobs.
 i first examine the nineteenth-century publication of the eigh-
teenth-century travel journal written by white middle-class Sarah Kem-
ble Knight. Knight, a part-time scrivener and estate settler, chronicled 
her unconventional journey from boston to new haven and new york 
in the period 1704–5 to help settle a relative’s estate. i next investigate 
the popular and controversial early periodical writing of Fanny Fern 
(the adopted persona of Sara Willis Parton). Willis, a white middle-
class woman, began writing for literary papers in financial desperation 
after the sudden death of her husband and subsequent economic aban-
donment by her relatives. i then turn to louisa may alcott’s Hospital	
Sketches (1863), a text partially derived from the journal that thirty-
year-old alcott kept during the six weeks she nursed wounded male 
soldiers in a Washington, DC, Civil War hospital. next i consider Nurse	
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and	Spy	in	the	Union	Army (1865), a sometimes fictive account of war 
service by S. emma e. edmonds, a white woman who successfully 
cross-dressed as a Union soldier. edmonds’s narrative is read against 
two later Civil War reminiscences by former women’s war effort orga-
nizers—mary livermore’s My	Story	of	the	War (1889) and annie Turner 
Wittenmyer’s Under	the	Guns:	A	Woman’s	Reminiscences	of	the	Civil	War 
(1895). my concluding chapter views these texts through the lens of 
Incidents	 in	 the	Life	of	a	Slave	Girl (1861), african american harriet 
Jacobs’s account of her life in and after slavery.
 all these texts complicate notions of self-writing and female 
agency. i consider generic forms, language, illustrations, and other 
textual apparatuses of these often daring life-writing texts and situ-
ate them in specific U.S. cultural/historical moments. For example, 
in their navigation of and commentary on female representations, 
the writers under discussion at times employ topics of androgyny, 
asexuality, and lesbianism. These issues appear in various forms in 
the texts, sometimes muted, sometimes plainly apparent. in all cases, 
individually and collectively, these uses form a commentary on the 
rigidity and inadequacy of heterosexual female constructions. i fol-
low Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson’s understanding of “the autobio-
graphical” as “autobiographical acts of narration, situated in historical 
time and cultural places, deploy[ing] discourses of identity to organize 
acts of remembering that are directed to multiple addresses or read-
ers” (Interfaces 11). These autobiographical texts indicate heightened 
attention to cultural pressures for women to organize their lives in 
accordance with dominant cultural scripts such as apolitical passivity, 
domesticity, heterosexuality, marriage, and motherhood. i make criti-
cally visible the ways in which these texts dispute restrictive construc-
tions of the female, test boundaries of race and class, and anticipate 
conventional reaction to their disruptive discourses. at the same time, 
i maintain my awareness of these texts as autobiographical, historical, 
and literary documents reflective of american beliefs, practices, and 
values.
 This study makes no claim to an overview of women’s autobio-
graphical writing in the nineteenth-century United States. rather, i 
have carefully selected the white middle-class women writers and 
texts in this project in order to focus on women whose race and class 
markers located them conventionally in the normative ordering sys-
tem. These women were, in effect, members of the same cultural 
subset, trained to adhere to conformist gendered models. This study 
discusses their texts separately and in relation to each other. at various 
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moments in their texts, these women clearly signal their awareness of 
conventional behaviors expected of them by the larger culture. in their 
rhetoric and appearance, these are women who would be identified as 
less disruptive. With class and race identities generally correspondent 
with prevailing assumptions, significant difficulties of female auto-
biographical writing emerge that are linked directly to white/male 
defined discourses of gender. These women who could be (under)read 
as compliant struggled to attempt narratives of female selfhood and 
autonomy. Their struggles mark the even more extensive obstacles 
to autobiographical writing confronted by women whose race, class, 
or sexuality marked them as more transgressive. The concluding fifth 
chapter of this study discusses one such female author and text—afri-
can american harriet Jacobs and her autobiographical Incidents	in	the	
Life	of	a	Slave	Girl. i move from white women’s autobiographical writ-
ing to Jacobs’s foundational text in order to ensure that generalizations 
in previous chapters work across ethnic/racial lines. This conclusion 
also significantly extends the discussion in the rest of the book.
 Taken together, these texts trace a trajectory of general improve-
ment in representations by/of women from the Federalist period to 
the post–Civil War era. however, as my discussion will reveal, it would 
be an oversimplification to claim that this progress was necessarily 
linear. in order to illustrate various obstacles in this movement, i have 
selected a diversity of texts for consideration, and i also perform fresh 
readings or significant rereadings of these texts. For instance, i discuss 
once-well-known but now nearly forgotten women and texts, such as 
S. emma e. edmonds and her popular Civil War narrative concerning 
her life as a cross-dressing spy in the Union army. Other women and 
their texts are considered in particular ways for the first time, such 
as Sarah Kemble Knight, whose eighteenth-century travel journal i 
read through the lens of the text’s rarely examined nineteenth-century 
publication. While all chapters examine intersections of women and 
culture, two chapters specifically consider female gender construction 
and the Civil War. The variety of texts under discussion as well as the 
combination of my approaches to them underscores the mixed nature 
of women’s developing cultural enfranchisement in the United States 
in the nineteenth century.
 Though this book takes as its focus texts by women, my discus-
sion includes men who edited, published, rejected, or reviewed these 
texts, such as robert bonner, Theodore Dwight, William Dean how-
ells, and nathaniel Parker Willis. additionally, my concentration on 
autobiographical prose incorporates a multiplicity of genres, such as 
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the hospital sketch, journal, periodical writing, slave narrative, travel 
narrative, and war memoir. i also examine related correspondence, 
editions, illustrations, introductions, and reviews. The cultural period 
under discussion includes the rise of interest in women’s education 
and literacy, the beginning of the collapse of the slavocracy, the 
Civil War, and the post–Civil War era, among other historical/cultural 
moments.
 While my discussion is very much informed by feminist criti-
cism, my methodology supplements and extends feminist criticism’s 
responses to these texts. The vital passion to uncover american wom-
en’s writing of earlier periods has resulted in the welcome retrieval 
of a number of texts. however, many of these works, although recov-
ered, have remained on the margins of literary considerations. i fill 
such gaps with an insistence on the primary nature of the texts in this 
study. i argue that these texts are compelling in their own right and 
are valuable for what they reveal and for the way they augment our 
knowledge of women and representation in the nineteenth-century 
United States. my collective discussions of autobiographical women’s 
writing in this study, as well as my use of neglected texts and con-
texts, generate valuable attention for these works. These very readable 
american women’s texts will engage the general reader as well as 
scholars and teachers.
 The larger part of Uncommon	Women considers conflicted attempts 
of white middle-class women to narrate female selfhood. These texts 
present women whom the culture initially classifies as known and 
safe as they behave against conventional expectations and narrate 
their deviations from normative assumptions, while simultaneously 
proclaiming their propriety. On the road on at night with a male 
guide, Sarah Kemble Knight nonetheless critically scrutinizes and 
condemns the behavior of other women as “rude [and] unmannerly” 
(Knight 91). Financially independent and professionally successful, 
Fanny Fern catalogs her conformity: “i like a man’s arm to lean on. 
i like a man’s counsel and advice. . . . i love babies too, and flowers, 
and all pretty and sweet things” (“One Sort of Woman” 1870). Travel-
ing alone by steamboat and train on her way to nurse soldiers in a  
Civil War hospital, louisa may alcott describes herself as a “bashful 
individual,” “quite ready to be a ‘timid trembler,’ if necessary” (Show-
alter 6, 9). having lived, traveled, spied, and fought in battle disguised 
as a man, S. emma e. edmonds still names herself a “poor, cowardly, 
nervous, whining woman” (edmonds 359). The contradictory female 
self-representations in these works illuminate vexed contours of  
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nineteenth-century U.S. women’s autobiographical texts. Such con-
tours signal the compulsory nature of prevailing cultural assumptions, 
suggesting what rachel adams in another context has termed the “tyr-
anny of the normal” (553).2

t h e  t y r a n n y  o f  t h e  n o r m a L

Since its initial publication in 1966, barbara Welter’s groundbreaking 
work on nineteenth-century U.S. white women’s culture and the ideol-
ogy of “true womanhood” has been rightly complicated and nuanced 
by scholars.3 as mary Kelley has written in a recent retrospective, “in 
revisiting barbara Welter’s influential paradigm thirty years after its 
publication, we learn that True Womanhood’s impact, which was pre-
sumed to have been uniform and transparent, was instead as diverse 
and complicated as the lives of those for whom the ideology had been 
designed.” indeed, as Kelley argues, “instead of limiting impulses of 
self-determination, white women revised its tenets to serve expansive 
purposes” (Commentary 70). my project extends such scholarly revi-
sions of the True Womanhood paradigm in order to further uncover 
and situate ways in which women diverged from conventional gender 
scripts and also wrote of their divergences, implicitly offering subver-
sive alternative female models.
 nineteenth-century U.S. middle-class female scripts of behavior 
were more various than public representations would lead us to believe. 
To realize this, we need only think of white middle-class women whose 
biographical outlines survive. For example, annie Fields, widow of 
James T. Fields, owner of the publishing house Ticknor and Fields, 
led an influential group of women writers and found happiness with 
partner Sarah Orne Jewett.4 Delia bacon, public lecturer on histori-
cal subjects, moved to england to attempt to prove her controversial 
conviction that William Shakespeare did not write works attributed to 
him.5 maria mitchell, first female astronomer in the United States and 
discoverer of the comet of 1847, was awarded the first advanced degree 
given to a woman, was the first woman appointed to the academy of 
arts and Sciences, and was elected president of the american associa-
tion for the advancement of Women. in violation of public female con-
structions, these women and many others were childless, intellectual, 
professional, radical, and unmarried.
 however, in constructions relayed by the means of nineteenth-
century U.S. representation—advertisements, illustrations, magazines, 
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newspapers, novels, poetry, sermons, songs, stories—gender scripts 
were starkly limited and typically unyieldingly rigid.6 For example, the 
article “british Philanthropy and american Slavery” in the march 1853 
issue of DeBow’s	Review, the South’s most widely circulated journal, 
praised an anonymous female contributor (“The author, though known 
to fame, prefers the discharge of domestic duties to the noisy applause 
of the world” [“british Philanthropy” 258]) whose work “asserted and 
maintained the dignity, the elevation, the beauty of female character 
in its relation to that of the male, in the present constitution of soci-
ety, and without any resort to amazonian conventions” [258]). The 
short story “The nest at home,” written by mrs. Joseph C. neal and 
published in the February 1850 issue of Godey’s	Lady’s	Book, a popular 
northern journal, featured an illustration of a seated white woman, 
her hair in curls, her cap and dress trimmed with lace, and her arms 
(and, by implication, her worthy life) full of two sleeping infants (88).7 
in his book Rational	Religion	and	Morals (1852), Thomas vaiden praised 
“woman’s conduct” as “her best jewel” (916). Susan Jewett’s story “how 
i Came to be Spontaneous” (1858) praised a “most dutiful and loving 
daughter” as

a generous girl, full of disinterested notions about providing for the 

declining years of her parents, and the increasing demands of her 

young brothers and sisters, [who] resolved to consecrate her life to 

them, and after dismissing her lover, determined not to marry at all. 

[She] devoted herself most assiduously to the care of the household, and 

nobody knew how much she suffered, for she tried to be cheerful and 

to make others so. (271)

in these realms, women were compliant by cultural standards. The 
nature of their lives varied depending on the role in which they were 
cast. Sisters, daughters, loving mothers, or devoted wives, they were 
virtually interchangeable.
 When behavior or appearance of women in fictive locations devi-
ated from normative standards, aberrations were intentional. For 
instance, the manifest example of Zenobia, the childless, intellectual, 
unmarried woman in nathaniel hawthorne’s The	Blithedale	Romance, 
is constructed as vain, proud, and unsuccessfully competitive for male 
attention with the demure, submissive Priscilla. Zenobia’s behavior 
leads to her suicide and to debasement of her corpse. Why would a 
woman in the United States wish to resemble her? in a sensational-
ized illustration of maria bickford’s real-life prostitution and murder, 
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the circumstances of her death are fictionalized. Though in reality 
bickford’s throat was slit so severely that she was almost decapitated, 
the illustration instead depicts her as stabbed with her own bedpost. 
bickford’s gruesome murder could have been portrayed so as to invoke 
sympathetic audience horror for the tragic circumstances of her death. 
instead, the illustration encourages censure of bickford’s putative 
violations of female purity by imagining the post of her (sexualized, 
unclean) bed as the murder weapon.8 What woman wouldn’t recoil 
at her fate? in his 1853 Life	 Scenes, writer and playwright Francis 
Durivage mocks the “withered face, bearded lip, and sharp nose of the  
ancient spinster” who forces a young man to kiss her (235). in Dur-
ivage’s construction, unmarried women exist on the margins of nature 
(“withered,” “ancient”), gender (“bearded,” “sharp”), and desire (the 
kiss “forced” from a young man). Who would wish to resemble this 
caricature? in an anonymous 1855 narrative, a woman who is “victim 
of society’s mummeries, of society’s frivolities, and of society’s skel-
eton religion” dies damned to hell, leaving her orphaned child behind 
(“Which: the right, or the left?” 214). What woman wouldn’t fear this 
end? These aberrations are creations of patriarchy. They serve as cau-
tionary tales, as negative reinforcement of women constructed as nor-
mative.
 in nineteenth-century U.S. culture, the dominant appearance and 
behavioral scripts promoted for women were narrow, limited, and 
nearly impossible to avoid. The women who best met these standards 
were fictions of the patriarchal gaze: fantasy illustrations or living 
women significantly modified by indoctrination, dependence, and 
repression. For women, cultural approbation of one’s behavior was 
constructed as crucial. in private life, women who entered the his-
torical record and women who did not were various and varied. in 
public models created by the machines of representation, little variety 
existed.
 in his collection The	 Farm	 and	 the	 Fireside (1852), episcopalian 
minister and editor John lauris blake reinforced constraints of wom-
en’s social and cultural position:

Knowing what we do of the warm susceptibilities of the female heart, 

an irreligious woman seems to us almost a paradox—sometimes we 

have thought her a monster! Knowing also the high mission assigned to 

her by the author of her being, we shudder at the very idea of her ever 

becoming recreant to the faith or the practice of the Christian. (221)
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nineteenth-century U.S. middle-class women were perpetually and 
precariously close to classification as perversions of the natural order. 
any deviation from compulsory restrictive scripts could result in 
revulsion and denunciation.
 Public women who violated behavioral strictures even in small 
ways received swift, gendered censure. mary (Todd) lincoln, widow 
of abraham lincoln, attempted to sell her fashionable clothes to raise 
money and was publicly labeled “an intensely vulgar woman,” “dread-
ful,” “avaricious,” and “wanting in all the true instincts and delicacy 
which belong to worthy women” (Fleischner 310). boston publisher 
and editor Joseph T. buckingham excoriated women’s public behav-
ior in his collection Specimens	of	Newspaper	Literature (1852): “ladies 
in assemblies and public places, of the most exquisite forms, render 
themselves, by affectation and visible conceit, too odious to be looked 
at without disgust” (302). “a creature, who spends its whole time in 
dressing, prating, gaming, and gadding, is . . . nearly on a level with 
the monkey species” (302). an anonymous article (“from the pen of 
a distinguished citizen of South Carolina” [584]), “american institu-
tions,” described harriet beecher Stowe (infamous in the South as the 
author of Uncle	Tom’s	Cabin) as “that vulgar, ill-bred woman” (“ameri-
can institutions” 1853, 586). reverend J. T. barr, writing in The	Ladies’	
Repository in June 1854, quoted the cautionary verse on the tomb-
stone of mary ashford, “a farmer’s daughter—beautiful in person, and 
possessing . . . an accomplished mind”:

as a warning to female virtue

and a humble monument to female chastity,

This stone marks the grave of

mary aShFOrD,

Who, in the 20th year of her age, having incautiously

repaired to a scene of amusement, without proper protection,

Was shamefully violated and murdered. (260)

The night after she attended a ball, “the corpse of poor mary, bearing 
marks of brutal violence, was discovered in a field” (260). barr reduces 
mary ashford’s rape and murder to “a warning to young females against 
frequenting places of public amusement” (260). all these women had 
been perceived as behaving disruptively in the public eye. in response, 
cultural agents condemned them in commentary employing gendered 
discourses of class (“intensely vulgar,” “ill-bred”), appearance (“odious,” 
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“dressing, prating, gaming, and gadding”), and sexual purity (“female 
virtue,” “female chastity”).
 Far too many egregious examples exist that demonstrate harsh 
response to women’s public deviations from the norm. With such reac-
tions to small violations, surely the women under consideration in this 
book—whose partial refusals to comply were so much more exten-
sive—should be unpublished and unheard of. Why did these ameri-
can women and their nineteenth-century texts receive any attention 
at all? (Or, as one of my students asked thoughtfully and hesitantly, 
“but . . . shouldn’t, like, they have been killed?”).

W h y  W e r e n ’ t  t h e s e  W o m e n  s I L e n c e d ?

The absence of extensive public condemnation of these women and 
their texts may be understood in several ways. because gendered 
assumptions authorized a very restrictive range of female types, a 
woman’s salient identity markers served to cast her in a reductive, 
recognizable female model. Thus, the texts and motivations of women 
under consideration here would have been reduced to stereotypi-
cal creations of patriarchy. in this crude view, Sarah Kemble Knight 
would be regarded as a devoted cousin traveling to aid a relative, her 
charitable motive serving to diminish the very unusual autonomy of 
her journey. Fanny Fern would be seen as the desperate widowed 
mother forced to write for paid publication after she had exhausted 
socially respectable ways to feed her fatherless children. louisa may 
alcott would be read as the energetic yankee daughter, a recognizable 
product of her parents’ abolitionist beliefs and new england’s well-
known antislavery politics and activism. S. emma e. edmonds would 
be reduced to the imprudent patriot, a woman so motivated by love of 
her country that she dressed as a man in order to defend the Union. 
harriet Jacobs would be the mother so selflessly devoted to her chil-
dren that she preferred hardships of a seven-year Southern conceal-
ment near them rather than northern freedom away from them. as 
a result of underreadings that classify them in less threatening roles, 
these women and their works would have been read as less disruptive. 
Further, irregularities of their lives and texts were novelties and so 
were more entertaining than alarming in their singularity.
 This is not to suggest that these women were ever far from an 
oppressive silencing as a result of their behaviors and the texts that 
publicized such behaviors. The most evident sign of their hazardous 
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status is the uncommon nature of their texts: while other women may 
have traveled on dangerous, solitary journeys, cross-dressed as men, 
or remained concealed in a garret for seven years, few women at the 
time recorded such experiences. additionally, each of these women 
was confronted with the fear or reality of physical assault and/or 
strong public censure. Cultural toleration of these women and their 
work was not fixed; a slight shift in appearance, behaviors, or writ-
ing could provoke hostility and violence. The texts under discussion 
in this study reflect awareness of such penalties and corresponding 
strategies to circumvent them.
 Knight’s female autonomy and assertive voice disrupted passive, 
domestic notions of the female. as she traveled in the woods at night 
with a hired male guide, Knight risked her chastity, reputation, and 
personal safety. When she wrote about these experiences and then 
circulated her text among family and friends, she extended her jeop-
ardy further by publicizing such events. however, though the text’s 
private circulation—with its limited, selected readership—could have 
authorized Knight to construct herself more disruptively, Knight 
aligned herself fervently with white middle-class mainstream dis-
course. Though the text provoked in its independent, woman-centered 
focus, its larger context was that of the recognizable, white middle-
class woman behaving well. in salient, formulaic ways, Knight’s jour-
nal resembled acceptable female middle-class discourse, consequently 
locating Knight herself within conventional parameters. as i discuss 
later in this introduction and then more closely in the first chapter, the 
1825 publication of and response to Knight’s eighteenth-century Jour-
nal reveals contours of a larger cultural discourse concerning gender 
and representation that informs publication of nineteenth-century U.S. 
women’s texts.
 employing the persona “Fanny Fern” enabled Sara Willis Parton to 
adopt a range of roles in her early periodical writing—children, moth-
ers, observers, and wives, among other personae. in these assumed 
identities, Fern sought reader understanding, working to persuade 
readers to view Fern through the lens of their own fears and desires. 
in other periodical pieces, Fern drew on topics and used tones that 
activated conjecture regarding her sex-gender identity. For example, 
Fern’s writing about men, combined with her use of an authoritative 
manner that evoked male agency, prompted readers to assume that 
the author must also be male. in her early periodical writing, Fern 
is able to diversely portray individual female selves and to present 
an ambiguous sex-gender identity. notwithstanding such stimulating 
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gendered variety in her writing, Fern’s general alignment with cus-
tomary notions of women protected her. my focus on Fern’s critically 
neglected early periodical writing provides a fresh opportunity for 
consideration of the intersection of anonymity and women’s autobio-
graphical writing.
 before her fame as the author of Little	 Women and other books, 
louisa may alcott was a nurse in a Washington, DC, Civil War hospi-
tal. She subsequently wrote about the experience in Hospital	Sketches, 
a narrative that uncovered autobiographic anxieties of her identity, 
sexuality, and gender. Some chapters of what later became Hospital	
Sketches were initially serialized in the boston Commonwealth. because 
of the Commonwealth’s antislavery focus, the text’s abolitionism worked 
to mute alcott’s sex-gender investigations. The success of these seri-
alized sections resulted in arrangements to publish the sketches as a 
book—that is, to a larger and less self-selected audience. as a result, 
alcott pragmatically added two new chapters to the text, which reor-
dered her material and further diminished the text’s sex-gender explo-
rations. indeed, over the years, alcott continued to modify Hospital	
Sketches for increased conventionality and book sales: she allowed it 
to be bound with more overtly fictional stories which undercut the 
autobiographical nature of Hospital	Sketches; and she censored various 
sections (“by taking out all biblical allusions [regarding her criticism 
of a chaplain] . . . the book may be made ‘quite perfect,’ i am told. 
anything to suit customers” [myerson et al. 164]). Throughout her suc-
cessful writing career, alcott displayed anxious, heightened awareness 
of public expectations and scrutiny of her writing/self. in successive 
stages of her early work Hospital	Sketches, alcott decreased her rhetori-
cal focus on sex-gender conflicts, resulting in a text—and an author—
that could be read as more aligned with normative assumptions.
 in S. emma e. edmonds’s popular Nurse	 and	 Spy	 in	 the	 Union	
Army (1865), readers were told that edmonds had volunteered for the 
war effort and was hired to disguise herself as a male soldier and spy 
for the Union army. in reality, edmonds had disguised herself as a 
man, enlisted, and served as a soldier perceived as male until she was 
wounded. She fled the hospital in the middle of the night rather than 
be uncovered as female. Soon afterwards she wrote and published her 
successful narrative. Twenty years after the publication of Nurse	and	
Spy	in	the	Union	Army, edmonds publicly revealed her past identity, 
exposing the narrative deception that her wartime employment had 
been based on the perception that she was a man and not, as her text 
had maintained, a woman. edmonds’s declaring the truth of her war-
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time cross-dressing was prompted by her desire to receive a military 
pension and to have her desertion charge dismissed. Two decades ear-
lier, sex-gender assumptions had led edmonds to flee the army and 
to excise her passing as a male from her narrative rather than have it 
exposed. Twenty years later, when she revealed her former male iden-
tity, the resulting publicity marked such cross-gender impersonation 
as unusual, but, by the 1880s, it was titillating and newsworthy rather 
than sharply disturbing. edmonds’s delaying announcement of her 
autobiographical truths until such a disclosure was, to some degree, 
culturally allowable protected her from a public response that in her 
words would have been “‘far worse than death’” (Fladeland 455).
 in Incidents	in	the	Life	of	a	Slave	Girl (1861), harriet Jacobs related 
the decision of her autobiographic persona, “linda brent,” to have sex 
with mr. Sands, a white man whose protection would then secure her 
from the persistent, aggressive sexual demands of another white man. 
These sections of Jacobs’s narrative disquietingly signaled female 
sexual knowledge and agency (“i knew what i did, and i did it with 
deliberate calculation” [46]), subjects prohibited by cultural scripts of 
female chastity and passivity. Furthermore, Jacobs’s naming of black 
female/white male sexual intercourse disrupted multiple taboos 
regarding sexual desire, interracial sex, and rape. however, in other 
salient parts of the text, Jacobs repeatedly foregrounded the nine-
teenth-century construction of devoted motherhood, aligning herself 
with white female readers. additionally, well-known white abolitionist 
lydia maria Child’s agreement to serve as editor of and write an intro-
duction to Jacobs’s Incidents authorized a reading of Jacobs as upright, 
submissive, and remorseful.
 notwithstanding these suppressions, editings, misreadings, and 
silencings, Knight, Fern, alcott, edmonds, and Jacobs enacted the 
autobiographic in their texts through a mix of generic and rhetori-
cal strategies such as the use of conventional discourse, alignment 
with female scripts, textual revisions, and adoption of fictive personae, 
among other methods. Such strategies enabled them to negotiate 
entrenched normative restrictions in their writing, eliding extensive 
censure.

a U t o b I o g r a p h I c s

Particular generic spaces adapted by Knight, Fern, alcott, edmonds, 
and Jacobs for purposes of self-representation reveal and contest 
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confining female roles. Knight’s generic locations of self-invention 
include the journal, travel narrative, and humor writing. Fern employs 
periodical writing to address topical subjects as well as self-construc-
tion. alcott mixes the hospital sketch, journal, and travel narrative. 
edmonds moves from the autobiography to the war narrative to the 
fictive. Jacobs combines the slave narrative and elements of the fallen 
woman narrative. as with all women engaged in autobiographical 
practices, Knight, Fern, alcott, edmonds, and Jacobs negotiate a com-
plex web of gender and genre constructions in their attempts to locate 
a momentary coherence of self. Chapters in this book discuss each 
female writer’s choice of a particular genre or genres, as well as what 
was gained or lost through adopting such forms.
 leigh Gilmore has suggested that at times women write autobio-
graphically in other genres; that is, women may write autobiographi-
cally when not writing autobiography. Gilmore names this generic 
space “autobiographics,” using the term to

describe those elements of self-representation which are not bound 

by a philosophical definition of the self derived from augustine or the 

literary history or concept of the book which defines autobiography as 

a genre; instead, autobiographics marks a location in a text where self-

invention, self-discovery, and self-representation emerge within the 

technologies of autobiography, namely those legalistic, literary, cul-

tural, and ecclesiastical discourses of truth and identity through which 

the subject of autobiography is produced. (185)

For Gilmore, engaging autobiographical strategies when working in 
forms that do not fundamentally require “a stable I anchored within 
a relatively stable genre” (185) provides space for women’s autobio-
graphical practices while evading more trenchant obstacles and nar-
rower possibilities for self-representation of female autobiography. i 
extend Gilmore’s arguments by demonstrating U.S. women’s continu-
ing multiple generic adaptations and female narratives of identity. 
These women expanded Gilmore’s claims by adapting forms such as 
essay collection, historical account, hospital sketch, journal, periodical 
writing, slave narrative, and travel narrative for their autobiographical 
practices.
 This is, of course, not to suggest that these women and their texts 
share what Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson have termed a compre-
hensive “relationality” (Women,	 Autobiography,	 Theory 37)—that is, 
one common female identity or experience that transcends form. as 
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Felicity nussbaum has cautioned, “thinking about . . . the spoken and 
unspoken commonplaces [women] share must be grounded, i think, 
in particular and local instances of history if we are to avoid the gen-
eralizations that contribute to oppression based on gender” (148). The 
representational projects i examine are separated by differences of 
the women’s subject positions and experiences. Their self-narratives 
emerge from varied backgrounds of scrivener, daughter, mother, and 
wife (Knight); middle-class widow and mother (Fern); abolitionist 
daughter (alcott); patriot (edmonds); and slave, daughter, and mother 
(Jacobs). additionally, these women and their texts were not equally 
well-known. large segments of the culture remained (un)aware of 
some of these women and their texts.
 These texts are also separated by differences of the women writ-
ers’ regional affiliations and professions, among other divergences. 
Their geographic locations are as various as eighteenth-century bos-
ton; nineteenth-century new york and boston; the Washington, DC, 
Civil War hospital; northern and Southern Civil War battlefields; and 
the slave state of north Carolina. The women writers’ sometimes tem-
porary professions (estate settler, literary-paper columnist, war nurse, 
soldier, nursemaid), however diverse, determine their generic choices 
(hospital sketch, periodical writing, slave narrative, travel journal, and 
war narrative, among others).
 however, these differences are not absolute. For all these women 
and their texts, the middle-class white United States and public rep-
resentations of women served as dominant cultural centers. not-
withstanding their variations, each woman writer’s autobiographical 
practices confronted and navigated the larger ordering system. These 
unconventional women shared the historically difficult position of 
women writing in cultures that to significant degrees resisted female 
autonomy and agency. The act of subject formation necessarily cre-
ated conflicted female discourses of identity and independence. The 
resulting texts were complicated by gendered issues of representation 
and voice. in this way, as Felicity nussbaum valuably puts it, “cultural 
constructions of self and gender intermingle with the individual sub-
ject’s interest and engagement in taking up the particular discourses 
available at given historical moments” (149).
 The texts under discussion all made initial print appearances in the 
broader nineteenth-century United States. During the latter part of this 
period, the national discourse concerning the U.S. Civil War contained 
issues also seen in women’s texts studied here—that is, vexed con-
flicts of identity, representation, and boundaries. The central cultural 
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debates in political disputes regarding the war, and the publication 
and popularity of women’s autobiographic texts all indicate fractures 
within the evolving normative ordering system. This study is not lim-
ited to the period of the U.S. Civil War, nor is the Civil War the organiz-
ing principle. however, as a necessary part of my desire to locate this 
project in the period of the broader nineteenth-century United States, 
a significant portion of its discussion occurs in the context of the Civil 
War era.
 in the early 1860s, autobiographical texts by Knight, Fern, alcott, 
edmonds, and Jacobs shared the same cultural moment. Knight’s Jour-
nal, which had emerged as a public text in the nineteenth-century 
United States, was reprinted in 1865; Fern’s periodical writings were 
appearing regularly in the New	York	Ledger in 1865; alcott’s Hospital	
Sketches was published in 1863; edmonds’s Nurse	and	Spy was published 
in 1865; and Jacobs’s Incidents was published in 1861. The historical 
period that Knight had documented in her journal was the focus of new 
interest. Fern’s essays continued to draw a wide readership. edmonds’s 
account of her war experiences was sold and read by northerners 
devoted to the Union cause. Jacobs’s narrative attracted a white north-
ern female reading audience. as the Civil War fragmented and threat-
ened to destroy the nation, these uncommon women’s life narrations 
which challenged restrictive female representations, put pressure on 
race and class boundaries, and considered conformist responses to their 
disruptive autobiographical practices, were—tellingly, as i will argue 
most specifically in chapters 3 and 4—part of the nation’s common liter-
ary discourse.
 in general, anxieties of identity and autonomy seen in these texts—
anxieties emerging from a range of cultural locations—tested con-
straints of social and political arrangements. The women’s works under 
consideration here exposed oppressions that complicated women’s life 
writing as their representations signaled restrictive gender conven-
tions of the dominant culture. in temporarily coherent moments of 
selfhood, these texts reflected complexities of female positioning. as 
they attempted to declare the “i” in their various writings, Knight, 
Fern, alcott, edmonds, and Jacobs expanded female possibilities for 
U.S. women and positioned readers to consider other forms of repres-
sive social insistence.
	 Uncommon	Women begins with Knight’s eighteenth-century Journal 
principally because of the work’s provocative position as an autobio-
graphical text written by a woman in the early eighteenth century 
and then published for the first time in the nineteenth century. in 
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chapter 1, “‘a more masculine Courage’: Women’s voice and the nine-
teenth-Century Publication of Sarah Kemble Knight’s Journal,” i con-
sider why the text—unconventional as it is—would be published and 
then multiply republished in the nineteenth century. i then examine 
how publications of Knight’s text intersect with publication of other 
women’s writing at the time. The Journal, though privately circulated 
by Knight, remained unpublished until 1825, nearly a full century 
after her death. The 1825 publication of the Journal—its original public 
issuing—has been almost entirely neglected in the critical record, as 
have the Journal’s subsequent republications later in the nineteenth 
century. i perform a fresh reading of Knight’s text, situating it in the 
context of its nineteenth-century print appearances. i argue that the 
publication context of the Journal is a sign of a nascent receptivity to 
women’s writing, a receptivity also seen in publication of women’s texts 
that, unlike Knight’s Journal, were both written and published in the  
nineteenth century.
 Though Knight’s text may have influenced other authors whom i 
discuss here, i have no evidence of that. i make no claim that Fern, 
alcott, edmonds, livermore, Wittenmyer or Jacobs read Knight’s 
Journal. however, the 1825 publication of the journal signals its par-
ticipation in an emergent national debate concerning gender and 
representation. That is, the nineteenth-century revival of Knight’s 
Journal informs publication of women’s texts that, unlike Knight’s, 
were both written and published in the nineteenth century. That this 
book begins with Knight’s Journal invites speculation about the test-
ing of this unstable gendered ground. an examination of Knight’s text 
suggests a context for the discourse of this moment and informs the 
nineteenth-century U.S. women’s texts later discussed in this book.
 Knight, a woman visibly disrupting gender assumptions by trav-
eling alone, paradoxically represents herself as promoting culturally 
sanctioned female scripts. her choice of the journal enables her to 
record her autonomous travels and, despite the unorthodox nature of 
her journey, to construct a conventionally gendered self. in spaces 
between the independence of her journey and that constructed self, 
discourses of truth and identity emerge. For instance, left behind in 
the woods by her guide at night, Knight rejects conventional reliance 
on piety and instead voices and genders her fears: “now returned 
my distressed aprehensions of the place where i was . . . encompased 
with Terrifying darkness enough to startle a more masculine courage” 
(93). emerging from her frightening hilly climb, she locates gendered 
images of reassurance:
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but being got to the Top, was there amply recompenced with the 

friendly appearance of the Kind Conductress of the night. . . . The rap-

tures which the Sight of that fair Planett produced in mee, caus’d mee, 

for the moment, to forgett my present wearyness and past toils; and 

inspir’d me for most of the remaining way with very divirting tho’ts, 

some of which, with the other Occurances of the day, i reserved to note 

down when i should come to my Stage. (93)

ahead of her time in embarking on and recording such a journey, Knight 
afterward circulated her journal privately. The journal remained in 
manuscript form until 1825, when Theodore Dwight, Jr., anonymously 
edited and published it. The publication of Knight’s unconventional 
Journal in the nineteenth century compels our notice as it points new 
attention to representations of and texts by women.
 reading against the first chapter’s concern with a somewhat private 
woman-centered genre and voice, chapter 2, “‘everything by Turns 
and nothing long’: Configurations of Female Selfhood in Fanny Fern’s 
early Periodical Writing,” explores popular form and gender flexibil-
ity. i examine texts from Fern’s periodical writing beginning in 1851, 
when her work was first published, until 1854. During this time, as she 
wrote anonymously as Fanny Fern, Sara Willis Parton’s identity was a 
well-kept secret. in 1854, Willis interrupted her periodical writing to 
compose her first novel, Ruth	Hall; its publication led to the reveal-
ing of her identity. Thus, once she resumed periodical writing, her 
use of fictive female personae was necessarily transparent. For Willis,  
writing as Fanny Fern, a columnist whose “true” identity is the subject 
of heightened public conjecture, gender and public voice intersect in 
her early periodical writing, encouraging her to adopt multiple self-
representations. i am interested in Willis’s early periodical pieces—
written before her public exposure as “Fanny Fern”—which employ 
strategies of female representation. my study conducts a significant 
reading of Fern’s critically neglected early periodical writing and 
considers a mix of these early writings to uncover links between the 
weekly appearance of an author’s work—its anticipated, recognizable 
form and voice—and her self-redefinitions. The chapter extends exami-
nation of autobiography’s limited possibilities for self-interpretation. 
autobiography’s generic confines appear even more restrictive when 
compared to the periodical piece’s extension of the process of self- 
representation, which emerges rhetorically from Fern’s engagement 
with fictive stories of selfhood.
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 Chapter 3, “‘how Could you leave me alone When the room Was 
Full of men!’: Gender and Self-representation in louisa may alcott’s 
Hospital	 Sketches,” focuses on ways in which generic choice freed 
alcott in Hospital	Sketches (1863) to write about male/female physical 
contact without invoking male and female sexuality for herself or her 
nineteenth-century U.S. readership. The chapter explores how alcott’s 
use of the hospital sketch and her construction of herself as Civil War 
nurse Tribulation Periwinkle evades issues of sexuality, allowing her, 
within the permeable fictive/autobiographical boundaries of her text, 
to invent an alternative sex-gender identity for a white middle-class 
woman in the nineteenth-century United States. For example, discuss-
ing her loss of hair due to illness, Trib partially scripts female hair loss 
as wartime sacrifice, not unlike a wound incurred as a result of her ser-
vice for her country: “i take some satisfaction in the thought that, if i 
could not lay my head on the altar of my country, i have my hair” (61).  
Such moments also allow for alcott’s use of subversive humor. Within 
the divided national space, elements of the professionalization of nurs-
ing and the transformation of the sex-gender system met in the tempo-
rary wartime hospital. These cultural changes combined with alcott’s 
nurse/soldier/mother self-definitions to invite reconfiguration of pos-
sibilities of her gendered identity. readers of Hospital	Sketches were 
thus able temporarily to imagine thoughts and behaviors beyond cus-
tomary gender constraints. alcott’s experiential and literary journey 
outside her white middle-class location led to the Civil War hospital, 
as well as to nineteenth-century U.S. boundaries of gender, race, and 
nation.
 Chapter 4, “‘i am Other than my appearance indicates’: Sex- 
Gender representation in Women’s nineteenth-Century Civil War rem-
iniscences,” extends the discussion of alcott’s invention of an alterna-
tive sex/gender identity, begun in chapter 3, by turning to Civil War 
reminiscences by S. emma e. edmonds, mary livermore, and annie 
Turner Wittenmyer; these works record the experiences of women  
who disguised themselves as male soldiers. The chapter begins with a 
discussion of cross-dressing, gender construction, and authenticity in 
nineteenth-century U.S. Civil War narratives. i then historicize these 
works in the context of nineteenth-century sexology’s attempts to 
order, contain, and stabilize ambiguous and contradictory sex-gender  
constructions. The “Publisher’s notice” which introduces readers to 
Nurse	and	Spy	in	the	Union	Army foregrounds edmonds’s agency: “in 
the ‘Secret Service’ as a ‘Spy,’ which is one of the most hazardous 
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positions in the army—she penetrated the enemy’s lines . . . no less 
than eleven times; always with complete success and without detec-
tion” (5). at the same time, the notice responds to the disruption of a 
woman passing as a man: “Should any of her readers object to some of 
her disguises, it may be sufficient to remind them it was from the pur-
est motives and most praiseworthy patriotism, that she laid aside, for 
a time, her own costume, and assumed that of the opposite sex” (6).
 Such narratives were written by women on both sides of the mason-
Dixon line during and after the war. These texts have subsequently 
provoked gendered questions of realism and historical accuracy. by 
selecting the Civil War narrative, women writers privilege a nation-
alistic, subjective accounting of U.S. history. in the larger context 
of chronicling women’s war efforts, edmonds details wartime self- 
representations that cross boundaries of gender and race. These cross-
gender impersonations, for the most part assumed during her employ-
ment as a Union spy, would be read as shockingly wrong were they 
situated outside the narrative of wartime patriotism. in their record-
ings of Civil War history, livermore and Wittenmyer, self-defined con-
ventional women, discover desire and ambivalence in their conflicted 
responses to encounters with wartime women who had tested gen-
dered confines.
 The conclusion, “‘i Found it hard to Preserve my Self-Control’: 
race, Women, representation,” discusses harriet Jacobs’s Incidents	
in	 the	Life	of	a	Slave	Girl (1861). Jacobs’s Incidents offers compelling 
documentation that autobiographic writing is even more difficult for 
women whose race, class, or sexuality marks them as multiply trans-
gressive. This final chapter extends the discussion of previous chap-
ters and examines how generalizations developed in those chapters 
are maintained across ethnic/racial lines. i conclude with Jacobs’s 
text primarily because of its position as “the most sophisticated, sus-
tained narrative dissection of the conventions of true womanhood by 
a black author before emancipation” (Carby 47). Jacobs’s Incidents has 
certainly garnered more critical response than any of the other texts 
discussed in this book. in my evaluation of the main black female 
autobiographical text of the nineteenth-century United States beside 
other, lesser-known white women’s autobiographical texts, previously 
less visible privileges of whiteness emerge. Such analysis is valuable to 
this book as it exposes possibilities of access and authority granted to 
and unnoticed by nineteenth-century middle-class white women in the 
United States. viewed through the lens of Jacobs’s text, whiteness is  
foregrounded as the default race in Knight’s, Fern’s, alcott’s, edmonds’s, 
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livermore’s, and Wittenmyer’s texts. a consideration of Jacobs’s Inci-
dents with these texts clearly uncovers unexamined assumptions of 
those perceived as white, as we recognize Jacobs’s awareness that she 
is at all times identified as black.
 Gendered representations in american women’s autobiographical 
work considered in Uncommon	Women mark recognition of cultural 
pressures for women whose actions resulted in increased female vis-
ibility to identify themselves as conventional women. They also reflect 
the women writers’ own conflicted struggles to declare a momentary 
coherence of self within genres that do not fundamentally require 
“a stable I anchored within a relatively stable genre” (Gilmore 185). 
in these (partially) successful displays of self-presence, these women, 
through their endeavors, articulated the complexity of female posi-
tioning. by engaging in these attempts at self-definition, Knight, Fern, 
alcott, edmonds, and Jacobs extended available female representa-
tions for all women. Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson argue that wom-
en’s “narratives of self-discovery” authorize readers to “claim kinship 
in a literature of possibility. most centrally, women reading other 
women’s autobiographical writings have experienced them as ‘mirrors’  
of their own unvoiced aspirations” (introduction, Women,	Autobiogra-
phy,	Theory 5). The multiple forms of difference engendered in these 
texts make their individual and collective participation in female self-
representation particularly worthy of study and valuable for other 
women. The critical recovery of and attention to these women’s auto-
biographical texts adds them to our increasingly nuanced understand-
ings of autobiographical practices of white women writers and their 
negotiations of nineteenth-century U.S. middle-class culture. Overall, 
in Uncommon	Women, women’s autobiographical texts are presented as 
central and vital participants in evolving representations of women in 
the nineteenth-century United States.





“a more masculine courage”

c h a p t e r  1

the 1��� publIcatIon of Sarah Kemble Knight’s early-eighteenth-
century travel journal places it on the scene of a developing cultural 
discourse concerning gender and representation. i begin Uncommon	
Women with Knight’s Journal in order to overtly put pressure on that 
ambivalent moment. as this chapter demonstrates, a reading and 
analysis of Knight’s work provides a context for that discourse and 
inflects the nineteenth-century U.S. women’s texts subsequently dis-
cussed here.
 my locating Knight’s text with other texts written by women and 
published in the nineteenth-century United States emerges from the 
initial publishing and subsequent republishings of and various print 
references to Knight’s Journal.1 Knight’s Journal was first published in 
1825, nearly a full century after Knight’s death. Thus its original pub-
lic issuing locates it in nineteenth-century U.S. culture. This context 
for Knight’s Journal has been almost entirely overlooked in the criti-
cal record, as have the text’s republications later in the nineteenth 
century.2 regardless of that neglect, Knight’s Journal shares its public 
beginnings with nineteenth-century U.S. women’s writing.
 in this chapter, i perform a fresh reading of Knight’s Journal by 
locating it explicitly in the nineteenth-century U.S. context in which 
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Women’s Voice and the Nineteenth-Century Publication
of Sarah Kemble Knight’s Journal

The	Journal	of	Madam	Knight	has	been	remembered	with	much		
interest,	since	we	read	the	original	edition,	given	to	the	world	by	our	

honored	friend	.	.	.	Theodore	Dwight,	of	New	York.	[We]	hav[e]	been	for	
years	desirous	of	reprinting	it,	as	a	unique	specimen	of	the	voyages	and	

travels,	life	and	manners	of	that	early	time.	.	.	.	The	whole	work,	of	
seventy	pages	in	the	original,	is	contained	in	this	number.

—The living age	(26	June	1858)
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it was published and in which it achieved public literary recognition. 
in order to do so, i conduct the most in-depth consideration to date of  
Theodore Dwight’s 1825 edition of Knight’s Journal, the first public edi-
tion of Knight’s text.3 i closely examine Dwight’s introduction to the 
text, as well as his reasons and motives for recovering and publishing it. 
i also look at the mixed nineteenth-century print reception of Dwight’s 
edition of Knight’s journal, and i break new ground by charting nine-
teenth-century reissuings as well as print references to the text and to 
Knight in nineteenth-century U.S. books and periodicals.4 my critical 
examinations include a reading of the earliest published reference to 
Knight in hannah mather Crocker’s Observations	on	the	Real	Rights	of	
Women,	with	Their	Appropriate	Duties,	Agreeable	to	Scripture,	Reason,	and		
Common	Sense (1818), as well as a review of Knight’s Journal by Wil-
liam Dean howells which i bring to the attention of Knight scholars 
for the first time. my recovery of nineteenth-century print references 
to Knight’s Journal makes evident this eighteenth-century text’s place 
and significance in nineteenth-century U.S. literary discourse.
 Some information used in this chapter regarding publication and 
reception of Knight’s Journal appeared in critical articles published 
across the twentieth century. For instance, alan margolies’s 1964 
foundational essay on the publication history of Knight’s text provides 
essential data. The writing of Sargent bush, Jr. offers crucial scope and 
detail. and mary mcaleer balkun supplies important discussion of the 
1825 publication of the journal. however, this chapter is the first text 
to gather all information regarding nineteenth-century U.S. publica-
tion and reception of, as well as print references to, Knight’s Journal. i 
have taken pains to establish this context in order to provide material 
for a reading of the nineteenth-century publication of the Journal as 
provocative commentary on an emerging cultural permission that also 
allowed publication of women’s texts that, unlike Knight’s, were both 
written and published in the nineteenth century.
 To commence plainly, Sarah Kemble Knight’s Journal is an autobio-
graphical text written by a thirty-eight-year-old white woman in early-
eighteenth-century new england. in it, Knight chronicles her 1704–5 
trip to new haven and new york to help settle a relative’s estate. Written 
in the early eighteenth century, the journal was published for the first 
time in the nineteenth century. as bush writes, Knight “participated 
in two key moments in american cultural history—that in which she 
wrote and that in which her writing received a wider audience through 
publication” (introduction 80). This chapter discusses Knight’s Journal  
in six parts: first, Knight’s biographical contexts and particulars of the 
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1825 publication and reception of her text; second, a detailing and 
discussion of subsequent nineteenth-century reissuings and print ref-
erences to her journal; third, an examination of generic conventions 
of the travel narrative and Knight’s adaptations of that form; fourth, a 
consideration of Knight’s dis/alignments with early american women; 
fifth, a reading of the intersection of orality, literacy, and female sta-
tus in the text; and finally, a concluding section regarding Knight and 
the (im)possibilities of an eighteenth-century american female com-
munity.

I .

Sarah Kemble was born in boston on april 19, 1666, to Captain Thomas 
Kemble, a merchant and landowner, and elizabeth Trerice Kemble. in 
1688 or 1689, she married richard Knight, possibly a shipmaster, who 
was probably much older than she. Sarah Kemble may have been his 
second wife. Their only child, elizabeth, was born in boston on may 
8, 1689. Knight acquired business and legal skills, perhaps from run-
ning the family business after her father’s death in 1689. She used her 
expertise to help settle estates, and she kept a shop and a house on 
moon Street in boston. She also ran a school in which she taught hand-
writing to children (putatively attended by a young ben Franklin). 
even before richard Knight died (probably in 1706), his wife may have 
assumed his business responsibilities. From then on, she was known 
as Widow Knight or madam Knight, which was, as bush explains, in 
keeping with “the early eighteenth-century manner of address for a 
middle-aged matron” (introduction 69).5

 When Knight learned about the estate settlement of a new haven 
cousin, Caleb Trowbridge (whose young widow may have been her 
sister), she departed on an unchaperoned journey from boston to new 
york and new haven on October 2, 1704. She left behind her fifteen-
year-old daughter and elderly mother; her husband was on business 
abroad. She returned from this five-month business trip in march, hav-
ing kept a detailed travel journal. after her daughter married John 
livingston of new london, Connecticut, in 1714, Knight, now wid-
owed, moved to live near her. She continued to work successfully as 
a shopkeeper and property owner. When she died in 1727, she left a 
substantial £1800 estate.
 Knight’s journal remained unpublished in her lifetime. michaelsen 
speculates that the Journal “was not published in its day because it was 
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too secular a work . . . to come off the massachusetts presses” (44n21). 
bush maintains that it was not intended for publication and instead 
circulated privately (introduction 74). he writes that Knight “surely 
wrote for an audience other than herself,” arguing that her

treatment of self [in the journal] would have appealed to an intimate 

circle of friends who already knew the bumptious good humor and 

superior physical stamina as well as mental readiness for the unfore-

seen which madam Knight clearly possessed. it seems very likely that 

her anticipation of such an appreciative audience of listeners or readers 

prompted her to write her lively narrative. (introduction 74, 75)

David S. Shields states that Knight “composed [her journal] for and 
read [it] to her circle in boston” (“eighteenth-Century” 460).6 Susan 
Clair imbarrato, noting that “circulation figures for early america 
are . . . difficult to determine,” posits that “a general comparison to the 
letter suggests that twenty to thirty people, or the size of an extended 
family, may have either read a traveler’s journal or heard about its 
contents” (27). Though the text was probably read by/to Knight’s fam-
ily and friends, it was not prepared for commercial publication, pub-
lished or read widely in her lifetime. after Knight’s death, it remained 
in manuscript for almost a full century.
 in 1825, Knight’s journal was anonymously edited and published by 
Theodore Dwight, Jr. (1796–1866), teacher and author of biographies, 
histories, and travel narratives. Dwight’s short introduction regarding 
Knight and her text was published with his edition. his introduction 
presents Knight’s text to the nineteenth-century U.S. reading public 
and foregrounds his interest in the american past. he assures read-
ers that the journal is historically authentic, “not a work of fiction, as 
the scarcity of old american manuscripts may induce some to imag-
ine; but it is a faithful copy from a diary in the author’s own hand- 
writing, compiled soon after her return home, as it appears, from notes 
recorded daily, while on the road” (85). he declares that he preserved 
the text’s antiquarian value by not updating Knight’s language “for fear 
of introducing any unwarrantable modernism” (85). Dwight’s motives 
in publishing the journal emerge from his promotion of the value of 
documenting the american past:

The object proposed in printing this little work is not only to please 

those who have particularly studied the progressive history of our coun-

try, but to direct the attention of others to subjects of that description, 
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unfashionable as they still are; and also to remind the public that docu-

ments, even as unpretending as the following, may possess a real value, 

if they contain facts which will be hereafter sought for to illustrate 

interesting periods in our history. (78, 79)7

Dwight’s classification of Knight’s text as an “unpretending document” 
makes clear that he claims no intellectual value for it. indeed, his 
assumption—perhaps suggested most plainly by his use of a phrase 
within which to classify Knight’s text—is that readers will similarly 
view the text as an “unpretending document.” instead, what Dwight 
does argue for is the Journal’s historical value. however, even that 
value is somewhat incidental to the narrative of the text. That is, it is 
the details which Knight uses when relating her experiences—particu-
lars of travel, landscape, lodging—that are “facts which will be hereaf-
ter sought to illustrate interesting periods in our history” (85).
 returning to what he perceives as neglect of the american past, 
Dwight chastises readers for being “so ready to open our minds to the 
most minute details of foreign governments, and the modes and men 
of distant countries, with which we can have only a collateral con-
nection” instead of focusing on “subjects so closely connected with 
ourselves [that they] ought to excite a degree of curiosity and inter-
est” (85). Dwight encourages readers to appreciate what he sees as 
advances of the nineteenth-century United States by reading Knight’s 
text: “The reader will find frequent occasion to compare the state of 
things in the time of our author with that of the present period, par-
ticularly with regard to the number of inhabitants, and the facilities 
and accommodations prepared for the travelers” (86). Dwight also rec-
ognizes the hardships of Knight’s eighteenth-century journey when 
contrasted with similar nineteenth-century travel:

Over that tract of country where she traveled about a fortnight, on 

horseback, under the direction of a hired guide, with frequent risks of 

life and limb, and sometimes without food or shelter for many miles, 

we proceed at our ease, without exposure and almost without fatigue, in 

a day and a half, through a well peopled land, supplied with good stage-

coaches and public houses, or the still greater luxuries of the elegant 

steam boats which daily traverse our waters. (86)

in comparison to what he views as primitive eighteenth-century new 
england, Dwight identifies nineteenth-century new england as pop-
ulated, modern, and equipped for easy and expedient travel.8 With 
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publication of Knight’s Journal, Dwight seeks to develop a nationalis-
tic strategy to discover and publish earlier american works, parts of 
which—parts seemingly as slight as a clause or even a single word—can 
then be used to document a rapidly disappearing and too infrequently 
recorded american past. it is in this potential for textual extraction 
that Dwight locates the primary worth of Knight’s Journal.
 Though Dwight’s interest is primarily antiquarian, this interest 
does not lead him to dismiss Knight herself. rather, he praises her as 
“a lady of uncommon literary attainments, as well as of great taste and 
strength of mind” (85). he recognizes and appreciates Knight’s lively 
wit: 

it is to be regretted that the brevity of the work should have allowed 

the author so little room for the display of the cultivated mind and the 

brilliant fancy which frequently betray themselves in the course of the 

narrative; and no one can rise from the perusal without wishing some 

happy chance might yet discover more full delineations of life and 

character from the same practiced hand. (85)

his striking praise reveals his high opinion of Knight’s writing skill—
“uncommon literary attainments,” “great taste and strength of mind,” 
“cultivated mind,” “brilliant fancy.” his assertion that readers will fin-
ish the Journal hoping for more writing by Knight, along with his char-
acterizing of her “practiced hand,” indicates respect for her literary 
talent.
 Dwight’s selection of Knight’s Journal—given its female authorship, 
unconventional tone, and “unpretending” nature—for publication in 
1825 marks a receptivity to female representation, especially in texts 
written by and about women. This is not to suggest, however, that his 
choice to publish the journal be read as protofeminist. i do not imag-
ine Dwight as a man ahead of his time, envisioning and promoting 
women’s writing. rather, Dwight, an author and educator interested 
in documenting new england history, wanted to make public Knight’s 
detailed description of her eighteenth-century progress through that 
region. however, a close reading of his introduction makes clear he 
has sufficient intellectual resources to appreciate Knight’s uncon-
ventional women’s writing. indeed, Dwight published his edition at 
a moment when readers were becoming receptive to historical and 
fictive accounts of “women’s experiences in the wilderness” (balkun 
22).9 as balkun writes, “a number of [such] popular texts . . . were pub-
lished within a year or two of Knight’s: [lydia maria] Child’s Hobomok 
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(1824), [James e.] Seaver’s Narrative	of	 the	Life	of	Mrs.	Mary	Jemison 
(1826), and [Catharine maria] Sedgwick’s Hope	Leslie (1827)” (22). Fur-
ther, as michael Davitt bell observes, “many of the new american nov-
els published in the 1820s were . . . works of historical fiction” (38). For 
instance, lydia maria Child “published three historical novels in the 
1820s and 1830s” (38). Child’s Hobomok (1824) is set in seventeenth- 
century massachusetts, while The	Rebels (1825) takes place in pre–
revolutionary era boston. Sarah Josepha hale’s Northwood (1827) is 
“a new england local-color novel” (bell 39). Catharine maria Sedg-
wick, “one of the most influential american fiction writers of her gen-
eration,” “turned to historical fiction in 1827 with Hope	Leslie, set in 
seventeenth-century massachusetts” (bell 42). Hope	Leslie’s popularity 
“made its author the most celebrated american woman writer before 
harriet beecher Stowe” (bell 42). Works such as these by nineteenth-
century U.S. writers concerning women in early american history, 
and american history in general, provided readers with context for 
reading Knight’s account of her travel a century earlier through the 
new england wild. Further, the publication, reviews, and sometimes 
popularity of such texts suggest market forces which Dwight may 
or may not have been fully aware of at the time. Whatever Dwight’s 
degree of awareness, a potential receptivity to such works was in the 
air when he chose to edit and publish Knight’s journal.
 Dwight’s postpublication recognition of both market forces and 
their vagaries is later seen in an 1846 letter he wrote in response to 
a query about Knight’s authorship. as margolies notes, this letter and 
the introduction to Knight’s text “are Dwight’s only published accounts 
of his editing of the journal” (25). in the letter, Dwight laments the 
tepid response two decades earlier to publication of the journal: “The 
indifference with which that little book was regarded discouraged me 
from bringing out any more, though i had two or three old manu-
scripts which i should have liked to bring out at some future time” 
(“December meeting” 387). he adds that he has “been earnestly solic-
ited of late to prepare and publish another edition, with notes, embrac-
ing the above and other particulars, and have taken some steps; but 
apprehending a second failure, i have not pursued the plan” (387). in 
this 1846 letter, Dwight assigns a primacy to market forces—and book 
sales deriving from them—that determines his resistance to publish-
ing a second edition of Knight’s journal. by implication, his inaccurate 
assessment of market forces in 1825 (“the indifference with which that 
little book was regarded”) resulted in his editing the journal for publi-
cation at that time.
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 Though sales of Knight’s Journal disappointed Dwight, in 1825 
he would have had moderate evidence to assume that it might suc-
cessfully attract readers. in addition to the writing and publication 
of works regarding historical or fictive treatment of women, publica-
tion of Knight’s journal occurred at a time of “increasing interest in 
travel literature in a variety of forms” (balkun 21).10 as imbarrato has 
detailed, written accounts of travel in journals, letters, and narratives 
circulated through publication as well as through private exchange. 
additionally, travel guidebooks written for tourists attracted readers 
(33).11 Dwight himself had written and published a travel narrative, A	
Journal	of	a	Tour	in	Italy, in 1824, a year before his edition of Knight’s 
Journal. after publication of Knight’s journal, he wrote three more 
travel books, all concerning travels within the United States.
 imbarrato notes that there are “approximately fifty extant women’s 
travel narratives . . . published and in manuscript” from the period 
1700 to 1830 (2), enough to contribute to Dwight’s sense that readers 
would welcome an edition of Knight’s journal.12 Further, like Knight’s 
Journal, other women’s accounts of travel were published and reprinted 
throughout the nineteenth century. elizabeth ashbridge’s Some	Account	
of	the	Fore	Part	of	the	Life	of	Elizabeth	Ashbridge, a conversion narrative 
“framed by travel” (imbarrato 148), was first published in 1774 and 
again in 1807, 1831, and 1886. anne Grant macvicar’s Memoirs	of	an	
American	Lady, published in 1808, was reprinted in 1809, 1836, 1846, 
and 1876. annette Kolodny cites two popular texts—James Seaver’s 
Narrative	of	 the	Life	of	Mrs.	Mary	Jemison (1826) and Timothy Flint’s 
Biographical	Memoir	of	Daniel	Boone (1833)—as together providing U.S. 
readers “published access to two real-life white women [mary Jemison 
and rebecca boone, wife of Daniel] who had learned to survive in the 
wilderness” (89). as balkun writes:

[Knight’s] Journal has much in common with other travel books of the 

period: detailed descriptions that enabled the reader to experience 

vicariously the journey, an underlying no-place-like-home sentiment 

which measured all things—to their detriment—against the point of 

origin of the traveler, and an affirmation of american accomplishment 

and exceptionalism. (22)

i agree with balkun that “with its factual and cultural information, 
the Journal satisfied the nineteenth-century desire for texts that docu-
mented american social history and provided a base for the emergent 
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american culture” (21). Despite this alignment, Dwight’s edition failed 
to achieve the popularity he seems to have imagined for it. Though 
sales disappointed Dwight, he had nonetheless been correct in his 
opinion that central features of Knight’s text, such as its narrative of 
travel, were of interest to readers of the time.
 Such literary contexts valuably add to our understandings of the 
nineteenth-century publication and readership of Knight’s journal. i 
do not claim that publication of Knight’s Journal in 1825 indicates a 
transformation in the ways in which women are represented by them-
selves and others or that only by an alchemy of social and cultural 
arrangements the journal could only be published for the first time in 
1825. however, Knight’s Journal was published at a point in the early 
republic when, as mary Kelley has argued, “newly independent ameri-
cans began to consider the subject of female intellect, a topic that had 
elicited little concern earlier” (“vindicating” 6). nearly four hundred 
“private academies and seminaries . . . were founded exclusively for 
women between 1790 and 1830.” additionally, public schools began to 
enroll girls as well as boys in rural and urban locales (1). as balkun 
writes, “the publication of [Knight’s] Journal coincided with the start 
of the american women’s movement, offering readers an intelligent, 
independent, and capable ‘mother of the republic’” (22).
 in mary Suzanne Schriber’s observation, the nineteenth-century 
United States had reached a “historical moment when the meaning 
and boundaries of woman’s sphere were contested and increasingly 
indefinite; and when the definition of the domestic sphere was being 
stretched to encompass ever more public terrain, to the expressed con-
sternation of many victorians” (50). The reception of the 1825 edition 
of Knight’s Journal signals the mixed nature of this consideration of 
female intellect. margolies details public reaction to Knight’s text in the 
two decades following publication.13 These responses consist of male-
authored articles that in various ways disputed authenticity of Knight’s 
text. For example, Joseph barlow Felt (1789–1869), well-known pas-
tor, historian, and author, wrote in 1839, “Though the female traveler, 
madam Knight, is a fictitious author, yet the representation, quoted 
from the book, bearing such a name appears to be true” (250).14 a bos-
ton newspaper labeled the Journal a “spurious production” (“December 
meeting” 387). William r. Deane (1809–71), historian and genealogist 
who would later write an introduction to the text, initially classified 
the Journal as fiction written by a man (963n). and the notes of an 1877 
meeting of the massachusetts historical Society record a discussion  
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of Dwight’s 1846 letter concerning the authenticity of Knight’s text, 
stating that “it was confidently believed by many that madam Knight’s 
Journal proceeded from the fertile fancy of the late Samuel l. Knapp, 
who had the reputation of writing some clever fictions of a like char-
acter” (“December meeting” 388).15

 These responses contested authenticity of Knight’s text and Knight 
herself. i read such reactions as indicating that while the cultural 
moment permitted publication of the journal, it also, at least initially, 
mandated a degree of resistance to the text’s and the author’s legiti-
macy. indeed, when Dwight wrote to Charles Deane on December 26, 
1846 (as noted earlier, the letter and Dwight’s introduction to the 1825 
edition are his only extant remarks concerning his editing of Knight’s 
text), it was to affirm authenticity of Knight’s authorship:16

my dear Sir,—The work to which you refer is well known to me. it 

is genuine and authentic. i had heard of the manuscript for several 

years . . . and succeeded in procuring it for publication. i copied it with 

my own hand, retaining the orthography, and omitting only a few words 

and phrases which were not very appropriate to a book. a boston paper, 

on the appearance of the work, pronounced it a spurious production. 

(“December meeting” 386–87)

having established the text’s authenticity, Dwight reiterates views 
expressed in his introduction twenty-one years earlier: “it gratifies me 
to find that you and your friends in boston feel any interest in the 
Journal of your townswoman, madam Knight, as i think it highly cred-
itable to her character and education, and valuable for the picture it 
gives of the state of the country and people at that early period” (387). 
Thus, though Knight’s voice had initially emerged publicly through 
publication in the nineteenth-century United States, that voice con-
tinued to be circumscribed and diminished in subsequent public com-
mentaries over the decades.

I I .

Knight’s Journal soon became part of nineteenth-century U.S. liter-
ary discourse. it was recurrently published, as well as mentioned and 
quoted in print, with the assumption that readers would recognize the 
reference. i detail below the trajectory of this progression from eigh-
teenth-century white woman’s privately circulated text to nineteenth- 
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century white woman’s public text, outlining various publications, ref-
erences, and dates. as stated earlier, i move into new critical ground 
regarding Knight’s text through my detailing and consideration of 
these references.
 Knight’s Journal, first published in 1825, was reprinted in its entirety 
in 1847, 1858, and 1865.17 an excerpt from it was published in 1826. 
Further, a range of books and articles published in the nineteenth- 
century United States contained passing references to and quota-
tions from Knight’s Journal. Though Theodore Dwight was first to 
print Knight’s Journal in its entirety, the earliest published reference 
to Knight herself appeared in hannah mather Crocker’s (1752–1829) 
Observations	on	the	Real	Rights	of	Women,	with Their	Appropriate	Duties,	
Agreeable	to	Scripture,	Reason,	and	Common	Sense (1818). Crocker, a mar-
ried mother of ten who began writing after her children had grown, was 
the great-great-granddaughter of richard mather, great-granddaughter 
of increase mather, and granddaughter of Cotton mather. She was the 
daughter of Samuel mather, Cotton mather’s only surviving son, and 
hannah hutchinson mather, sister to massachusetts governor Thomas 
hutchinson (Post 85; Westbrook and Westbrook 62).18 as Constance 
Post writes in her important work recovering Crocker, Observations	
on	 the	Real	Rights	of	Women was “one of the first books on women’s 
rights written by an american to be published in america” (86). in 
her Observations, Crocker argues that “the wise author of nature has 
endowed the female with equal powers and faculties . . . as he gave to 
the male sex” (5).
 Though she did not refer to Knight’s Journal in her text and may 
or may not have known of its existence at this point, Crocker had 
reason to be familiar with Knight. Crocker grew up in the same house 
in which Knight had grown up and in which Knight’s daughter, eliza-
beth, had been married by increase mather, Crocker’s great-grand- 
father (Titus 101–2; 106). in Observations,	Crocker employs references 
to a diverse range of women, including american, biblical, british, 
classical, French, and modern women. among them, Crocker identi-
fies Knight as “famous in her day for teaching to write”; as the author 
of “letters on business, and notes of hand, and letters on friendship”; 
and as “a smart, witty, sensible woman . . . [who] had considerable 
influence at that period” (66). Crocker foregrounds Knight’s profes-
sional status as a paid teacher and writer. her description of Knight 
as “smart, witty, [and] sensible” evokes the voice of Knight’s journal, 
suggesting that Crocker may have known of it or perhaps had had it 
described to her. had Crocker read Knight’s journal or had it read to 
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her at this point, or had she been certain of its existence, she likely 
would have mentioned it given its correspondence with her argu-
ment.19

 Crocker’s assembly of praiseworthy american women such as mar-
tha Dandridge Washington (in her role as wife of George Washington), 
revolutionary War–era writer mercy Otis Warren, and rachel Donelson 
Jackson (in her role as wife of andrew Jackson) establishes a female 
context within patriarchy. it also indicates a degree of receptivity to 
representations of american women. eighteenth-century Knight’s ini-
tial public appearance in Crocker’s early-nineteenth-century book—
again, one of the first american books on women’s rights written by 
an american woman—suggests cultural readiness for Dwight’s publica-
tion of the journal seven years later. The year after Dwight’s publica-
tion, excerpts were published under the title “Travelling in america” 
in eliakim littell’s monthly magazine, The	Museum	of	Foreign	Literature	
and	Science (margolies 29).20 littell would go on to edit The	Living	Age, 
which thirty-two years later, as detailed below, would publish Knight’s 
journal in its entirety.
 The entire Journal was next republished in 1847 in boston’s weekly 
Protestant	Telegraph by the reverend mortimer blake (1813–84). here 
it appeared serially. in 1858 the literary weekly The	Living	Age, an 
offshoot of the Atlantic	Monthly, reprinted Knight’s entire journal in 
a June issue. William r. Deane, who had initially maintained that the 
journal was written by a man, wrote the introduction to this issue. 
Deane’s introduction describes the Journal, provides a biography of 
Knight (including lengthy descriptions of the lives of her father and 
her husband), and lists the two previous printings of the text. Deane 
notes earlier questions of the journal’s authorship but takes pains to 
confirm Knight’s existence and authorship.
 Deane recognized the unique nature of Knight’s travels, writing 
that “madam Knight was probably almost the only woman who, at 
so early a date, made such a journey” (963). he devotes a significant 
amount of his introduction to Knight’s real-estate transactions. his 
discussion of Knight as a businesswoman suggests prevailing accep-
tance or tolerance of women’s property dealings. also, as Dwight did 
thirty-three years earlier, Deane focuses on Knight’s descriptions of  
eighteenth-century new england, marveling at what he views as prog-
ress achieved in intervening decades. in doing so, Deane partakes of 
the white northern middle-class narrative of improvements accom-
plished by industrial capitalism.
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 in 1865 northern lawyer and judge William law learned (1821–
1904) prepared an edition of the Journal for publication (margolies 
28). learned reprinted Dwight’s 1825 edition, adding a preface and 
explanatory footnotes. his preface, which draws heavily on Deane’s 
1858 introduction, provides details of Knight’s life, family, and busi-
ness activities, as well as a brief description of her journey. learned 
describes Knight as “energetic and observing,” with “some imagination 
and a good perception of the ludicrous” (xi). he comments that her 
more irreverent jokes “only a few years earlier, might have convicted 
her of witchcraft, if they had come to the ears of Cotton mather” (xi). 
learned implicitly classifies female energy, observation, imagination, 
and humor as positive qualities. he assumes that readers will, as he 
did, view penalties for such women (e.g., for practicing witchcraft) as 
part of a remote american past.
 The publication of learned’s 1865 edition of Knight’s journal coin-
cided with the end of the Civil War. Two suggestive notes written by 
learned reflect this historical moment. both are unusual: the majority 
of notes in learned’s edition are quotations from other texts/authors, 
factual explanations, and translations of vernacular or archaic usages.21 
however, the two notes overtly inflected by the war are both learned’s 
cultural commentary. First, learned cites Knight’s relation of a dispute 
between a slave and a master which results in the master’s admitting 
fault.22 responding to this scene, learned writes, “From this little inci-
dent it may be seen that, even at this early time, slavery, in Connecti-
cut, was a very different thing from the system which has existed in 
the southern part of our country” (54n1). learned reads Knight’s story 
through a lens of nineteenth-century northern views of the Southern 
slavocracy. his implicitly judgmental language emphasizes the percep-
tion of a closed system of white dominance (“a very different thing”) 
in his own time. Within that system, whites were always already in the 
right. For learned, in the nineteenth-century United States, the white  
master would never admit fault, even when or perhaps especially 
when wrong.
 next, following an observation of Knight’s regarding quick mari-
tal divorce, learned, in his longest note, comments, “This facility for 
obtaining divorce may have arisen from the degradation of marriage 
to a mere civil contract entered into before a magistrate. . . . Unfor-
tunately the same facility has continued to the present time” (55n1). 
learned’s extensive commentary is provoked by the ease with which 
a marital union could be dissolved. i suggest that in his response we 
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also read larger national issues of unions and civil contracts. learned’s 
dismay at the ease of disuniting two previously joined parties evokes 
his cultural moment. his note reveals a vital recognition of the fear-
some simplicity of disbanding a marriage or disbanding a country.
 in addition to these complete and partial reprintings of Knight’s 
Journal, references to it appeared regularly and in diverse contexts. For 
instance, in the July 1854 essay “holidays” in the United	States	Demo-
cratic	Review, the anonymous author, discussing new england celebra-
tions, writes, “The preceding remarks are much strengthened by some 
observations made by madame Knight in her Journal	of	a	Tour	 from	
Boston	to	New-York, in the year 1704, then a most serious and arduous 
undertaking” (59). This reference is followed by a quotation from the 
journal, establishing that the writer is aware of Knight’s text and also 
owns or has access to a copy of it. Four years later a brief note in the 
July 1858 issue of The	Living	Age reports, “a correspondent informs us 
that madame Knight taught little benjamin Franklin to write” (242).23 
Then in October 1858 a letter printed in Notes &	Queries requests infor-
mation about a passage in Knight’s journal (310). in a november 1860 
Atlantic	Monthly review of Frederick law Olmsted’s A	Journey	 in	 the	
Back-Country, Knight’s name appears in a list of authors who wrote 
about early new england (636). and in the 1864 book Huguenots	of	
Westchester	and	Parish	of	Fordham, the author, William Watson Waldron, 
writes of “madame Knight, who published a journal of her trip from 
new-york to boston, a hundred and sixty years ago, a.d. 1704” (72). 
Waldron quotes directly from Knight’s text, indicating that he too owns 
or has access to a copy of it.
 in July 1871, the North	American	Review, then edited by James rus-
sell lowell and Charles eliot norton, reviewed the book History	of	Rye,	
West	Chester	County	New	York	1660–1870	(1871) by Charles W. baird. 
Discussing “public-houses” of the time, the reviewer writes that “even 
the best [public-houses] were not very neat or well-provided. at least 
Strang’s was not, where madam Knight passed her wretched night in 
1704” (226). This notably informed reference both indicates familiarity 
with the narrative of Knight’s trip and accurately cites the year she 
began her travel; as with earlier references, familiarity with Knight’s 
text is assumed. Further, moses Coit Tyler, known for his “pioneering 
work in the scholarly study of colonial and revolutionary literature,” 
included Knight in his “great and enduring stud[y],” A	History	of	Ameri-
can	Literature,	1607–1765, published in 1878 (Saar 243, 246).24 Tyler’s 
choice of Knight corresponds with what Saar describes as his view of 
“literature as a source of social information: he open[ed] the canon 
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to include journals, diaries, and travel literature as proper objects of 
literary study. . . . [F]or Tyler, and for the victorians, the literature of 
new england exemplified the literature of the nascent nation” (247). 
Knight’s new england focus and detailed observations appealed to 
Tyler. he was aware of but less fettered by insistent notions of literary 
aesthetics and so did not automatically exclude Knight because of her 
position as a woman who had written in what was perceived by many 
to be a lesser genre.25

 in 1888 in the Harper’s feature “editor’s Study,” William Dean how-
ells reviewed the book series Library	of	American	Literature edited by 
edmund Clarence Stedman (1833–1908) and ellen mackay hutchin-
son (?–1933).26,27 Discussing american Puritan writing, howells writes, 
“even with the masters of it, english prose was still in the hippo-
potamic; the newspaper humorist had not yet arisen to give it the 
gazelle-like movement in which it now disports itself” (479). howells 
admiringly singled out Knight’s journal:

The editors quote from the journals of madam Sarah Kemble Knight 

the account of her journey from boston to new york in 1704, which 

is both lively and good. it shows touch; and that such easy, vigorous 

writing should be in a private diary suggests at least a growing literary 

temperament among the bostonians of the time. (479)

howells’s 1888 praise—“lively,” “good,” “easy,” “vigorous”—of Knight’s 
1704–5 writing indicates a change over time in reception of unconven-
tional women’s writing. That Knight’s text “shows touch” is a marker 
for howells “of a growing literary temperament among bostonians of 
the time”; that is, by 1888 such women’s writing is viewed (at least by 
howells and other cultural agents like him) as engaging and accept-
able, unlike the more mixed reception Knight’s writing had received 
by some reviewers and readers in earlier decades.
 in his 1896 biography The	Life	of	Thomas	Hutchinson, James Ken-
dall hosmer (1824–1927) cites “madame Knight, who made a journey 
through new england early in the eighteenth century, of which an 
account remains, sometimes graphic and racy, describes the trading of 
the time” (18). hosmer quotes at length from Knight’s Journal, indicat-
ing that he owns or has access to a copy of it. hosmer’s classification 
of the text as “sometimes graphic and racy” is admiring rather than 
pejorative, inviting readers to share his response.
 Finally, an 1897 essay, “Travel in early new england,” by ame-
lia leavitt hill (?–1962) in The	New	England	Magazine, begins with a 
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lengthy section on Knight and her travels. hill, clearly familiar with 
Knight’s Journal, assumes that readers will be, too. hill’s admiration 
for Knight and her journal are evident throughout the section. Knight’s 
text is a “most interesting journal,” and Knight herself is “regarded as 
little short of a heroine,” with qualities of “courage,” “quick insight,” 
and a “keen sense of humor and a gift of description” (82). hill quotes 
directly from the journal several times, establishing that she, too, owns 
or has access to a copy of it.
 To summarize the trajectory sketched here of nineteenth-century 
U.S. print appearances of Knight and her journal, the first extant refer-
ence to Knight herself is, appropriately, in hannah mather Crocker’s 
1718 treatise on women’s rights. Knight’s Journal was then first pub-
lished in 1825 and subsequently republished in its entirety three times 
(1847, 1858, and 1865). an excerpt from the journal was published in 
1826, and a variety of references to Knight and her text appeared in 
print throughout the nineteenth-century United States, particularly in 
the latter half of the century.28

 These multiple reprintings of and references to Knight’s Journal 
across the nineteenth century stand in contrast to its private, local cir-
culation in the eighteenth century. Further, the various ways in which 
the text was edited (in single volumes, in periodicals, with commen-
tary by male editors) and received (negatively, positively, as fiction) 
indicate the shifting cultural status of Knight’s text in particular and 
women’s writing in general. Taken together, laudatory references to 
Knight’s journal in the last decades of the nineteenth century by Tyler, 
howells, hosmer, and hill make plain that by that time, the journal 
was valued more positively than it had been in earlier decades.
 my claim is not that Knight’s Journal was necessarily read by nine-
teenth-century U.S. women writers subsequently discussed in this 
study. That may or may not have been the case. however, in outlin-
ing nineteenth-century appearances of the journal, i seek to position 
Knight’s text in a developing cultural discourse regarding gender and 
representation, one in which women’s texts examined in this study are 
situated.

I I I .

While Knight’s generic choice of the journal or travel narrative cor-
responds with early american women’s writing, her adaptations of 
form and her unconventional writing are unlike those of other early 
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american women writers. rather, Knight’s text anticipates and projects 
generic choices and constructions of female behavior that nineteenth-
century U.S. women writers later adopted and developed, consciously 
or unconsciously.
 Similar to narratives by early american women, Knight’s text par-
ticipates in the “amateur” choice of the journal or travel narrative. as 
mentioned earlier, as far as is known, Knight did not anticipate or 
prepare her text for publication. indeed, in adopting the amateur form 
of the journal, Knight simultaneously adopted the status of an amateur 
writer. Such status suggests an expectation of later sharing the private 
journal with a private (not public or commercial) audience of family 
and friends. The genre of the journal is, as Schriber notes, typically 
seen as “one of those ‘lesser forms’ in the autobiographical tradition” 
(59). Generic conventions of the travel narrative allow for a range 
of content, including the journey itself, the traveler’s observations, 
and details of the writer’s life and experiences. Generic conventions 
also prompt a prearranged structure of the text that adheres to the 
journey’s itinerary and route. as Schriber observes, “the warrant in 
the travel genre for culturally authorized and conventionally female 
forms such as the letter, the diary, and the journal” invites participa-
tion of women writers “because these are forms in which women are 
historically practiced and believe themselves to be competent” (58). 
The journal requires an experience (travel) to some degree allowable 
within conventional female scripts. Though women’s travel was much 
more constrained than men’s travel, some limited situations allowed 
women both to travel and to remain viewed as genteel. as Shari ben-
stock classically writes, the mix of lower-status accessibility and travel 
experience enables women’s self-writing, “serv[ing] as . . . a way by 
which to find a ‘voice’—whether private or public—through which to 
express that which cannot be expressed in other forms” (“authorizing 
the autobiographical” 5–6).
 at the same time, women’s travel writing invokes gender issues of 
authority and autonomy, marking complexity of female positioning 
and the woman writer’s potential disruption of dominant gender con-
structions. For instance, new england examples of excoriated Puritans 
anne hutchinson and mary Dyer, as well as the 1692 witchcraft delu-
sion, spanned the seventeenth century, providing cautionary tales for 
white women who acted with autonomy and spoke in less constrained 
voices.29,30 as Schriber writes, travel narrative conventions and travel 
itself are complicated for women by “prohibitions against female travel 
for travel’s sake [that] have been linked historically to ideas of the 
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feminine, connected in turn with women’s sexual vulnerability” (23). 
Such concerns would have contributed to a convergence of gender and 
class for the white middle-class woman on a solitary journey and for 
those who encountered her. because “women of the genteel classes are 
assumed to be virtuous women,” women who traveled alone would be 
viewed as lower class—that is, “sexual, dangerous, and barely women 
at all” (Schriber 87). Schriber concludes that “the public took the mea-
sure of women’s travel, its value and its meaning, as it took the mea-
sure of women, their value and their meaning” (45). indeed, Knight 
consistently notes behaviors of women encountered on her journey. 
her observations, discussed below, function to reinforce her own class 
status. The women whom Knight observes serve as “a useful polarity 
to the woman traveler,” crucially enabling her to identify herself as 
genteel (Schriber 89).
 Knight deploys travel narrative conventions by using her journey’s 
structure as the text’s structure. her text follows her trip from boston 
to new haven and new york and back, signaling its principal agenda 
of recording the journey. however, Knight defies travel narrative con-
ventions with a mix of independence, capitalistic motivation, and 
witty observations. These disruptions of generic conventions separate 
Knight and her journal from other early american female travel writ-
ers and their texts. early american women narrators such as hannah 
Dustan, mary rowlandson, and hannah Swarton traveled, but were 
forced to do so as captives; they were commodities, not buyers or 
sellers, in economic exchange. Their postcaptivity narratives, primar-
ily chronicling physical and spiritual redemption, were promoted as 
documents of orthodox Puritan piety.
 Other early american women travelers such as elizabeth ashbridge 
and elizabeth house Trist, did, like Knight, journey independently. 
however, ashbridge’s narrative records her search for spiritual, not 
monetary, gain. Trist details her conventional reasons for travel (to 
reunite with her husband and children) within prevailing gender 
assumptions.31 Knight’s distinctive tone, observations, and motive may 
help explain why her text remained unpublished in the eighteenth cen-
tury. in salient ways such as these, i read Knight’s text as less typical of 
eighteenth-century american women’s writing and see it correspond-
ing more closely with nineteenth-century U.S. women’s writing.
 Knight’s journey mirrors cultural ambivalence toward female 
autonomy located in the women’s travel narrative. The independence 
of her unconventional travels alone or with a guide is confined to her 
reliance on eighteenth-century new england white women’s domain. 
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She is lodged, served, and entertained by women at inns, taverns, and 
eating places. She turns not to a patriarchal god but to the female moon 
for guidance on rough roads. and when she completes her return trip, 
she is greeted not by men but by women—her mother and daughter. 
These interactions on her travels adhere to gendered cultural contours. 
her text privileges observation of women encountered on her journey. 
as Shields observes, Knight’s text is “alert[ing] us to the development 
of a women’s domain in the public sphere” (Civil 105). her text also 
chronicles her critical scrutiny of women’s voices and her perception 
of their disruptions of conventional gender scripts.
 Knight’s unusual autonomous travels determine that she will be 
situated in female locations. ironically, her travel autonomy limits 
her writing domain. in fundamental ways, her journal is more gender- 
specific in its observations than other early american women’s travel 
narratives because the places she travels through on her solitary 
journey—regardless of her destination—must always be in women’s 
domain. Knight’s gendered adaptation of the travel narrative partakes 
of, yet subordinates, generic conventions of texts “by early explorers, 
by Puritan historians, and by diarists and travelers” that, as lawrence 
buell has observed, map “the new england landscape and ethos” (283). 
Within these conventions Knight’s Journal maps previously uncharted 
regions of her gendered travels. her territory is a female, oral new 
england landscape and ethos of white american eighteenth-century 
women and women’s domain.
 Knight’s adoption of a nonfictional, almost realist form within 
which to narrate her journey prefigures autobiographic choices in texts 
of nineteenth-century U.S. women discussed later in this study. as i 
demonstrate in subsequent chapters, though Fanny Fern, louisa may 
alcott, S. emma e. edmonds, mary livermore, annie Turner Witten-
myer, and harriet Jacobs sometimes employ degrees of the fictive 
in their writing, they primarily use the autobiographical in order to 
“speak” publicly. i argue that Knight’s adaptations of a genre perceived 
as acceptable for women incorporates strategies that nineteenth- 
century U.S. women writers, with varying degrees of awareness, later 
take up and expand.

I V.

Knight traveled fairly autonomously—she was mobile, literate, and 
largely uninfluenced by religious motives. Though she did, when 
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reunited with her mother and daughter, “desire sincearly to adore 
[her] Great benefactor for thus graciously carying forth and return-
ing in safety his unworthy handmaid” (116), few religious references 
appear, and even this last one is wryly phrased. Knight is separated 
from women she encounters on her travels by their social and spatial 
confinement as well as by questions of their literacy.32 as Julia Stern 
observes, in the journal only Knight “is represented in the act of writ-
ing” (“To relish” 3).33 voices of other women may have been limited by 
illiteracy to the spoken word. Whether or not they were limited thusly, 
Knight restricts their voices to the spoken word in her journal.34 vari-
ance between Knight and other white eighteenth-century new england 
women reveals nuanced gender issues of access and authority in the 
women’s domain situated within the larger patriarchy.35 Throughout 
her text, Knight has greater access and authority than the eighteenth-
century women she writes of encountering.
 however, the degrees of cultural distance separating Knight from 
other white early american women need not be overstated. Differ-
ences among women, no matter how significant, are subsumed by 
larger forms of social insistence regarding gender. Knight and other 
white early american women were vulnerable to dangers and gen-
dered anxieties directed toward women whose actions, beliefs, or 
status resulted in heightened cultural notice. early american history 
provided salient representations of risks that accompanied female vis-
ibility. For Knight, the most recent and notorious gendered cultural 
disruption would have been the 1692 boston/Salem witchcraft delu-
sion, when she was twenty-six years old: four years after her marriage, 
one year after the birth of her child, and twelve years before her jour-
ney. by the time Knight embarked on her early-eighteenth-century 
trip, the state no longer executed new england women on witchcraft 
charges. The perception of women’s power, autonomy, and visibility 
as a threatening cultural disruption and the need to control them had 
become concealed in more “rational” and systemic ways. Despite these 
(dis)appearances, such formal rules of law served as bloodless, more 
culturally acceptable forms of containing women’s autonomy and 
power than the hanging of women.
 Knight’s occupations as scrivener and estate settler invite specula-
tion concerning her access to and considerations of such legal infor-
mation. anson Titus detailed Knight’s extensive copyist work: “She 
appears as a witness to a hundred or more deeds of the leading firms 
and families of boston” (105). Copying a variety of public documents 
would have allowed Knight regularly to acquire legal particulars. Official  
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documents involved in settling estates would have also furnished her 
with such information. in these and other ways, Knight would have 
been familiar with property laws and legal changes. Such information 
may have led her to recognize alterations in women’s legal status and 
larger implications of such changes. That awareness, if it existed, had 
the potential to increase her understandings of codified penalties that 
often awaited disruptive women.
 Up to a point, Knight’s activities might seem to depend on, rather 
than to challenge, laurel Thatcher Ulrich’s classic concept of the 
“deputy husband,” the woman who without cultural disruption serves 
as her husband’s agent in business and other responsibilities. but it 
would be inaccurate to claim that in Knight’s business activities she 
functioned as her husband’s surrogate. rather, her work seems to have 
been largely separate from her husband’s. Still, any conclusions Knight 
may have drawn as a result of her autonomous work as scrivener and 
estate settler would have mixed with views she held as a rational, 
eighteenth-century, middle-class white merchant. The latter subject 
position suggests that she may not have necessarily recognized or 
fully accepted the systemic gendered oppression of such changes. She 
could have dismissed hutchinson and Dyer as female religious fanat-
ics who had deliberately courted controversy, and women accused of 
witchcraft as crazy or hapless victims of an overzealous past. Knight’s 
employment as a copyist, in addition to income it provided, may have 
served only as a means by which to glean useful knowledge that would 
help her capitalize further on her business skills. Similarly, knowledge 
that enabled Knight to help settle estates may have remained conven-
tionally understood by her within immediate limits and applications of 
the law. her increasing familiarity with the legal system may not have 
led her to understand the law in any larger representational sense. 
Knight’s behavior, controlled by bloodless cultural constraints, may 
have prevented her from more complete recognition of her place on 
a continuum with these penalized women. yet her knowledge of such 
women may have allowed her to intuitively and unconsciously sense 
gender boundaries.
 however Knight and other eighteenth-century new england white 
women viewed their cultural location and its systemic controls, when 
Knight began her travels and journal, dangers and social fears of 
female autonomy and voice remained culturally entrenched. i agree 
with Julia Stern that Knight’s gendered constructions in her journal 
of herself as conventional and other women as disruptive show her 
“refocus[ing] the anxiety she feels for having transgressed eighteenth-
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century gender codes by projecting hostility back onto the female bod-
ies of unknown others” (“To relish” 6). her choice of the journal—with 
its marginal status—to record her voice and the journal’s commercial 
publication over a century after her death implicitly recognizes gen-
dered perils for independent women. at no point does Knight allow 
herself to feel sympathetic alignment with her historical antecedents 
or with women she encounters on her journey.
 These punitive commonalities help determine that female mutual 
acceptance and protection could not fully emerge from and be enacted 
in eighteenth-century white women’s domain. rather, such gendered 
hazards resulted in Knight’s investment in criticizing women she 
encountered on her travels as speaking and acting inappropriately, 
yet insisting—despite her unusual, autonomous journey—on her own 
conventionality. Taken as a whole, Knight’s gendered criticisms and 
class building point to a Federalist america as yet unready for a demo-
cratic union of females. Women’s texts subsequently discussed in this 
study (texts both written and published in the nineteenth century) 
will at times at least partially construct unified female communities. 
For instance, as later chapters show, alcott’s community of female 
nurses in the Civil War hospital as seen in Hospital	Sketches, as well 
as edmonds’s constructions of cross-dressing women soldiers in Nurse	
and	Spy	in	the	Union	Army, represents women linked by shared con-
cerns and interests, a grouping only marginally viable in Knight’s time 
and perception.

V.

near the beginning of her journal, we hear Knight’s indignant voice 
in her transaction to hire a guide, marking that, as Julia Stern aptly 
phrases it, “things oral . . . constitute the central narrative matter of 
the Journal” (“To relish” 1). a portion of the manuscript is missing; we 
enter the bargaining when Knight records this dialogue:

Peices of eight, i told her no, i would not be acessary to such extortion. 

Then John shan’t go, sais shee. no, indeed, shan’t hee; and held forth 

at that rate a long time, that i began to fear i was got among the Quak-

ing tribe, beleeving not a limbertong’d sister among them could out 

do madm. hostes. (87)

Knight wishes to hire a male guide but must negotiate with his mother, 
his female agent, who sets his price and speaks for him so exten-
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sively that she invokes for Knight religious oratory and a community 
of articulate women—the image of professional speaking. When inden-
tured servant elizabeth ashbridge (later a Quaker preacher herself) 
first hears a Quaker woman preaching in the early 1730s she writes, “i 
looked on her with Pity for her ignorance (as i thought) & Contempt 
of her Practise, saying to my self, ‘i am sure you are a fool, for if ever 
i should turn Quaker, which will never be, i would not be a preacher’” 
(155). ashbridge’s precritical contempt differs from Knight’s experi-
enced, ironic response to “madm. hostes.” Knight views the woman’s 
tirade as performance, using “Quaking tribe” to recall disparagement 
of Quakers and their commonly mocked fervor, “quaking” in enthusi-
astic prayer. Though Knight ironizes the lengthy discourse, she also 
recasts it as woman’s professional discourse. Knight locates her dis-
paragement in the woman’s prolonged articulation—her voice—not in 
the occasion for her discourse. For Knight, a woman who speaks at 
such length—professionally or not—conducts herself inappropriately. 
her critical, extended discourse on the extended discourse of another 
woman leaves unexamined, as Julia Stern observes, “the ways in which 
her own narrative implicates her in the role of outspoken female” (“To 
relish” 2). Knight’s presentation of herself as always speaking appro-
priately even when she is not marks a contradictory self-represen-
tation within prevailing gender assumptions that will be consistent 
throughout the journal.
 Judgment of female voice is further promoted when, at the end of 
the tirade, Knight writes:

Upon this, to my no small surprise, son John arrose, and gravely 

demanded what i would give him to go with me? Give you, sais i, are 

you John? yes, says he, for want of a better; and behold! This John 

look’t as old as my host, and perhaps had bin a man in the last Cen-

tury. (87)

That a woman spoke on behalf of an adult male extends Knight’s read-
ing of the woman’s voice as disruptive. not only did a woman speak 
at length; she also spoke on behalf of another, a male, and a grown 
male at that.
 When John concludes the bargain for “half a pss. of eight and a 
dram,” “my hostess catechis’d John for going so cheep, saying his poor 
wife would break her heart” (87). according to Knight, John’s bargain-
ing for himself is appropriate culturally and (for her) economically. 
yet John’s silent presence while his mother bargained suggests his 
implicit acquiescence to her appropriation of his voice. Only when 
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her bargaining is ineffective does he speak and bargain for himself. 
The scene centers on articulation and inarticulation, eliding issues of 
money, family, and travel. The mother speaks at length for the adult 
son; the son speaks briefly for himself; and then his mother speaks 
for his wife. Knight’s disapproval of the woman is twofold: the length 
at which the woman preaches and her son’s allowing her to speak for 
him. For Knight—in unexamined contradiction of her own speech as 
she records it and of her journal entries—any woman who exceeds 
brief speech on her own behalf violates gender and class codes.
 intersections of class and gender identity appear regularly in the 
journal. Knight’s observations regarding women encountered as she 
travels emerge from her attention to class difference as well as to gen-
der conventions. Throughout her text, she is preoccupied with classi-
fication and criticism of women. as michaelsen has observed, Knight’s 
investment in rendering distinctions of class suggests “the manner in 
which women’s empowerment is linked in Knight’s text to the domina-
tion of others” (35). Knight’s class status is, for instance, imbricated in 
her frequent observations of inadequacies of her lodging accommoda-
tions. as “a member of an emerging merchant class in massachusetts” 
(michaelsen 41), she partakes of what lang has described as “a com-
plex of economic circumstances and cultural convictions delimited 
enough to produce among its members a self-awareness sufficient to 
reinforce class boundaries, not erase them” (10).
 Knight’s next recorded female encounter again suggests her con-
flicted disruption and defense of customary female scripts as well as 
her attention to class status, as she arrives at an inn unconventionally 
late for a woman traveling alone:

[i] had not gone many steps into the room, ere i was interogated by 

a young lady i understood afterwards was the eldest daughter of the 

family, with these, or words to this purpose, (viz.) law for mee—what 

in the world brings you here at this time a night?—i never see a woman 

on the rode so Dreadfull late, in all the days of my versall life. Who 

are you? Where are you going? i’me scar’d out of my witts—with much 

now of the same Kind. (91)

Knight, the woman most overtly violating gender conventions, imme-
diately condemns the woman’s startled reaction as inappropriate, tell-
ing her “shee treated me very rudely, and i did not think it my duty 
to answer her unmannerly Questions” (91).36 as in her observation 
of the guide’s mother, Knight records the uninterrupted length and 
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breathless nature of the woman’s speech. in both cases, despite her 
“projecting [her] female presence in public places,” as Shields aptly 
phrased it (Civil 118), her conspicuous and unusual female autonomy, 
and the potential for negative cultural responses to her, Knight repre-
sents herself as the conventional woman in the room, assaulted and 
offended by inappropriate female speech. When a woman speaks, 
according to Knight, rigid, unspoken rules apply. She should not speak 
for others, or speak at length, or ask questions. Knight represents 
women’s speech as violating a gendered social code, though it is less 
clear whether the women lack awareness of that code or deliberately 
break it. Women’s speech and Knight’s reaction to it reveal voice as 
a strategy of gendered social classification.37 in listening to women 
as she does, Knight, according to Shields, displays her “acute ear for 
conversations . . . [showing that] talk was a social marker, revealing 
one’s true standing on the index of gentility” (Civil	117). Knight’s cen-
suring responses to woman’s voice correspond with what she perceives 
as woman’s lower status. at the same time, her responses promote 
Knight herself as a woman who behaves appropriately, suggesting her 
own higher status. Knight criticizes women’s speech (and so deter-
mines their lower status) for qualities she herself uses to condemn that 
speech and, paradoxically, to imply her own higher status in compari-
son. her regular attention to women who, in her view, speak exces-
sively offers possibilities of such women as diminished versions of 
Knight herself. Further, to depict herself as superior to other women 
in class status, Knight must necessarily portray such women. in doing 
so, she unconsciously provides glimpses of elements of a prenascent 
female democratic union.
 at the next stage, a woman silently serves Knight a meal inflected 
with nonverbal suggestions of articulation:

The woman bro’t in a Twisted thing like a cable, but something whiter; 

and laying it on the bord, tugg’d for life to bring it into a capacity to 

spread; wch having with great pains accomplished, shee serv’d in a dish 

of Pork and Cabbage . . . and every thing on the Table service agreeable 

to these. i, being hungry, gott a little down; but my stomach was soon 

cloy’d, and what cabbage i swallowed serv’d me for a Cudd the whole 

day after. (91–92)

Direct and implied components of speaking occupy this scene. The 
table service “agrees” with the meal. Knight’s stomach is soon cloyed, 
sickened with excess as from too much sweet speech. The cabbage 
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serves as a cud, regurgitated to be repeatedly chewed again. and 
the meal mutely served is unpalatable. it can barely be swallowed. 
Though the woman is silent, the meal she serves suggests gender- 
specific expression located in food and domestic service, both of which 
are characteristically associated with women and women’s work. The 
meal is described in terms of generic elements of speech (agreement, 
sweet words, chewing, mouth), not this particular woman’s speech 
or substitute for her voice. These images, with the silent woman in 
attendance, are inscribed as disapprovingly as the speech of voluble 
women. indeed, in the play between orality and literacy in which 
Knight engages throughout her text (i.e., she writes while women she 
encounters talk), Knight’s written literacy is superior, and the dialogue 
of other women inferior. For Knight, excessive talking marks lower 
class status. both too much speaking and vulgar eating provoke similar 
censure from Knight. however, though she is repelled by the food in 
the scene just discussed, the meal she eats does alleviate her hunger. 
Similarly, Knight’s interactions with women in her text, however dis-
sociating, do gesture toward latent possibilities of a women’s commu-
nity.
 The Journal repeatedly features images of gendered articulation 
when no one is speaking. The next day when traveling in a canoe 
she fears will capsize, Knight is “very circumspect, sitting with my 
hands fast on each side, my eyes stedy, not daring so much as to 
lodg my tongue a hair’s breadth more on one side of my mouth then 
tother, nor so much as think on lott’s wife, for a wry thought would 
have oversett our wherey” (92). Knight recalls another woman’s peril-
ous (indeed, tragic) journey to inform her own experiences. She again 
invokes speech images—tongue, mouth—in a scene where no actual 
speech occurs. it is revealing of Knight’s sensibility—her quick turn 
to the “wry thought”—that she invokes lot’s wife, hardly a figure of 
fun, with humor. as breitwieser correctly observes, lot’s wife “does 
not speak,” “nor are her thoughts and feelings recorded,” and she “is 
explicitly condemned in Genesis” (96, 95).38 but Knight’s concern here 
and elsewhere in the constructions of gender and articulation that 
recur in her text is not with particulars of specific women she men-
tions but with incorporation of voice (spoken or unspoken, hers or 
other women’s) into female scripts.
 left behind by her guide in “the dolesome woods” (93), Knight 
does not rely on piety in times of difficulty, as typically seen in early 
american women’s captivity narratives. instead, she first genders her 
fears (“now returned my distressed aprehensions of the place where i 
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was . . . encompased with Terrifying darkness enough to startle a more 
masculine courage” [93]) in order to articulate and understand them 
(she is frightened, but even a brave man would fear this “Terrifying 
darkness”). She next locates gendered images of reassurance:

but being got to the Top, was there amply recompenced with the 

friendly appearance of the Kind Conductress of the night. . . . The rap-

tures which the Sight of that fair Planett produced in mee, caus’d mee, 

for the moment, to forgett my present wearyness and past toils; and 

inspir’d me for most of the remaining way with very divirting tho’ts, 

some of which, with the other Occurances of the day, i reserved to note 

down when i should come to my Stage. my tho’ts on the sight of the 

moon were to this purpose:

Fair Cynthia, all the homage that i may

Unto a Creature, unto thee i pay;

in lonesome woods to meet so kind a guide,

To mee’s more worth than all the world

beside . . . (93)39

in circumstances requiring “a more masculine courage” (generally 
unavailable to women, but by implication rarely required in the civi-
lized world—that is, boston—outside the woods), Knight invokes a gen-
dered source, the female moon, for guidance (“Kind Conductress”), 
encouragement (“inspir’d me for most of the remaining way”), and 
motivation to record her voice, her own “very divirting tho’ts.” even 
in dangerous circumstances, she cannot resist ironic construction of 
her situation. in the absence of her male human guide, she relies not 
on a male god but on a female moon, not on reflection on her sins 
but on “divirting tho’ts,” and not on the voice of prayer but on the 
voice of poetry. her moon-inspired courage displaces images of piety, 
submission, and containment seen in early american women’s nar-
ratives. On a path “very narrow, and on each side [where] the Trees 
and bushes gave us very unpleasent welcomes with their branches 
and bow’s” (93), Knight travels uphill and her spirits rise as the moon 
rises. She progresses from “distressed aprehensions” to gender-specific 
inspiration to female articulation, all without conventional submission 
to masculine religion.
 When Knight fears that she may drown during a river crossing, her 
fictive stories of selfhood include “sometimes seing my self drowning, 
otherwhiles drowned, and at the best like a holy Sister Just come out 
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of a Spiritual bath in dripping Garments” (92).40 as in the reference 
to her guide’s mother as a female Quaker preacher, she ironizes com-
parisons between a woman in secular life (here, Knight herself) and a 
devout woman (“a holy Sister”) practicing religious duties. indeed, her 
repeated use of representations of religious women—a female Quaker 
preacher, lot’s wife, a holy sister—critiques gendered conventions of 
organized religions. religious women invoked by Knight in her text 
are disruptively visible: They speak to men with authority (a female 
Quaker preacher); they break rules and then transform into a pillar 
of salt; they enter and exit bodies of water, fully clothed and dripping; 
and they all participate in sharply constrained roles allowed to some 
women in some organized religions. at the same time, Knight elides 
religious doctrine and scriptural implications to provide herself with 
female points of comparison, while also marking her studied atten-
tion to women’s public representation. These largely ironic gendered 
references signal her perception of distances between herself and 
other women (white american eighteenth-century women she meets 
on her travels, religious women, and historical women). Whether 
women speak or remain silent in the journal, they risk behaving inap-
propriately, particularly “working women” with whom, as Julia Stern 
observes, Knight is “unwilling to identify” (“To relish” 1). i agree with 
Stern’s reading, though i argue that as Knight insists on her distance 
from other women, she also—in preliminary and not fully recognized 
ways—outlines a potential community of vigorous women in a nascent 
republic.
 at one point Knight meets two silent daughters, “look[ing] as old as 
the Divel himselfe, and quite as ugly,” noting, “We desired entertainm’t, 
but could hardly get a word out of ’um” (98). at the next eating place, 
“our hostes, being a pretty full-mouth’d old creature, entertain’d our 
fellow travailer, the french Doctor, with inumirable complaints of her 
bodily infirmities; and whisperd to him so lou’d, that all the house had 
as full a hearing as hee” (98). Finally, on her return journey, Knight 
is “invited to lodg at mrs. ——, a very kind and civill Gentlewoman, 
by whom i was handsomely and kindly entertained” (112). Working 
women talk too little (“could hardly get a word out of ’um”), too much 
(“full-mouth’d old creature”), or too loudly. Only a “Gentlewoman’s” 
speech is kind, civil, and handsome.
 in Knight’s journal, white american eighteenth-century woman’s 
voice confirms her class status. Knight uses perceived distances between 
herself and other women to imply a conventional self-representation: 
a woman speaking and behaving according to female cultural scripts 
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traveling among women who do not. yet her disapproval of women 
she perceives as speaking or behaving inappropriately is subordinated 
to the independent voice of her journal and the autonomous nature 
of and occasion for her journey. Knight successfully resists recogni-
tion of her own speech and behavior as violating rigid gender codes 
which she establishes for other women. Though she uses examples 
of women’s disruptive voices to portray herself as conventional, her 
standards for female behavior result in few women speaking or acting 
conventionally in the Journal, least of all Knight herself.

V I .

in scenes where Knight criticizes outspoken women, she represents 
herself adhering to culturally sanctioned female codes. in other 
scenes—for instance, when she travels at night, a woman unaccom-
panied except by a male guide—her behavior violates those codes. 
The “private writing of the diary and journal” helps account for what 
Felicity a. nussbaum has described as the “contradictions that both 
produce and reflect historicized concepts of self and gender while 
sometimes threatening to disrupt or transform them” (149). in her 
journal Knight records women’s voices that similarly satisfy and vio-
late cultural concepts of appropriate gender behavior. She also reacts 
critically to women she perceives as speaking or behaving inappropri-
ately—that is, threatening to disrupt or transform cultural conceptions 
of appropriate female behavior. her observations occur in women’s 
domain, where women speak publicly (e.g., the rude young woman 
questions Knight at billings’s inn at Old Dorchester, a public place) 
yet privately (e.g., the young woman lives at the inn and is alone with 
Knight when she questions her). The privacy of a gendered sphere—
inns and boardinghouses run by women, for example—enables women 
to speak more freely, just as the privacy of Knight’s journal allows her 
to voice, if not to recognize, her own contradictions.
 Through readings of women’s voice, Knight discovers, though she 
does not examine, her own voice in the wider gender-specific sphere 
to which her culture restricts her. Whatever the distances between 
Knight and other women she meets on her travels, she responds to 
their voices with as much personal and cultural investment as her 
counterparts responded to the new World wilderness and spiritual 
redemption. by her journal’s end, she has invoked biblical women, con-
temporary women, historical women, professional women, religious  
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women, imaginary, loud, mythical, old, silent, talkative, ugly, young 
women.
 in her disapproval of ways women express themselves, Knight 
aligns herself with men and women of authority who support gen-
dered social codes restricting women’s speech. in her study of early 
american women’s travel narratives, imbarrato argues that “contrary 
to gender stereotypes, in their writing women often perpetuate hege-
monic sensibilities rather than express a more inclusive attitude” (90). 
Knight’s disapproval of women’s voices legitimizes her own ready 
articulation, as though her criticism of other women’s voices renders 
her own voice more acceptable. ironically, in her desire to illustrate 
women’s inappropriate speech, she permanently records female voices 
she wishes to edit or suppress. as she speaks against women who 
speak too much, too little, or too loudly, Knight unintentionally speaks 
for them. invoking and criticizing other women’s voices in her journal, 
Knight’s own voice ultimately represents a range of female voices.
 Knight’s multiple female narrations populate her text with women. 
These women would have been invisible or merely footnotes in the 
historical record were it not for her invocation of them. it is ironic 
that the nineteenth-century publication of Knight’s journal provokes 
issues of female authenticity. Knight’s voice in the text, containing 
as it does voices of multiple women, was in the nineteenth century 
sometimes assumed to be fictive and sometimes assumed to be a fic-
tive voice scripted by a man. Over a century after her critical readings 
of women’s voices, Knight’s own voice was criticized and subjected to 
suppression and revision, labeled, among other things, as a “spurious 
production” (“December meeting” 387).
 The independence of and motivation for Knight’s journey—not 
forced, not religious or domestic in its purposes—distances her nar-
rative from other female narratives of the period. Woman’s voice, 
whether modified or not by religious or domestic rhetoric, was far too 
infrequently the voice of the literate, and so other voices that may 
have resembled Knight’s no doubt went unrecorded. Contradictions in 
Knight’s Journal and in Knight herself mark the vexed roles of women 
in the conventional ordering system; their fears of being perceived 
as defying such arrangements; and, despite these highly restrictive 
constraints, their desire nonetheless to attempt an articulation of self 
and voice. it is little surprise, then, that Knight’s Journal was published 
long after she wrote it. Theodore Dwight’s publication of it in 1825 
occurred 121 years after Knight set forth on and recorded her travels. 
The Journal’s public appearance at this point in the United States coin-
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cided with an emergent cultural discourse concerning women, writ-
ing, and representation. The 1825 publication of Knight’s journal was 
followed by further publications of the text in the form of reissuings, 
excerpts, and multiple print references throughout the nineteenth 
century. These public print appearances mark this eighteenth-century 
text’s membership in shifting social and cultural arrangements that 
informed nineteenth-century U.S. women writers and their texts.
 in the next chapter, i turn to the work of one such author, Sara Pay-
son Willis eldredge Parton. Writing as “Fanny Fern,” she crafted frank, 
appealing periodical pieces that focused on subjects ranging from the 
sentimental to the controversial. like Knight, Willis brought an uncom-
mon and compelling mix of independence, wit, and lived experience 
to her writing. From the start of what would become an immensely 
successful literary career, Willis’s work participated in and expanded 
accepted representations of women. Willis’s popular and influential 
writings provided diverse models for women readers to negotiate and 
adopt in order to loosen restrictive cultural norms.



“everything by turns 
and nothing Long”

c h a p t e r  2

publIc constructIon of Fanny Fern, the feminine, mocking pen 
name adopted by Sara Payson Willis, began September 6, 1851, when 
“The little Sunbeam” was published in the boston Olive	Branch, “the 
weekly paper that launched Fanny Fern’s career as a national mass- 
cultural phenomenon” (homestead 154). Until Willis’s identity was 
maliciously disclosed by a disgruntled editor over four years later, read-
ers repeatedly wondered aloud and in print whether “Fanny Fern” was 
a man writing under a woman’s name or an unruly woman. even after 
Willis’s identity became public, false photographs of “Fanny Fern” were 
sold, other women continued to be identified as Fanny Fern, impostors 
toured the lecture circuit under the name, and for the rest of her career 
readers wrote requesting details of Fern’s appearance.1 The extended, 
complex reaction activated by the early periodical writings of Fanny 
Fern marks cultural anxieties regarding female scripts of identity and 
agency located outside prevailing constructions of femininity in the 
nineteenth-century United States.
 Chapter 1 focused on a single text that initially was privately circu-
lated: Sarah Kemble Knight’s constructions of conventions of women’s 
voice and domain in the “amateur” genre of the journal. This second 
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Configurations of Female Selfhood in 
Fanny Fern’s Early Periodical Writing

I’m	a	regular	“Will	o’	the	Wisp”;	everything	by	turns,	and	nothing	
long.	Sometimes	I’m	an	old	maid,	sometimes	a	wife,	then	a	widow,	

now	a	Jack,	then	a	Gill	[sic],	at	present	a	“Fanny.”	If	there’s	anything	
I	abominate	it’s	sameness.

—Fanny	Fern,	Olive branch,	3	Mar.	1852
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chapter considers Fanny Fern’s early periodical writing in order to 
understand how the regularly recurring publication of an author’s writ-
ing—its scheduled, familiar discourse—promoted repeated redefinitions 
and reconfigurations of the (female) self. The 1825 publication of and 
response to Knight’s Journal reveal contours of a larger cultural dis-
course concerning gender and representation. This discourse, as i argue 
in the previous chapter, inflects subsequently published nineteenth- 
century U.S. women’s texts. Chapter 2 extends my examination to detail 
the cultural moment that allowed publication of Fanny Fern’s writ-
ing and made possible the establishment of a sustained relationship 
between Fern and her readers.
 The discussion in this chapter draws on works from Fern’s peri-
odical writing beginning in 1851, when her work was first published, 
until 1854. in 1854 significant financial incentives led Willis to tempo-
rarily pause in her writing for periodicals while she added the genre 
of the novel to her hitherto exclusive writing of periodical pieces.2 
The publication of that novel, Ruth	Hall (1854), coincided with public 
revealing of Fern’s identity. Once Willis resumed periodical writing, 
her use of fictive female personae was transparent. my interest here is 
in early periodical writings in which Willis repeatedly enlists strategies 
of female representation. These works were published prior to Willis’s 
crossing genres into the novel and prior to her public identification 
as Fanny Fern. This focus allows consideration of women’s writing in 
a popular form and, given the anonymity that Willis then inhabited, 
enables exploration of gender flexibility permitted within that popular 
genre. Perhaps equally important is that, as melissa homestead notes, 
Fern’s “Olive	Branch, Musical	World	&	Times, and True	Flag columns (i.e. 
those published before her fictionalization of that portion of her career 
in Ruth	 Hall) remain largely unexamined” (151). my focus provides 
an important opportunity for consideration of this neglected period 
of Fern’s writing. my investigation of Fern’s early periodical writings 
magnifies then-current cultural practices displaying the modifications, 
anxieties, and penalties activated by women’s published writing in the 
nineteenth-century United States.
 This chapter discusses Fern’s early periodical writing in four parts: 
first, a consideration of generic conventions of periodical writing and 
women’s autobiographical writing, as well as the multiple representa-
tions enabled by the periodical piece; second, Fern’s biographical and 
cultural contexts; third, a discussion of female elasticity and represen-
tations of the woman periodical writer in Fern’s early writings; and 
finally, a concluding section regarding gender, genre, and voice.
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I .

my reading of Fern’s early periodical writing employs the poetics of 
women’s autobiography to examine the poetics of women’s periodical 
writing. Discussions of the former emphasize vexed issues of prevailing 
gender assumptions and corresponding authorial constraint and elision. 
lauren berlant’s apt observation that “[s]entimental female autobiog-
raphy . . . raised the possibility that under the ‘woman’ lurked some-
thing horrible, a residual ‘female’ whose knowledge and desire was not 
entirely caught up in the patriarchal domestic economy” (“The Female 
Woman” 437) identifies the uneasiness and suspicion with which read-
ers greeted female autobiographical writing. nancy K. miller’s cogent 
reading of women’s writing as “a defense and illustration,” a negotiation 
of conventional ideas about women, and “a poetics calling for another, 
freer text” (263) points to the woman writer’s suppressions in her text 
and to inherent difficulties of writing the (female) self under constraint. 
While mindful of such restrictions, Sidonie Smith foregrounds the power 
of publication to enable the woman writer to “establish the discursive 
authority to interpret herself publicly in a patriarchal culture” (Poetics 
45).
 in this chapter i extend such valuable considerations of the poet-
ics of women’s autobiography to considerations of women’s periodical 
writing, and i situate women’s periodical writing beyond an “iconic 
representation of continuous identity” (47). That is, i examine ways in 
which the regular, routine appearance of the periodical piece allowed 
the woman writer’s repeated redefinitions and reconfigurations of self. i 
read this intersection of gender and publication as enabling the woman 
writer to profess various (self-) representations. Put another way, the 
poetics of women’s periodical writing enabled gendered constructions 
beyond a single female self inventing assorted personae to suit her rhe-
torical purposes. i argue that rather than reinforcing a binary view of 
female selfhood and writing, one alternating between a putatively real 
self and the façade, the poetics of women’s periodical writing provided 
a space for revisions of notions of unitary female selfhood. These revi-
sions foregrounded a mutable self as vital for successful female naviga-
tion of patriarchal systems.
 For Sara Willis, writing as Fanny Fern, a columnist whose sex-gender 
identity was the subject of readers’ heightened conjecture, periodical 
writing encouraged her to construct multiple female representations. 
as homestead has observed:
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Under the sign of the Fanny Fern pseudonym, Fern’s early sketches 

offered a multiplicity of voices and identities to readers from senti-

mental to satiric and all shades in between narrated in the third per-

son, “soliloquized” in the voice of a named character, spoken by an 

unidentified first person, or spoken in the first person voice of “Fanny.” 

(176–77)

homestead identifies the significance of the various personae Fern 
inhabits in her early periodical writing. These include an unfairly criti-
cized stepmother (“The model Stepmother”), a newly married wife (“The 
Tear of a Wife”), an observant passerby (“The Stray lamb”), and a child 
(“Thanksgiving Story”), among many other selves. i supplement home-
stead’s observations by noting that within and across these assorted 
female representations, Fern persuasively appealed for readers’ sym-
pathy. Christine ross’s observation that Fern “appear[s] to have recog-
nized, to some degree, the social construction of identity” (87) suggests 
Fern’s understanding that audience interaction with her writing would 
be inflected by their assumptions regarding, for instance, the gender 
and situation of the personae she employed. Diverse declarations of 
identity in Fern’s early periodical writing prompted the reader to rely 
on her or his subjective readings of the writer as accurate; that is, read-
ers assigned varying identities to Fern based on their own assumptions 
and anxieties. Correspondingly, Fern’s varied female representations 
helped establish a relationship between Fern and her readers as she 
activated their goodwill for the individual selves she sympathetically 
imagined.
 at other times, Fern selected subjects for her periodical writing and 
adopted tones that provoked speculation about her sex-gender iden-
tity. For instance, one early column criticizes widowers who remarry 
quickly (“The model Widower”); another piously prescribes a zealously 
self-sacrificial wifehood (“how Woman loves”); and another features a 
dying husband who is worried that his wife will be unprotected after his 
death (“Dark Days”). The male-centered topics of such writings encour-
age an essentialist reading of the author (since the columns concern 
men, they must be written by a man). also, the perspective employed 
in such writings is authoritative in tone and so suggests access to male 
agency. Periodical writing, then, enabled Fern to multiply present 
the (female) self and to write from an ambiguous sex-gender identity. 
homestead clearly identifies central features of this part of Fern’s early 
periodical writing as “Fern’s self-conscious construction and promotion 
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of a persona in dialect with her periodical context and her readers” 
(164). i would add to that mix by reinforcing the role of the wide range 
of brief prose forms Fern employed in her periodical writing—essays, 
letters, paragraphs, and soliloquies, among others. Such an array further 
enabled Fern to sustain that dialect among her periodical context and 
reading audience.
 For Willis, Fanny Fern was a fictional representation of a self, autho-
rized to speak to a series of real and imagined readers. her weekly 
column was instituted in September 1852, fifteen months after her first 
periodical piece had been published. The subsequent regular publica-
tion of her writing permitted her to consider topics of cultural signifi-
cance. Further, regular publication enabled her to revise expectations 
about what constituted appropriate female speech and behavior, all 
while writing anonymously and androgynously. Sidonie Smith’s obser-
vation that “an autobiographer may shift the grounds of self-represen-
tation and respond to cultural expectations about appropriate female 
speech and behavior” (Poetics 54) underscores the potential generic 
flexibility within women’s autobiographical writing. Correspondingly, 
i see Willis, in Fern’s early periodical writings, extending from the 
sentimental to the satirical and from the conventionally feminine to 
the conventionally masculine, each piece promoting a self or selves 
represented by that specific topic. multiple narratives of Fanny Fern 
emerge from Willis’s representation of female and male selves and 
from her representation and modification of Fern’s selves as manifest in 
voice. These diverse narratives provided Willis with effective strategies 
for reconfiguring female selfhood as necessarily multiple for women to 
negotiate patriarchal forms and practices.3

I I .

Sara Payson Willis was born in Portland, maine, on July 9, 1811, the 
daughter of nathaniel Willis and hannah Parker Willis. her father was 
a strict Calvinist deacon and founder and editor of The	 Recorder, the 
nation’s first religious paper. Fern attended Catharine beecher’s Female 
Seminary in hartford, Connecticut. She married Charles “handsome 
Charlie” harrington eldredge on may 4, 1837. her daughter mary was 
born in 1838, followed by Grace in 1841, and ellen in 1844. Until 1846, 
when she was thirty-five years old, she led the conventional life of a 
privileged white middle-class woman.
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 a series of personal tragedies activated Sara Willis’s voice as a peri-
odical writer and led to the gender flexibility of Fanny Fern. First, her 
younger sister, ellen, died of childbirth complications in February 1844. 
Soon after in march 1844 her mother died. a year later, in march 1845, 
her oldest daughter, mary, died. These family deaths devastated Wil-
lis and significantly depleted her female community. it was, however, 
her husband’s sudden death in 1846 that collapsed her domestic and 
economic security. Prior to his death Charles eldredge had invested 
heavily in a risky business venture and had subsequently lost a related 
lawsuit. after he died, his creditors claimed his assets, leaving Willis 
virtually destitute. her father (who had remarried after her mother’s 
death) and her in-laws broke with established custom by refusing to 
provide financial support to Willis and her surviving daughters.4

 in the absence of a male provider and family support, Willis initially 
worked within limited economic scripts available to a woman of her 
race and class status. She tried unsuccessfully to obtain a position as a 
schoolteacher. She attempted to earn money by sewing but could not 
make enough to support her children. in 1849, having exhausted other 
avenues and at her father’s urging, she agreed to what turned out to 
be a disastrous second marriage. after two years she created a scandal 
by separating from her abusive husband; they were divorced two years 
later. Forced by poverty to grant custody of one of her daughters to 
her former in-laws (i.e., Charles eldredge’s parents), Willis, finally and 
desperately, began writing for periodicals. She appealed to her brother, 
well-known poet and editor nathaniel Parker Willis, for help in publish-
ing her writings. his curt refusal and criticism strengthened her resolve 
to succeed as a writer.
 Willis’s first periodical writings were published anonymously, but 
she soon began to use the pseudonym Fanny Fern. Over time her pieces 
were published in various periodicals and became increasingly popular: 
“Seventy thousand copies of her first book, Fern	 Leaves	 from	 Fanny’s	
Portfolio (1853),” a collection of her periodical writings, “sold in america 
within a year of its publication, and another twenty nine thousand 
copies sold in england, making Fern	Leaves one of america’s first best-
sellers” (Temple 131). a lucrative contact to write a novel resulted in 
the thinly veiled autobiographical text, Ruth	Hall (1854), “Fern’s second 
book, [which] sold equally well” (131). Upon publication of Ruth	Hall, an 
angry editor who had lost the rights to publish Fern’s periodical writings 
vindictively revealed her identity.5 rather than damaging her career, 
the sensationalistic exposure of her identity increased Fern’s book sales 
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and popularity. in 1855 Fern signed an exclusive contract with robert 
bonner’s weekly paper, the New	York	Ledger. in 1856 she married biogra-
pher James Parton. For the rest of her life she continued to be a famous, 
very financially successful, prolific writer.6

 Willis’s gender-specific attempts at economic survival—family sup-
port, remarriage, teaching, sewing—had failed to provide her with more 
than, at best, a meager financial income. They had succeeded, however, 
in exposing her directly to class-inflected anxieties of women’s restricted 
economic opportunities.7 had Charles eldredge lived and prospered, 
Willis would have been much less likely to experience the harsh realities 
that often menaced the untethered middle-class woman. alison easton 
identifies prevailing assumptions that would have attended the widowed 
Willis’s search for paid employment: “To work for money was to adver-
tise one’s lack of a male protector, without whom (such was deemed 
the threat of masculine sexuality) the female would only with difficulty 
remain ‘pure’” (221). Willis was ultimately able to escape such gendered 
dangers as a result of the phenomenal literary success of Fanny Fern. 
however, having been sensitized to the complicated anxieties and perils 
with which the woman wage worker contended, she never forgot them 
and, it could be argued, never fully recovered from her experience of 
them.8 berlant observes that for the rest of Willis’s life, Willis associated 
“her writing with other more typical women’s work: that of housewives, 
seamstresses, prostitutes” (“The Female Woman” 431). i would add that 
Willis’s continued alignment of her writing with more conventional 
women’s work underscores the psychological trauma of gendered vul-
nerabilities associated with that work. Willis’s literary success provided 
significant protection from the more material vulnerabilities such as 
sexually transmitted diseases, residence in tenement housing with its 
accompanying dangers, and physical threats faced by solitary working 
women at work and on the streets.
 however, Willis’s lifelong alignment of her writing with more con-
ventional women’s work also evokes the emotional resonance of her 
past terrifying experiences as a widowed, financially needy mother. 
When Willis had occupied that position, the middle-class white wom-
an’s cultural scripts she had initially turned to relied on customary 
aid for distressed women. Such charity was not legally codified, but 
to a significant degree it was culturally expected. after the failures of 
these class-specific female assistance models, Willis notably modified 
her negotiation of dominant cultural gender constructions by rejecting 
(failed) conventional avenues of assistance; she instead began to access 
the independent and androgynous. When known as a poor widowed 
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mother, Willis was at best an object of charity. “Fanny Fern,” perhaps 
male, perhaps female, was popular where Willis was shunned, and she 
was sometimes viewed as masculine where Willis was always viewed as 
feminine.9 Through Fern, Willis gained entry to masculine agency and 
the opportunity to intervene in gendered and economic limitations.
 early success of Fern’s writing for periodicals emerged partially 
from the popular growth in the mid-nineteenth-century United States of 
regularly published literary papers. These papers, published on daily or 
weekly schedules, resembled newspapers in appearance. increasing lit-
eracy rates, growing urban populations, and national transformation of 
publishing technology had potently mixed to create a growing, lucrative 
market for periodical publication.10 For example, as David reynolds has 
detailed, U.S. newspaper publication increased from 200 newspapers in 
1800 to 2,526 newspapers by 1850 (46). Correspondingly, as mary Kelley 
has recently written, “by 1840, there were 1,500 periodicals in circula-
tion. During the ensuing decade, the innovation of the penny press and 
the publication of weeklies prepared the ground for the emergence of 
weekly newspapers that contained little other than fiction” (Learning	
to	Stand 58). The resulting greatly expanded readership prompted sig-
nificant shifts in previously genteel agreements among periodical pub-
lishers and editors. Competition, often fierce, for readers and writers 
unsettled what had been the kinder, gentler world of male-dominated 
publishing.11

 Kelley valuably summarizes the gendered aspect of the evolution of 
mid-nineteenth century U.S. periodical publishing:

Women played an equally important role in the emergence and devel-

opment of america’s periodicals. beginning in the last decade of the 

eighteenth century, the number of periodicals published in the United 

States increased sharply. This was also the decade in which periodi-

cals dedicated to women’s patronage entered the literary marketplace. 

(Learning	to	Stand 57)

a byproduct of these varied changes in periodical publishing was the 
assumption that female writers would attract female readers and so add 
to a periodical’s popularity and circulation numbers. This assumption 
provided women writers with unprecedented access to periodical pub-
lication “within a burgeoning women’s culture industry” (berlant, “The 
Female Woman” 441).12 like Willis, other white middle-class women 
also discovered a desire to earn a regular income by writing for publica-
tion. as women’s periodical writing was increasingly published, these 
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writings provided additional models for other women to aspire to and 
to emulate. berlant’s recognition of women’s desire to engage “the con-
tested conditions of public enunciation under which Fern and many 
of her sister writers labored and profited” (429) identifies the attrac-
tions of public voice as well as of paid employment. For economic rea-
sons as well as for less-material incentives, middle-class white women 
were drawn to respond to gendered cultural scripts expected by typi-
cally male periodical publishers and editors. Their resulting writings 
reshaped contours of nineteenth-century U.S. periodical writing. They 
created an accepted, highly visible public place for women writers, a 
place that has been sustained throughout the twentieth and into the 
twenty-first century in the United States.
 Periodical writing served as a particularly appropriate site for Willis’s 
literary sensibilities. its required length allowed for brief commentary 
without extensive research or writing. its regular publication invited 
immediate response to current topics. and periodical publication encour-
aged cultivation of a recognizable voice to expand a periodical’s reader-
ship in a time of highly competitive circulations. Gale Temple’s close 
analysis of Fern’s skill at attracting readers individually and as a group 
asserts that “Fern successfully mines each individual reader’s sense of 
being misunderstood and thwarted in her individuality, and Fern’s pop-
ularity results from her ability to isolate and appeal to those individuals 
as a ‘mass,’ as a consumer group” (146). i would add that Fern’s ability 
to appeal to a wide range of readers was importantly supplemented by 
the then-common practice of publishers freely reprinting work that had 
been initially published in other papers. homestead details the practice 
of “newspapers routinely appropriat[ing] american-authored works first 
printed in other american newspapers or magazines,” describing how 
editors “with scissors in hand . . . would review copies of the exchange 
papers and select items for inclusion in his (or, more rarely, her) own, 
giving the typesetters clippings from other papers from which to set 
type” (155). This practice resulted in the progression of Fern’s early 
periodical writings from their initial publication in the boston papers 
the Olive	Branch	and the True	Flag to their “quickly mov[ing] beyond 
this localized audience through the mechanism of reprinting, finding 
their way into other weekly papers . . . and daily newspapers across the 
country” (homestead 155).
 While neither Willis nor her editors received monetary payment for 
such reprintings, both indirectly benefited from the increased popular-
ity that resulted from national dissemination of Fern’s name and writ-
ing. as homestead writes:
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although the circulation of the True	 Flag and the Olive	 Branch was 

largely local, they clearly saw the exchange system and Fern’s wide 

reprinting as opportunities to attempt to build their subscription lists. 

as part of an informal quid pro quo, editors who copied from exchange 

papers were expected to “puff” the papers from which they copied and 

to publish information on how to subscribe to them. (158)

as a result of the familiarity of Fern’s voice to readers, Willis was able 
to repeatedly increase the amount of money she was paid for her writ-
ing. in 1855, robert bonner, owner and editor of the popular New	York		
Ledger, hired Willis at an unprecedented $100 per column to write 
exclusively for his paper. he then “paid $2,000 for a full page advertise-
ment in the [rival] New	York	Herald” (mcGinnis 6). That advertisement 
featured just one sentence printed repeatedly down the entire page: 
“Fanny Fern writes only for the Ledger.” bonner made it plain that 
Fern’s voice was now exclusive to readers of his New	York	Ledger. That 
is, though the New	York	Ledger had registered copyrights of Fern’s works 
(as had the Musical	World	and	Times, but not, however, the Olive	Branch 
and True	Flag),

the benefit to be gained from publishing Fern’s sketches was the asso-

ciation of Fern’s name with the name of the paper as an “original con-

tributor.” Copyright or no copyright, none of them [the various editors] 

expected or even desired that Fern’s sketches appear “exclusively” in 

their papers, instead seeking the widest possible reprinting of her 

sketches through exchange. (homestead 162–63)

 bonner also shrewdly publicized Fern’s salary to his readership, 
reinforcing the emotional and monetary significance of that well-
known female voice.13 readers responded to this promotion, “for 
years . . . mobb[ing] the offices of the Ledger on the day the paper came 
out, eager to be the first to see what Fanny Fern had to say” (War-
ren, introduction xxxi). Such marketing strategies were (successfully) 
intended to cultivate connections between Fern and the New	York	Led-
ger’s readers in order to increase circulation numbers. nicole Tonkovich’s 
detailing of the intersection of the woman writer’s public identity and 
public voice reads “the ‘author’s’ name . . . [as] a trademark that guar-
antees a particular product and in the process marks itself as suitable 
for a particular reading constituency” (57). i would add that on another, 
less visibly commercial level, these tactics also served to develop an 
enduring relationship concerning (self-) representation between Fern 
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and periodical readers. a primary component of this relationship was 
the pliable female self readers came to expect from Fern, one who in 
the elasticity that defined her provided a model for women’s endurance 
of cultural norms.

I I I .

Fanny Fern’s direct, engaging, polemical writing voice was immediately 
recognizable to nineteenth-century U.S. readers. indeed, even today, 
reading through copies of the New	York	Ledger, one finds Fern’s writ-
ing to be readily identifiable well before reaching her name at the end 
of a column. Fern’s familiar voice enabled her to put pressure on and 
to expand certain conventional generic boundaries of periodical writ-
ing. readers’ recognition of Fern’s voice and their desire to read more 
of what she had to say allowed Fern to discuss an extensive range of 
often transgressive subjects in her periodical writing. robert bonner, 
publisher of the New	York	Ledger, encouraged Fern’s often outspoken 
stance and made it a policy never to edit or to condense her writing 
(Warren, “Uncommon Discourse” 64).14 because readers typically privi-
leged Fern’s voice over her subject matter, Fern was to a degree autho-
rized by readers to consider and write on topics that extended beyond 
those viewed as appropriate for women writers. in early columns, for 
instance, Fern variously promoted rights of women and children (“all’s 
Well”), criticized social hypocrisy (“Summer Friends, or ‘Will is might’”), 
and constructed multiple narratives of identity (“What mrs. Smith 
Said”). Such subjects, in addition to being disruptive choices for a writer 
who might be female, worked to intensify reader interest in Fern’s sex- 
gender identity.
 Public attention to and questioning of Fern’s identity encouraged 
Willis’s investigations of female representation in her periodical writing. 
in Sidonie Smith’s observation, in women’s autobiography the process 
of “self-interpretation emerges rhetorically from the autobiographer’s 
engagement with fictive stories of selfhood” (Poetics 47). Correspond-
ingly, i argue that in women’s periodical writing the process of self-rep-
resentation emerges rhetorically from the woman writer’s engagement 
with fictive stories of female selfhood. The autobiographer’s collabora-
tion, then, is between the created self and the constructed, imagined 
culture. For Willis the construction is between her multiple voices and 
her real and imagined readers. Fern consistently rejects the false notion 
of unitary female selfhood in favor of female elasticity.
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 For instance, in “Self-Conquest” (28 Feb. 1851, Olive	Branch), emma is 
simultaneously a happy bride, “a pretty young thing,” a loving daughter, 
a nervous daughter-in-law subordinate to an oppressive mother-in-law, 
and an unruly woman admiringly viewed by her husband as “struggling 
with trial, day by day, suffering, enduring, gaining the victory over 
her own spirit, silently and uncomplainingly.” Tensions among emma’s 
various selves are temporarily muted by her submission and then some-
what more permanently relieved by the purchase of a house distant 
from her mother-in-law. Similarly, in “The invalid Wife” (16 Oct. 1852, 
Olive	Branch), an unnamed woman is concurrently a wife, a female 
physically recovering from the birth of her ninth child, a mother, and 
a patient rendered helpless by an authoritative female nurse. The tem-
porarily bedridden woman longs to assert her desires over the nurse’s 
orders; unable to do so, she cries privately in frustration, enduring her 
situation until she regains or—in this open-ended piece—fails to regain 
her health.
 Such scripts for representation of multiple female selves are 
extended in “Dark Days” (4 Dec. 1852, Olive	Branch) where Janie Grey is  
a widow, prey to unscrupulous men, and a mother too poor to pay for 
the heat that would save her child’s life. again a woman inhabits mul-
tiple scripts, and again it is only her ability to flexibly inhabit these roles 
that allows her at least temporary survival. That survival is unflinch-
ingly stark—her husband has died despairing that she will be danger-
ously vulnerable without him, and she has been helpless to prevent 
her child’s death. Janie Grey continues to exist, for the moment, but 
her future is ominous. in all three of these early periodical pieces—
“Self-Conquest,” “The invalid Wife,” and “Dark Days”—Fern’s women 
simultaneously inhabit multiple roles: none is a coherent female self. 
indeed, the employment of manifold representations works to keep any 
one representation of a self destabilized. Constructions of these pliable 
multi-selved women contribute to the flexibility of Fanny Fern’s own 
identity—she may be any or all of these roles—and to her taxonomy of 
female representations.
 Just as Fern’s representations of a female self are elastic, so too is 
the language of her early periodical pieces, which extends from the 
sentimental to the satirical. For instance, pathos dominates the child’s 
speech that begins “Thanksgiving Story” (20 nov. 1852, Musical	World	
and	Times): “‘mary!’ said the younger of two little girls, as they nestled 
under a coarse coverlid, one cold night in December, ‘tell me about 
Thanksgiving-day before papa went to heaven. i’m cold and hungry, 
and i can’t go to sleep.’” The children speak quietly but are overheard 
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by their mother who weeps onto “the coarse garment, upon which she 
had toiled since sunrise.” This scenario corresponds with construction 
of the woman writer as a mother compelled by harsh economic cir-
cumstances to begin writing after her husband’s death in order to feed 
her children. as such, it invokes a female script readily recognized by 
nineteenth-century U.S. readers: the domestic, delicate woman whose 
maternal feelings force her—as nothing else could—to violate middle-
class strictures by revealing herself publicly. The piece’s beginning acti-
vates readers’ constructions of femininity regarding the woman writer. 
as alison m. J. easton argues, it also reflects that Willis “knew from per-
sonal experience the fragility of that middle-class life and understood 
it as a construction” (223). in contrast to her more satirical writings, 
Fern’s voice in her sentimental writings often reflects self-conscious-
ness regarding assertions of conventional femininity. having violated 
cultural norms, a woman may find that unexamined reinscription into 
these norms is impossible.
 months earlier, “hints to young Wives” opened with “Shouldn’t i like 
to make a bon-fire of all the ‘hints to young Wives,’ ‘married Woman’s 
Friend,’ etc., and throw in the authors after them?” (14 Feb. 1852, Olive	
Branch). in this piece Fern’s beginning disparages texts and authors 
that appear to promote some of the same narratives she herself cul-
tivates in her sentimental periodical writings. however, Fern quickly 
moves beyond titles to focus on social conditioning performed by these 
texts. She describes her “little neighbor who believes all they tell her is 
gospel truth” and so rushes to greet her husband “the minute she sees 
[him] coming up the street . . . as if she hadn’t another minute to live.” 
Fern compares the young woman’s frenzied attentions to her husband 
to those of “a cat in a fit” and with brusque sympathy calls her a “poor 
little innocent fool!” whose excessive devotion results in her husband’s 
contempt for her. Fern ends with an anecdote in which her younger 
self, mending her husband’s coat, found in the pocket a

love-letter	from	him	to	my	dress-maker!! i dropped the coat, i dropped the 

work-basket, i dropped the buttons, i dropped the baby (it was a female, 

and i thought it just as well to put her out of future misery) and then i 

hopped up into a chair in front of the looking-glass, and remarked to the 

young woman i saw there, “F-a-n-n-y	F-e-r-n!	 if	you—are—ever—such—

a—confounded	fool	again”—and	I	wasn’t.

From the first sentence to the last, this brief periodical piece inscribes a 
female community (the young neighbor, Fern’s younger self, her infant 
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daughter, her female readers, and by extension all women) inevitably 
vulnerable to received notions of female self-sacrifice. When Fern’s 
younger self “hopped up into a chair in front of the looking-glass” to 
address her image, she rejected such subservience and literally and 
figuratively stood to recognize and to educate herself. Fern portrays 
zealous female marital devotion as destructive self-denial that soon 
results in male contempt, disloyalty, and disrespect. The essay serves 
as a cautionary lesson for women, one illustrating dangers of entering 
marriage ardently ready to sacrifice the self.
 Other early periodical writings by Fern cultivate similar stances. 
For instance, “everybody’s vacation except editors” (14 aug. 1852, Olive	
Branch) and “The Tear of a Wife” (28 aug. 1852, Olive	Branch) feature 
a sarcastic woman writer deriding the unacknowledged privilege of 
(male) editors and of husbands. “everybody’s vacation except editors” 
is fronted with the unattributed quotation, “everybody is having a vaca-
tion except editors.” Fern then assertively begins the piece with “i should 
like to have the editor who wrote that, look me in the face, answer 
the following ‘catechize,’ and then dare whine after that fashion!” The 
subsequent catechism itemizes perquisites and special attentions an 
editor receives, such as invitations to “railroad celebrations, water excur-
sions, balloon ascensions, anti-slavery fights”; tickets to “circuses, con-
certs, and theatres”; fruit (“pears and nectarines, strawberries, grapes, 
peaches and melons”); pies and slices of wedding cake; enough free 
books for “a magnificent library”; flattery from “all the big and lesser 
literary lights, male and female, constantly revolving round him”; and 
“pretty bouquets when he is sick from his lady contributors.” The privi-
lege accorded the male editor is measured here in material goods and 
sycophantic attention presented to him at no monetary cost. Within 
the essay’s default codes of patriarchy and capitalism, to receive goods 
free of charge marks one’s (male) status. Just as husbands in “hints to 
young Wives” devalue the marital devotion they do nothing to earn, so 
here male editors similarly devalue goods they do nothing to earn and 
discontentedly remark solely on what they do not receive (a vacation). 
Only Fanny Fern, by implication doubly devalued as a woman not a 
man and as a writer not an editor (i.e., a member of labor rather than 
management), recognizes, itemizes, and protests such unequal treat-
ment.
 “The Tear of a Wife” serves as the site of yet another facet of assump-
tive male privilege. The piece opens with the unattributed quotation, 
“The tear of a loving girl is like a dew-drop on a rose; but on the cheek 
of a wife, is a drop of poison to her husband.” The essay begins by 
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addressing new brides, sarcastically cautioning that “whether you have 
anything to smile at or not; one thing is settled—you must not cry! 
never mind back-aches, and side-aches, and head-aches, and dropsical 
complaints, and smoky chimneys, and old coats, and young babies! 
Smile! it flatters your husband.” Fern’s quick list sketches the condi-
tions of these women’s lives and recognizes the degree of false cheer 
required for them to ignore such realities. She then shifts her address to 
the portrait of an ungrateful, weeping young wife implied by the essay’s 
opening quotation:

besides, you miserable little whimperer! What have you to cry for? 

a-i-n-t y-o-u m-a-r-r-i-e-d? isn’t that the summum	bonum,—the height 

of feminine ambition? you can’t get beyond that! it is the jumping-off 

place! you’ve arriv!—got to the end of your journey! Stage puts up there! 

you have nothing to do but retire on your laurels, and spend the rest 

of your life endeavoring to be thankful that you are mrs. John Smith! 

“Smile!” you simpleton!

Fern’s precise critical reading of the quotation uncovers the absolute 
rejection of any self demanded by the movement from “loving girl” to 
“wife.” a sign of a self as slight as one tear—prior to marriage prosaically 
read as “a dew-drop on a rose”—is, postmarriage, no less than a toxic 
reproach to a husband. months earlier in her “hints to young Wives,” 
Fern argued that such wifely subsuming of self leads to a husband’s 
disrespect. here Fern goes further, savagely mocking the proscription 
that with marriage a woman has “got to the end of [her] journey”—that 
is, that a wife exchanges whatever limited selfhood she may have been 
perceived as having for the single, subordinate identity of her husband’s 
grateful wife.
 Within such acerbic pieces from her early periodical writing, Fern 
frequently returns to falsely romanticized notions of marriage. in “a 
Whisper to romantic young ladies” (12 June 1852, True	 Flag), Fern 
enlightens unmarried young women who trust the portrayal of mar-
riage that they read in romance novels. Fern tells them that after mar-
riage if a husband “smile[s] on anything short of a ‘sirloin’ or a roast 
turkey, you are a lucky woman.” after deriding ways that romance 
novels leave out wearisome realities of middle-class domestic life, Fern 
cautions, “but this humdrum life, girls, is another affair, with its washing 
and ironing and cleaning days, when children expect boxed ears, and 
visitors picked-up dinners. all the ‘romance’ there is in it, you can put 
under a three-cent piece!” (qtd. in Warren, Fanny	Fern 296). in all four 
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early periodical pieces—“hints to young Wives,” “everybody’s vacation 
except editors,” “The Tear of a Wife,” and “a Whisper to romantic young 
ladies”—Fern employs sarcastic language and an exasperated tone of 
lived experience. elizabethada Wright argues that in such essays “Fern’s 
irony is particularly difficult to read” largely due to Fern’s “provid[ing] 
nudges and winks everywhere in her work; thus everything would 
seem to be ironic” (102). indeed, in such columns Fern’s use of irony is 
extravagant and even omnipresent. Fern ironizes in her early periodical 
writing in the service of provoking young women to recognize and com-
prehend restrictive realities of socially sanctioned positions typically 
assigned to women.
 The thread of multiple and elastic female representations run-
ning throughout Fern’s early periodical writings is foregrounded in a 
series of essays published in the Olive	Branch with “model” in the title, 
including “The model beau,” “The model lady,” and “The model Grand- 
mamma,” among other “models”—female and male, positive and nega-
tive. For instance, the woman in “The model Widow” and the man in 
“The model Widower” (both 26 June 1851, Olive	Branch) are each callous, 
vain, inattentive parents fixated on remarrying quickly. The woman in 
“The model Step-mother” (7 aug. 1852, Olive	Branch), however, is loving, 
caring, selfless, and vilified, particularly by other women. each essay 
provides a separate female model for women readers to either emulate 
or reject. Taken together, the model essays form a guidebook of recom-
mended (sometimes by negative example) pliable female scripts in 
nineteenth-century U.S. culture. That Fern continued the model series 
of essays over a period of months suggests their resonance and popular-
ity with gendered assumptions of her audience.
 These representations throughout the early periodical writings sus-
tain an ongoing narrative between Fern and her readers. Willis regularly 
confronts cultural representations of women in her early periodical col-
umns, at various moments evaluating, rejecting, embracing, and sym-
pathizing with them. at the same time, these representations enable 
Willis to portray the woman periodical writer’s own multiple narratives 
of selfhood.
 The success of Fanny Fern’s self-representations figures in the 
response of a Salem woman who wrote to the Olive	Branch “that she 
did not care about Fern’s identity: ‘i know what you are to me . . . a 
kind, loving sister, with a flashing smile that breaks through the droller-
ies, making me long to shake hands with you’” (28 aug. 1852; Warren, 
Fanny	Fern 100). Fern’s unwavering refusal to provide one unified self 
for her audience authorizes readers to “know” Fern in accordance with 
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their own beliefs and desires. as berlant writes, “by providing a formal 
structure of identification through the example of her own ‘personal 
journalism,’ the expression of Fern’s personality becomes the model for 
that kind of individuated expression she aims to enable the reader to 
imagine in herself” (“The Female Woman” 445).
 an 1853 editorial in the Olive	Branch trivialized gendered specula-
tions that circulated around Fern’s early periodical writing:

it makes not one iota of difference whether Fanny Fern is a he or 

a she, it cannot be denied that she (we call her she in virtue of her 

nom	de	plume,) has written some of the most beautiful fragments and 

“prose poems” in her piquant off-hand style, to be found in the english 

language, to say nothing of the dashes of genuine humor which some 

of them contain. Crusty, crabbed and sour anatomical specimens of 

editors may say what they please, Fanny Fern is, and will continue a 

popular writer, for she writes from the heart, and it will reach the hearts 

of those who read. (5 mar. 1853)

by 1853 Fern’s various positionings of a self in relation to nineteenth-
century U.S. social arrangements worked to refigure gendered restric-
tions regarding her writing. Fern’s early periodical writings opened a 
cultural space for Fern and for every female reader to envision herself 
as a person as well as a woman, a mother, and a writer. The editorial 
proclaiming that “it makes not one iota of difference whether Fanny 
Fern is a he or a she” refers directly to Fern but at the same time speaks 
indirectly about/to all women when it privileges an emotive “heart” 
over sex-gender identity. in addition, the fictive stories of female self-
hood that Willis employs, as well as the gender flexibility of her writ-
ing, work to aid her in investigations of the woman writer’s voice. in 
miller’s precise observation, “female autobiographers know that they 
are being read as women” (“Women’s autobiography” 262). Correspond-
ingly, i argue that Willis knows that readers desire to read Fanny Fern as 
a woman. her rhetorical acknowledgment of “the fact of her femininity 
as a social reality” (“Women’s autobiography” 263) is initiated with her 
invention of the feminine yet ironic name Fanny Fern.
 Willis publicly constructs Fanny Fern as multiple, destabilizing any 
one self-representation of Fern; each representation is then incorpo-
rated as a possible aspect of Fern’s self. For instance, Willis mixes her 
early periodical publications with notions of the middle-class family 
when she writes about articles that have been falsely published under 
her name: “‘never wrote one line of the above-named articles, which 
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are traveling round the country, with a host of others like them. The 
way that illegitimate	 Ferns are smuggled into my	 well-regulated	 family, 
while my	own	mental	children are kidnapped and baptized by aliens, is 
very curious to witness’” (23 april 1853, True	Flag; italics mine). Willis 
constructs Fern as an attentive mother (“well-regulated family”) and her 
columns as her offspring (“my own mental children”). Writings falsely 
attributed to Fern are presented as aspects of a self and as children who 
are born out of wedlock (“illegitimate Ferns”). Columns of Fern’s that 
have been pirated and assigned to other authors are portrayed as per-
manently abducted children (“my own mental children are kidnapped 
and baptized by aliens”). individually and collectively, all personae in 
this dizzying familial mix of a mother and her variously legitimate, ille-
gitimate, and abducted children constitute “Fanny Fern.” appropriately, 
no father—as persona, metaphor, patriarchal agent, or anything else—is 
listed as a member of this “family” or as part of “Fanny Fern.”
 a few months later in the Musical	World	and	Times, Fern writes of 
encountering a boy selling copies of her essay collection Fern	Leaves	
from	Fanny’s	Portfolio. he “assured me it was ‘the book of the season—
forty thousand already sold!—presses running night and day, but the 
demand not supplied,’ etc., etc.

“Who wrote it?” i asked.

 “Fanny Fern,” the boy replied.

 “Who is she?” said i.

 “Don’t know,” said the peripatetic little bookseller. “She’s first this 

person, and then that: now a man, and then a woman; somebody says 

she’s everybody, and everybody says she’s some.” (13 aug. 1853)

Fern’s strategic use of a young boy (a “peripatetic little bookseller”), one 
of the lowest and youngest laborers in the market economy, enables her 
to illustrate how common awareness of her provocative ambiguity has 
become. her popularity is such that “‘everybody says she’s some.’” That 
Fern herself (as always, incognito) is able to question the boy regarding 
authorship of her own book without his realizing who she is further 
underscores the ambiguity of her identity. readers who have imagined 
a “real” Fern stage-managing fictive personae to suit her needs are again 
confronted with Fern’s ambiguous multiple selves.
 Fern’s early periodical writings repeatedly render a single “true” 
self-representation impossible, often in response to readers’ conjectures 
regarding Fern’s identity. Just as authenticity of Sarah Kemble Knight’s 
Journal was questioned for years after its 1825 publication, so Fern’s  
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identity was repeatedly contested. For example, a reader wrote an 
inquiry in verse to the Olive	Branch (10 apr. 1852) that began:

Oh mirth-provoking Fanny,

Pray tell me if you will,

What sort of being you really are,

and whether a Jack or a Jill.

The reader’s desire to know “what sort of being you really are” implies 
a single answer to that question if only Fern will choose to provide 
it. but for Willis, female identity must be multiple. To promote a uni-
fied female self is not only false but also dangerous. Confronted with 
the culture’s gendered demands, white middle-class women are forced 
in self-defense to perform the multiple and pliable. Willis’s rhetorical 
insistence on the necessity of a performative female identity signifies 
her view of female identity in general as well as her perception of her 
own identity. Though many women will fail to successfully navigate 
the larger culture, for Willis an elasticity of representation is crucial for 
even the chance to survive. Willis’s constructions of Fanny Fern in her 
early periodical writing serve as her workshop for arguing, cajoling, 
considering, lecturing, and testing on the subject of female identity as 
well as on the subject of her own identity.
 an editorial (28 may 1853) in The	Musical	World	and	Times joined the 
national conversation regarding gendered complications signaled by 
Fern’s voice. (in another Fern-related layering of identity and anonym-
ity, The	Musical	World	and	Times was then edited by Willis’s brother, 
richard Storrs Willis. Though Storrs Willis had not initially known that 
his sister was “Fanny Fern,” he had learned of her identity by this 
point.) The editorial defended Fern against those who argued that “the 
writer of such searching, forcible, and, withal, common-sense articles 
as sometimes came from the unknown pen, must be a man;—the pub-
lic being unwilling to give femininity credit for the power and courage 
necessary for their production” (Warren, Fanny	Fern 101). The editorial’s 
rendering of “power and courage” as qualities readily available to both 
women and men points to the gendered work that had already been 
accomplished by Fern’s early periodical writing. in this editorial, public 
discussion of Fern’s identity served as the occasion for considerations 
of what was and what was not definitionally female and male.
 nineteenth-century U.S. advertising campaigns for Fern’s writing 
collections and novels (Ruth	Hall, Rose	Clark) later capitalized on the 
multiplicity of representations active in Fern’s early periodical writing.15 
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ranney’s, a new york bookstore, used an advertisement titled “Fanny 
Fern blown Up but no bones broken” in Harper’s	Weekly (27 Feb. 1858): 

People start in great amaze,

From their eyes they wildly gaze,

Crying as they hurry past,

“Fanny Fern is gone at last!”

Keep cool, people—’tis not so—

Fanny Fern is still the go [sic].

’Twas a Fanny Fern afloat,

name bestowed upon a boat.

read the choicest works of Fanny

Get a book and gift from ranney. (mcGinnis 20)

indeed, as Fern’s iconic cultural status evolved, a range of objects were 
named after her, including, among others, babies, cigars, an opera 
libretto, perfume, a steamboat, and a train car. The mix of things named 
for Fern was as wide and as various as her audience had become. Given 
that diverse audience, objects named after Fern benefited by being per-
ceived as at least potentially more desirable. Fern’s name was assigned 
to marketable commodities in order to attract the purchasing attention 
of the many consumers familiar with her name, writing, and popular-
ity. babies named after Fern received her name as well as the popular 
currency that her name carried. by their existence, such varied name-
sakes further extended Fern’s many identities as well as her discourses 
of publicity and self-fashioning. i would argue that particularly in these 
early years of her literary popularity, Sara Willis was no more or no 
less a namesake of Fern’s than, for example, the steamboat or the opera 
libretto. indeed, in retrospect, it seems overdetermined that in 1856 
Sara Parton would be forced to go to court to establish sole legal owner-
ship of the name “Fanny Fern.”
 early periodical writings reflect Willis’s awareness of her readers’ 
assumed scripts regarding white middle-class women in general and 
Fanny Fern in particular. at times the tone and subjects of her early peri-
odical writing reinforce readers’ gender expectations. at other times the 
tone and subjects evade or problematize those expectations. The shift-
ing voice and topics of Fern’s early periodical writing support Willis’s 
suggested revisions of women’s cultural narratives. Unlike the female 
autobiographer, the female periodical writer may repeatedly interpret 
and reinterpret the female voice. Willis’s audience lends her authority 
to interpret the woman writer’s role in nineteenth-century U.S. culture. 
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Consequently, a mutual, extended dialogue develops between writer 
and readers. Fern provokes, readers imagine, Fern responds, readers re-
imagine. Fern and readers of her early periodical writing jointly attempt 
to navigate the complexities of female positioning. Within the single 
text of her Journal, Sarah Kemble Knight insisted repeatedly and contra-
dictorily on her status as a conventional woman. Within the repeated 
texts of her early periodical writing, Fern insists on her status as an 
unconventional and ambiguous (wo)man.
 mutability is essential to Willis’s construction of Fanny Fern. it marks 
her conviction that a performative female identity is crucial. Further, 
multiple roles that Willis assigns to Fern signify Willis’s perception of 
her own identity. it is Willis’s generic choice of periodical writing that 
enables her multiple and repeated representations of female identity. 
however, periodical writing forces Willis to recognize the dismaying 
truth of what is required for middle-class U.S. white women to sur-
vive. Were Willis writing a novel, for instance, the novel would provide 
generic space for development and resolution. even if the resolution 
were to be falsely positive, Willis would still have had the therapeutic 
exercise of writing such a possibility. instead, Willis’s early periodical 
writing functions individually and collectively to compel her to com-
prehend the reality of women’s negotiations of repressive culture. The 
regular publication of periodical writing is such that Willis cannot even 
momentarily elide the truths she rehearses.
 Willis draws on a combination of fiction and autobiography for her 
early periodical writing. The next chapter in this study will show lou-
isa may alcott also mixing the fictional and autobiographic in Hospi-
tal	Sketches. Other nineteenth-century U.S. white female authors write 
nonfictional, almost realist accounts of their lives. This should not sug-
gest that undue emphasis be placed on the constructed, permeable line 
between the fictional and the putatively nonfictional. however writers 
or readers may classify a text or parts of a text as fictional or “true,” all 
women in this study engage degrees of autobiographical writing. in all 
cases, as Willis would have clearly recognized, women—in their lives, 
in their writing—had to practice an elasticity of self-constructions to 
survive.

I V.

Periodical writing served as a site for a woman writer to experiment 
with notions of a self without that self becoming perceived as an immu-
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table subject position. The sometimes complex and coded intersection 
of gender and voice allowed for disclosure of a self without correspond-
ing private exposure. in the mid-nineteenth-century United States, the 
meeting of gender and publication marks complicated and sometimes 
deeply desired divisions among women’s various selves. Fern’s voice in 
her early periodical writing revealed ambiguous body contours under 
her pseudonymous “veils.” as i have argued, the scheduled, familiar 
discourse of the periodical piece and the fictive stories of selfhood imag-
ined of Fern by readers engendered investigations and articulations of 
various representations of a female self.
 Though my discussion in this chapter concerns Willis’s early peri-
odical writing, i wish to turn briefly to recent critical responses to Ruth	
Hall, which interestingly read the characterization of the novel’s main 
character, ruth/Floy, against multiple personae of Fern’s early periodi-
cal writing. homestead observes that the “multiplicity and instability 
of ‘Fanny’ as a print phenomenon” seen in the early periodical writing 
“is missing from Fern’s fictionalization of that experience” in Ruth	Hall 
(177). likewise, Kristie hamilton’s close analysis of Ruth	Hall maintains 
that by employing a single fictive persona in the book, Fern 

escaped the contemporary censure of being classed as a “political writer” 

by creating a character, ruth hall, who embodied at once middle-class, 

“feminine” respectability and american individualism, even as ruth’s 

consciousness and values were transformed by a growing recognition 

of the collective vulnerability and subjection of women. (89)

homestead and hamilton identify the character ruth hall as a single, 
somewhat coherent fictive persona adopted by Fern. Their readings 
point to Willis’s rhetorical movement away from the multiple personae 
seen in her early periodical writing. Such curtailing of the multiple and 
varied to the singular and consistent is further discussed by home- 
stead, who argues that “Fern created that stable proprietary self [that 
is, of ruth hall] only after successfully exploiting a different mode of 
authorship and circulation in her early years writing for weekly periodi-
cals” (153). homestead sees the character of ruth hall representing “a 
new, more stable Fern who would author-ize future book and periodical 
manifestations” (153).16 i agree with homestead’s reading and further 
suggest that Willis’s approach to performative aspects of female identity 
insisted upon in her early periodical writing was recast as she wrote 
Ruth	Hall. in the turn to the genre of the novel, Willis gained length 
and extended development. The range of female mutability enabled by 
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briefer forms of periodical writing was to a degree displaced by portray- 
als of penalties assigned to women who had failed to adequately per-
form required aspects of female identity. homestead recognizes this 
movement in her reading of the character of Ruth	Hall as “a new, more 
stable Fern.”
 Correspondingly, hamilton reads Ruth	Hall

as a record, critique, and partial analysis of the mechanisms by which 

bourgeois domestic ideology effected the in-group surveillance and 

policing that would ensure the continued identification of womanhood 

with certain narrowly defined activities and with a particular socioeco-

nomic status. all women who fell, or were forced, outside these limits 

could be dismissed as deviant. (103–4)

Once in the genre of the novel, Willis used the length and develop-
ment of the novel to extend her brief periodical discussions regarding 
the necessity of female mutability. hamilton’s reading of Ruth	Hall’s 
notions of female deviance underscores what i argue is Willis’s percep-
tion of her own identity as potentially fragile. That perception needs 
to be viewed through the experiential trajectory of Willis’s adult life. in 
a sweep of death, tragedy, and grief, Willis had been changed from a 
complacent, economically secure wife and mother of three living chil-
dren to a culturally stigmatized, poverty-stricken, widowed mother of 
two living children. Whatever Willis had accepted as secure about her 
family, husband, class status, and reputation was at best destabilized, at 
worst dismantled, within the space of months. The gendered deviance 
assigned to her, especially by other women, educated Willis regarding 
female fragility, particularly her own. The genre of the novel allowed 
Willis to write her way from requirements of female mutability seen in 
her early periodical writing to typically dire consequences for women 
who one way or another were deemed to have failed to perform well 
enough.
 in autobiography, as Sidonie Smith observes, “there have always 
been women who cross the line between public and private utterance, 
unmasking their desire for the empowering self-interpretation of autobi-
ography as they unmasked in their lives the desire for publicity” (Poetics 
44). nineteenth-century U.S. women’s periodical pieces written across 
boundaries of female utterance configure this generic form as a means 
of self-interpretation. however, unlike the female autobiographer, the 
female periodical writer simultaneously unmasks and masks the self, 
repeatedly representing and revising a voice. Separation between the 
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woman writer’s public and private voice was not, as modification of 
the periodical piece by Willis and others suggests, arbitrary and binary, 
though nineteenth-century U.S. women writers may have felt it as such 
in their attempts to declare a consistent “i” in a repressive patriarchal 
culture. rather, a spectrum of female self-representation occupied the 
space between public and private voice.
 Fern’s nineteenth-century U.S. women’s early periodical writing 
allowed Willis to reveal herself through her writing and also to repre-
sent herself as a woman her culture wanted her to be. michel Foucault’s 
discussion of the confession’s production of truth leads to an individual 
being “authenticated by the discourse of truth he was able or obliged to 
produce concerning himself” (58). Fern produced her confessions, her 
discourses of truth, to authenticate, transform, and disguise concepts 
of self and gender. For readers, in berlant’s reflection, “one woman’s 
disclosure of the frustrations of everyday life ennobles the lives of other 
women: moreover, the complaint installs woman’s writing as a part of 
an ongoing pedagogy about how to negotiate the contested life of femi-
ninity” (“The Female Woman” 445).
 after Willis crossed generic boundaries to write Ruth	Hall and Rose	
Clark, and after Fern’s identity was revealed, Willis continued to write 
as Fanny Fern until days before she died. The lengthy New	York	Ledger 
editorial on her death, written by her long-time editor and friend robert 
bonner, reads in part:

Who was Fanny Fern? began to be the question of the day. The secret 

of her identity was so well guarded that the most inquisitive could not 

get track of her and the myriad suppositions, guesses, announcements, 

denials and discussions which were published on the subject greatly 

enhanced the public interest. (9 nov. 1872)

having reprised the sensation regarding Fern’s identity that had been 
activated by her early periodical writing, bonner praises Fern’s charac-
ter, lists her book publications, and then, throughout the second half of 
the editorial, includes quotations from a range of personal notes Willis 
had written to him “during the many years of Fanny Fern’s connection 
with the Ledger.” rather than selecting from among Fern’s periodical 
pieces, two novels, essay collections, or indeed any of her published 
writings, bonner instead quotes from her personal correspondence to 
him.17 The quotations drawn from Fern’s notes to bonner foreground her  
opinions regarding motherhood, charity, religion, and gratitude. Such 
subjects and bonner’s selection of Fern’s remarks on them implicitly 
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inscribe Fern as a conventional white middle-class woman. Though 
bonner’s editorial on Fern’s death recalls the earlier furor over her gen-
der, it also insists on construction of Fern as what bonner, in the second 
sentence of the editorial, names “the embodiment of american wom-
anhood.” bonner’s editorial on Fern’s death maintains the discourses of 
publicity and self-fashioning that Fern had begun to evoke early in her 
literary career. it is fitting that the editorial concludes not with bonner’s 
writing but with a quotation from Willis’s writing in a 25 January 1870 
note to bonner signed, “yours Fanny Fern.”
 long after the anonymity and androgyny provided by her pseud-
onym and capitalized upon in her early periodical writings had col-
lapsed—when Sara Willis (by then Parton) signed personal letters “Fanny 
Fern” and had sued for and won exclusive rights to the name—Parton 
continued to write as Fern.18 Though the pseudonymous veil was now 
transparent, it still enabled her to write, to figure, and to refigure a 
self. Willis had initially discovered female agency and representation 
through her composition of Fern’s early periodical writings. Ultimately, 
she modified the periodical writer’s project for her personal project, 
using it to reflect and transform concepts of self, gender, and women’s 
voice.
 in the next chapter i continue my examination of women’s auto-
biographic writing and female representation, turning more explicitly 
to constructions and explorations of sex-gender identity. Using louisa 
may alcott’s early work Hospital	 Sketches, i consider intersections of 
form and gender that alcott discovers in her work as a writer and as a 
nurse in a Civil War hospital. in a moment when Sarah Kemble Knight’s 
Journal and Fanny Fern’s periodical writings were in print and contin-
ued to provide un/conventional representations for and of women, the 
outbreak of the Civil War resulted in possibilities and opportunities for 
women in a changing nineteenth-century U.S. culture beyond what 
either Knight or Fern had imagined.



“how could you Leave me alone When 
the room Was full of men!”

c h a p t e r  3

In louIsa may alcott’s Hospital	Sketches (1863), a text that mixes the 
travel narrative, letters, and sketches based on her Civil War nursing 
experience, the hospital is a gendered location of voyeuristic observa-
tion: wounded male soldiers stare passively at female nurses who mater-
nally bathe them and observe the weakened male body with little fear 
of sexual interpretation or interaction. The form of the hospital sketch 
freed alcott—as the hospital itself freed the woman nurse—to handle 
male bodies and to have male/female physical contact without directly 
invoking male and female sexuality for herself or her nineteenth-century  
U.S. readership. The hospital sketch positioned the woman writer to 
consider culturally constructed, significantly desexualized notions of 
gender in ways prohibited by less clinical, and so potentially more 
sexualized, narrative forms. as the published author of a collection 
of children’s tales (Flower	Fables [1854]) and adult stories—her work 
had appeared in the Atlantic, the boston Commonwealth, and the Olive	
Branch, among others—alcott had consciously striven to learn literary 
strategies of successful writing in order to have her stories published, 
particularly in the Atlantic.1 Though these rhetorical strategies valuably 
allowed experimentation with form and audience, they did not furnish 
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Gender and Self-Representation in 
Louisa May Alcott’s Hospital Sketches

[Civil	War	narratives	feature]	metaphoric	transfer	of	civil	war	from	
an	external,	political	realm	to	inner	conflict	over	sexual	choice	and	

the	proper	gender	roles.

—Margaret	R.	Higonnet,	“Civil	Wars	and	Sexual	Territories”	(1989)
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a model for a woman writer to explore sociosexual complications of a 
woman nursing hospitalized men. Just as conventions for transporting 
food and treating the wounded required adaptation in wartime (Jones 
xix, xxi), so did literary conventions of more peaceful times.
 as part of her pioneering work on alcott, madeleine b. Stern has 
shown that alcott’s writing in this period—Hospital	Sketches was pub-
lished the same year as the first of alcott’s pseudonymous gothic thrill-
ers—was “especially productive for an author essaying a variety of 
genres” (Critical	Essays 2). in my reading, alcott’s use of a pseudonym 
for those thrillers and her use of the hospital location in Hospital	Sketches 
show her experimenting with gender and literary forms. in the thrillers 
alcott, as the ungendered a. m. barnard, could write about sex without 
anyone knowing it; in Hospital	Sketches alcott, by controlling represen-
tation of the hospital, could avoid writing about sex without anyone 
missing it. in both, the generic choice gave authority to write: a woman 
writer could anonymously invent gothic thrillers or relate a somewhat 
fictionalized account of her maternalistic nursing experiences without 
disrupting readers’ comfortable view of her sociosexual status.
 The first chapter of this study focuses on Sarah Kemble Knight’s 
early-eighteenth-century Journal, its constructions of women’s voice and 
domain, and the relation between the text’s 1825 publication and other 
nineteenth-century U.S. women’s texts. The second chapter employs 
Fanny Fern’s early periodical writing to shed light on intersections of 
genre, reconfigurations of the (female) self, and establishment of a sus-
tained relationship between Fern and readers. Knight’s writing privately 
and Fern’s writing anonymously allowed them at times to write trans-
gressively. alcott, whose authorship of gothic thrillers was undiscov-
ered in her lifetime, wrote Hospital	Sketches under her own name. like 
Knight and Fern, alcott wrote autobiographically and was aware of the 
choice to write privately or anonymously. but unlike Knight and Fern, 
in Hospital	Sketches alcott wrote publicly as—more or less—herself.
 alcott’s generic choice of the hospital sketch and her use of a fictive 
persona in Hospital	Sketches occur at the intersection of form, gender, 
and agency, a location familiar to other women writers in this study. 
For example, as discussed in chapter 2, Fern’s pseudonymous writings 
combine the autobiographical and fictive for greater authority, even 
though readers’ generic expectations of literary papers—where Fern’s 
periodical writing typically appeared—might well have prompted them 
to read Fern’s work as strictly nonfictional. The next chapter in this 
study, following this discussion of Hospital	Sketches, examines S. emma 
e. edmonds’s use of an often bewildering mix of the fictive and auto-
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biographic, as well as mary livermore’s and annie Turner Wittenmyer’s 
choices to write fairly straightforward nonfictional accounts of their war 
experiences. Such movement between the fictive and autobiographic 
in these women’s Civil War reminiscences suggests choices made by 
female writers regarding how they wished to be heard and viewed by 
audiences. extending previous chapters’ examinations of women, self-
writing, and nineteenth-century U.S. publication, and with attention to 
discussions conducted in subsequent chapters, in this chapter i inves-
tigate alcott’s uses of the fictive and autobiographical in her consider-
ations of female (self-) representation and sex-gender identity.
 Criticism of alcott’s works has noted her prolific literary output and 
use of a range of literary forms. elaine Showalter calculates alcott’s out-
put at “at least 270 works in every genre from poetry to tragedy” (intro-
duction x). alcott’s productivity and wide use of genres have been linked 
to the double-voicedness that feminist literary criticism has identified 
in women’s writing. Discovery and subsequent publication of alcott’s 
anonymous sensational writing revealed alcott’s dual literary life and 
supported readings of her double-voicedness. The result has been that 
literary critics typically locate alcott’s sensational tales in one category 
and her works in other popular forms—children’s books, domestic texts, 
fairy tales, historical essays, sentimental texts—in another (Cappello; 
Douglas; Showalter, introduction). These binaries are tempting: how 
many readers of Little	Women have read one of the anonymous gothic 
thrillers for the first time and thought that the secret, passionate voice 
must be alcott’s “real” voice?
 i depart from such readings, however, in my belief that this categori-
zation obscures generic contours of the body of alcott’s writings. alcott’s 
literary productions are too varied—and the narrative voice of works 
such as Little	Women, Eight	Cousins, Rose	in	Bloom, and other children’s 
books too strong, despite alcott’s own ambivalence about these and 
other works—to be reduced to such uncomplicated binary categories. 
alcott’s extensive writings are, i think, less adequately contained by 
double-voicedness than by generic multivocality, a resistance to writing 
solely in any one style and a gift for writing across generic boundaries. 
additionally, i see these movements across forms as enabling alcott to 
portray a range of female representations.
 richard h. brodhead, contextualizing alcott’s career, described her 
inclination toward generic multivocality as aided by her “com[ing] to 
her career at the time when literary boundaries were being socially 
organized,” a moment when writers had “an array of literary possibilities 
and had several publics and several models of authorship equally avail-
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able to them.” a rise in publishing “outlets she personally had access 
to reflects, more generally, the proliferation of literary vehicles . . . that 
helped make literary writing a commercially viable career” (Cultures	of	
Letters 106, 80, 77). Despite early use of these opportunities, alcott later 
poignantly recognized family and cultural strictures regarding her writ-
ing: “To have had mr. emerson as an intellectual God all one’s life is to 
be invested with a chain armour of propriety. . . . and what would my 
own good father think of me . . . if i set folks to doing the things i have 
a longing to see my people do?” (madeline b. Stern, Critical	Essays 42). 
Such remarks can be used to support readings of the anonymous voice 
of the gothic thrillers as the “true” voice, the one that could not be spo-
ken by the alcott constructed by her family, their Concord circle, and 
the many readers of her popular, signed works. i would add, however, 
that they also reflect alcott’s anxieties of publication and weary aware-
ness of public expectations and scrutiny of her writing/self. Working in 
a range of genres expanded alcott’s possibilities for writing out fictive 
stories of selfhood.
 alcott’s extensive choice of literary forms—available through her 
inclination and through literary circumstances of the time—allowed her 
to reveal, in a Foucauldian sense, more than she would in any single 
literary form.2 yet alcott’s mix of fiction and her own experiences as 
seen in Hospital	Sketches also allowed her to elide (self-) examination 
of her sexuality. alcott experimented with gender and form in order to 
privately write or publicly not write about male and female sexuality. 
martha Saxton sees alcott’s nursing experience as deeply fearful, forc-
ing her to “repress her terrors [of men] and be physically intimate with 
many males,” trauma which led, during her recovery from illness, to 
hallucinations that revealed “hideous fears of rejection and violence” 
(257). Saxton relates an incident of alcott’s recovery when alcott, deliri-
ous and momentarily left alone, crashed out of bed. When her sister 
may came to help her, alcott berated her, yelling, “‘how could you leave 
me alone when the room was full of men!’” (257).3 alcott’s use of the 
hospital sketch permitted her to evade issues of sexuality, especially 
when the room was full of men. This intersection of gender and form 
freed alcott to construct an alternative sex-gender identity for a white 
middle-class woman in the nineteenth-century United States.
 much has been written and conjectured about the ambiguous, con-
tradictory constructions of sexual identity and gender in alcott’s life 
and writing.4 alcott herself complicates conjectures, having told louise 
Chandler moulton: “‘i am more than half-persuaded that i am a man’s 
soul, put by some freak of nature into a woman’s body . . . because 
i have fallen in love in my life with so many pretty girls and never 
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once the least bit with any man’” (49). in this 1882 interview alcott 
seems to construct herself on the then-emerging Krafft-ebing biologi-
cal model of sexual orientation as an “invert,” a woman whose body is 
occupied by a man’s soul.5 Such sexological models and studies would, 
as Joseph bristow writes, eventually play “a major role in enabling sex 
to be debated more widely and seriously at all levels of society” (15). a 
crucial legitimacy would be provided by sexological studies that would 
later authorize public discussions of sex and sexuality. alcott’s remarks 
in 1882 imply a gender definition based on sexual attraction and suggest 
that her attempts to find a coherent gendered subject position were life-
long (“so many pretty girls” over the years) and persistent (“more than 
half-persuaded” by recent theories of sexual orientation). The mater-
nal, chaste figure of Tribulation Periwinkle whom alcott had scripted 
twenty years earlier in Hospital	 Sketches marks an early moment of 
alcott’s considerations of gender construction.
 my discussion of alcott’s work in Hospital	Sketches is followed by con-
sideration in chapter 4 of other manifestations of U.S. female alternative 
sex-gender construction in women’s Civil War writing. The chapter 4 
discussion of S. emma e. edmonds’s Nurse	and	Spy	in	the	Union	Army 
examines edmonds’s living and writing as “Frank Thompson” as a much 
more potentially disruptive alternative sex-gender identity of the kind 
that we see alcott tentatively beginning to explore in Hospital	Sketches. 
Further, chapter 4’s subsequent examination of two other women’s Civil 
War memoirs—mary livermore’s My	Story	of	the	War and annie Turner 
Wittenmyer’s Under	the	Guns:	A	Woman’s	Reminiscences	of	the	Civil	War—
unpacks wartime observations of self-defined conventional women as 
they represented and responded to less conventional women who cross-
dressed as male soldiers. Taken together, these texts situate the U.S. 
Civil War as, among other things, a cultural workshop for experimenting 
with and writing about female cross-dressing. alcott’s work in Hospital	
Sketches serves as a preliminary stage of this exploration.

I .

I	never	began	the	year	 in	a	stranger	place	than	this	.	.	.	leading	a	 life	of	constant	
excitement	in	this	greathouse	surrounded	by	3	or	4	hundred	men	in	all	stages	of	suf-
fering,	disease	&	death.

—Louisa	May	Alcott,	January	1863	journal	entry

Sections of Hospital	 Sketches that draw on the travel narrative reflect 
alcott’s familiarity with and revisions of literary conventions of the 
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female traveler role. as mary Suzanne Schriber writes in her study 
of women’s travel, “[t]ravel mattered in nineteenth-century america 
for both men and women, but it mattered particularly for women and 
their observers because of gender” (45). With few exceptions, antebel-
lum women’s travel narratives characteristically had partaken of then-
current discourses for treating gender by “present[ing] the narrator as 
feminine” and using “lengthy descriptions of the domestic” (mills 4). 
Such narratives also typically marked the female traveler as eschewing 
unconventional experiences. The antebellum U.S. woman’s narrative 
of travel in europe and the near east focused on well-known historical 
sites. nina baym observes that these narratives privileged the famil-
iar and avoided “experiences nobody had ever had before” in favor 
of “see[ing] what others had seen, know[ing] what others had known, 
feel[ing] what others had felt” (American	Women	Writers 132).
 alcott’s construction of the train and steamboat journey of Tribula-
tion Periwinkle, her fictive persona in Hospital	Sketches, to Washington, 
DC, furnishes an informative contrast to Sarah Kemble Knight’s travel 
narrative. Separated by over 150 years, Knight and alcott are nonethe-
less linked by their ability and inclination to write about their journeys 
on the way to then-uncommon experiences for women. Differences 
in cultural and geographical travel conditions of the eastern United 
States (or for Knight what will become the United States), between the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries emerge starkly in a comparison 
of Knight’s and alcott’s descriptions. For example, Knight’s narrative 
of her trip involves more danger and autonomy than does alcott’s con-
struction of Trib’s travels. in Knight’s portrayals of her bargaining to hire 
a guide, traveling alone or as the only woman among male travelers, 
and journeying through the wild, we see the travel conditions available 
at the time to a white woman of some economic means and class status. 
Knight’s descriptions of other travelers (as opposed to people living in 
places through which she passes) appear fairly infrequently because 
the new england landscape had not yet been subjugated to provide 
for regular middle-class travel. indeed, Knight’s journeying via postal 
routes points to the somewhat more established travel of mail than of 
people at that time. as i argue in the first chapter, women and men who 
observed Knight on her journey had limited means for understanding 
how to correctly classify a white woman of some identifiable status who 
traveled alone. For their understanding and also for her own self-under-
standing, Knight had to classify herself for them, in her behavior and in 
the pages of her Journal.
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 Over a century and a half after Knight’s travels, alcott began her own 
journey at a time when travel for white women had become both more 
common and more restrictive. alcott’s construction of Trib’s behavior  
on her journey, as well as the way alcott wrote about that journey, 
emerges from strictures that then implicitly governed female travel. 
Compared to Knight’s eighteenth-century trip, Trib’s journey reflected 
significantly improved travel conditions in the nineteenth-century 
United States as well as—despite increased travel restrictions—greater 
acceptance of white women’s travel. Trib’s journey by train and steam-
boat did not take her into the wilderness or along routes designated 
more for mail than for people. nor is Trib mistaken for a prostitute. 
however, the range of behavioral possibilities available to alcott in her 
writing about Trib’s journey was, perhaps ironically, much more limited 
than those available to Knight as she wrote about her own trip. Unlike 
Knight, alcott had to fit Trib’s behavior within fairly narrow param-
eters precisely because travel had become more conventional.6 That is, 
appreciably more fellow travelers observed Trib’s behavior at any given 
moment than were present to observe Knight’s travel behavior. Trib was 
visible to her numerous fellow travelers as a white woman of a certain 
class status. beyond that, however, she was marked by the invisibility—a 
quality rarely if ever assigned to Knight on her travels—of a white woman 
classified as conventional traveling during a time when female travel 
was somewhat acceptable. Taken together, travel sections of Knight’s 
Journal and alcott’s Hospital	 Sketches reveal in broad terms that as 
female travel became to some degree more common, more convenient,  
and less dangerous—and so to some extent socially sanctioned—cultural 
restrictions governing such travel increased correspondingly.
 not surprisingly, concerns of gender and conformity inform travel 
portions of Hospital	Sketches and Knight’s Journal. as discussed in the 
first chapter, Knight uses what she perceives as disruptive behavior 
of other women to aid in her self-construction as a proper woman. in 
Knight’s portrayals of women, she is almost always more conventional 
and of higher class status than they are. in the travel section of Hos-
pital	 Sketches, alcott only briefly gestures toward Trib’s fellow female 
travelers. in both texts the main female traveler (Knight, Trib) exhibits 
little or no sympathy with other women. no like-minded, democratic 
union of females is activated by shared travel in these texts. This is not 
to suggest that such temporary female communities might not have 
formed in Federalist america at various times and for various reasons. 
however, Knight and alcott, both of whom reached womanhood with 
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uncommon qualities and desires for women of their times, constructed 
female travels as solo journeys largely independent of the support of 
women. if a travel-generated alliance of females existed in Knight’s or 
alcott’s experiences, it appears to have been untranslatable, and indeed 
unrepresentable, for them in their autobiographic narratives.
 in Hospital	Sketches alcott multiply deploys and defies conventions 
of the travel narrative. The travel section of Hospital	Sketches is a con-
ventional preparation for the less conventional hospital sketch to come 
in the text, one less bound by fixed gender roles. alcott constructs Trib, 
her Dickensian fictive persona, as the stereotypical spinster traveler 
whom critics would later characterize “as indomitable, eccentric and 
mostly rather crazy” and as a revision of that stereotype (mills 32). 
Trib has conventionally feminine and masculine characteristics, and 
she describes the domestic as well as the political, personal, and pub-
lic. Further, Trib confidently travels alone. alcott’s portrayal of Trib’s 
unaccompanied journey recognizes, as Schriber rightly observes, that 
“female vulnerability, codified in conduct books, fiction, and the press, 
was a rhetorical and actual obsession in victorian america” (79). by 
“satiriz[ing] the need for escorts,” in Jane e. Schultz’s reading, alcott 
mocks that obsession (“embattled Care” 116). alcott’s revision of the 
women’s travel narrative intersects with the nursing narrative in Hospi-
tal	Sketches: opening with and then interrupting the more familiar form 
of the women’s travel narrative works to unsettle readers with humor 
and to prepare them for the unfamiliar, unsettling nursing narrative 
that follows. Schriber writes that alcott’s use of the travel narrative cor-
responds with other “women’s texts of travel [that] make gender visible 
at certain sites as women work their way into the world of travel writing 
and around the constraints of gender” (61).
 reading the nursing sketch that follows Trib’s travels in Hospital	
Sketches in conjunction with the travel narrative of Knight’s Journal 
makes plain that both literary forms serve as sites for women to write 
their autonomous behaviors. in each case the generic circumstances 
necessary (travel and nursing) allow the woman writer to position 
herself or her female persona as superior to or independent of other 
women. in both literary forms uncommon experiences away from 
home are employed in an attempt to make the female self legible on 
its own among or without other women. in alcott’s Hospital	 Sketches 
and Knight’s Journal, as well as in other works discussed in this study, 
the compulsion to write the female self emerges from and is abraded 
by prevailing gender assumptions inhabited, promoted, and resisted by 
other women.
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 Other women’s Civil War nursing experiences were published, but 
alcott’s was one of the earliest accounts.7 This absence of an immediate 
literary model is matched and explained by the absence of an experi-
ential model. in antebellum america, only women affiliated with reli-
gious orders were permitted to nurse professionally. Schultz provides 
valuable context in her discussion of women beginning to figure into 
an increasingly professionalized medical discourse before the Civil War, 
having been “excluded from medical networks on the basis of a biologi-
cal determinism that cast them as unfit” (“The inhospitable hospital” 
366). additionally, as Carroll Smith-rosenberg argues in her ground-
breaking work on victorian sex and class roles, the mid-nineteenth- 
century movement by “well-connected physicians . . . to upgrade stan-
dards within the medical profession and simultaneously to defend their 
practices against rural and irregular physicians” also served to limit 
women’s roles in professionally practicing medicine as doctors, mid-
wives, or nurses (230). The next chapter’s reading of Civil War reminis-
cences by S. emma e. edmonds, mary livermore, and annie Turner 
Wittenmyer supplements this discussion in its examination of women’s 
public and private roles in the war effort despite—and at times because 
of—their tightly restricted participation in the medical professions.
 at the time of Hospital	Sketches, forty-two-year-old Florence night-
ingale embodied the figure of the female army nurse.8,9 her Crimean 
War service as well as her influential works Notes	on	Nursing (1859) and 
Notes	on	Hospitals (1859) led contemporaries to identify her “with the 
reform of hospitals and military medicine as much as with nursing” 
(Charles e. rosenberg 1). nightingale had a compelling “concern with 
cleanliness and ventilation” in hospitals, as well as a passionate com-
mitment to advocating her nursing philosophy and methods in writing 
(2). her texts authorized female nurses to practice these methods and 
to promote them in writing. alcott read nightingale’s Notes	on	Nursing 
in preparation for nursing, and her remarks about hospital conditions 
in her writing align with nightingale’s views and convictions (hawkins 
4).10 in Hospital	Sketches Trib approvingly notes “the long, clean, warm, 
and airy wards” of a neighboring hospital and the “draft of fresh air 
flowing in.”11 From her position as a self-described “used up nurse,” she 
rebukes “any hospital director” who disagrees with these practices. She 
also lovingly describes Dorothea Dix, Superintendent of Union army 
nurses, as “our Florence nightingale” (55).
 Conventions established by nightingale’s writing also contributed 
to the breakdown of convention afforded by the Civil War. When war 
broke out, entrenched resistance from the federal government and male  
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medical establishment seriously hampered women’s early efforts (more 
than twenty thousand women applied for work in Confederate and 
Union military hospitals) to earn money, seek adventure, or express 
patriotism by volunteering to nurse the wounded (Schultz, “The inhos-
pitable hospital” 363). mary livermore in her nursing retrospective, My	
Story	of	the	War:	A	Woman’s	Narrative (1889), discussed in the next chap-
ter, explicitly compared early stages of the Civil War with the Crimean 
War: “‘all (there) were tied up with official formalism until Florence 
nightingale, with her corps of trained nurses and full power to do and 
command, as well as advise, landed at Scutari, and ordered the store 
houses opened’” (qtd. in Thompson 76). nightingale’s groundbreaking 
representation of effective female nursing in her writing facilitated the 
U.S. government’s and the male medical establishment’s eventual capit-
ulation to women’s war nursing.12

 alcott would also have been familiar with the July 1862 visit of ralph 
Waldo emerson’s daughter, ellen Tucker emerson (for whom alcott had 
first imagined the stories of Flower	Fables [1854]), to Portsmouth Grove 
army hospital (which housed “1700 or more sick and wounded sol-
diers”) in newport, rhode island, several months before alcott left for 
Washington. alcott probably would have read ellen’s at times lengthy 
letters to family members about her visit (“it took me all day to write it 
[her previous letter], and my arm ached”). ellen’s observations of and 
conversations with soldiers (“how well they talk!”) reflected her Union 
zeal: “They are, so many of them, patriotic and fiery through their sick-
ness that i was wholly satisfied with them, and very much elated after 
my talks with them.” She also recorded a parenthetically clarified gen-
dered moment when tea was distributed “to nurses (soldiers of course) 
who carried it to their men” (Gregg 291, 284, 291, 275).
 hospital care of male soldiers by female nurses is seldom as central 
in other Civil War nursing narratives as it is in Hospital	Sketches. Sub-
sequent nursing narratives are longer, written by women whose war 
service was not quickly cut short by illness as was alcott’s, and more 
extensive, including descriptions of travel to battles and hospitals, fund-
raising, administration of nursing efforts, distribution of supplies, and 
difficulties in obtaining appropriate food for the wounded. narratives 
written after the war tend to be self-consciously aware of the historical 
moment in accounts of meetings with Ulysses S. Grant, postassassina-
tion retrospectives on lincoln, and focus on the war’s end.
	 Hospital	Sketches most obviously sets the tone for subsequent wom-
en’s nursing narratives in S. emma e. edmonds’s Nurse	and	Spy	in	the	
Union	Army (1865), discussed in the next chapter. Nurse	and	Spy twice 
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quotes “miss Periwinkle” (75–77, 237) and in at least two other sections 
plagiarizes parts of Hospital	Sketches with minor alterations and without 
attribution (238–39, 250–51).13 however, aspects of Hospital	Sketches—for 
instance, constructions of wounded soldiers as boys by the nurse/writer 
and constructions of the nurse/writer as mother or sister by soldiers 
(and the writer herself)—that may seem to set the tone for subsequent 
nursing narratives are so prevalent in Civil War narratives generally 
that Hospital	Sketches seems more representative than initiating of a dis-
course for treating gender that resulted from opportunities for female 
travel, work, and self-invention provided by the war. Women’s energetic 
Civil War involvement is documented in works such as Frank moore’s 
Women	of	 the	War (1866), which contains over forty chapters on indi-
vidual women and women’s war efforts (with no mention of alcott), 
and linus P. brockett and mary C. vaughan’s Woman’s	Work	in	the	Civil	
War (1867), nearly eight hundred pages of small print with sections on 
individual women administrators, organizers of aid societies, and volun-
teers in non-nursing capacities, which briefly mentions alcott (her first 
name misspelled as “louise”) and Hospital	Sketches in an extensive list 
in the book’s final section (793). Focusing on female Civil War hospital 
nursing, Hospital	Sketches accurately captures an emerging discourse for 
treating gender that is perpetuated and sustained in subsequent nursing 
narratives.14

I I .

[The	nurse]	must	have	a	respect	for	her	own	calling.	.	.	.	[S]he	must	be	a	sound,	and	
close,	and	quick	observer;	and	she	must	be	a	woman	of	delicate	and	decent	feeling.

—Florence	Nightingale,	notes on nursing

in late 1862 alcott wrote in her journal: “november. Thirty years old. 
Decided to go to Washington as a nurse if i could find a place. help 
needed, and i love nursing and must let out my pent-up energy in some 
new way” (myerson et al., Journals	110). arriving at the Union hotel 
hospital in 1862 immediately after the bloody battle at Fredericksburg,15 
alcott served as a nurse for six weeks and then contracted typhoid fever. 
She returned home to new england, near death. Once recovered, she 
edited and revised her war letters to her family, also drawing on the 
brief private journal she had kept while in Washington.16 For her fictive 
self she used Tribulation Periwinkle, a woman who goes to Washington 
to nurse in a Civil War hospital. The resulting sketches, published in 
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the antislavery boston Commonwealth in spring 1863, “met with instant 
success and were copied in papers all over the north” (Jones xli). after 
their serial publication alcott added two new chapters; the collection 
was then published as a book, which was also well received. The suc-
cess of Little	Women (1868, 1869) led to a new edition, Hospital	Sketches	
and	Camp	and	Fireside	Stories (1869), which contained Hospital	Sketches 
and eight stories. The version of Hospital	Sketches available in Alternative	
Alcott (1988) emerged during these multiple generic adaptations.17

 in the first chapter of Hospital	Sketches, Trib’s hectic self-definitions 
as she decides to enlist invoke a sisterhood of nurses led by both miss 
and mrs. Generals (“we hear no end of mrs. Generals, why not a miss?” 
[4]). Once she has been accepted and is ready to leave for Washington, 
however, sex-gender identity is foregrounded in her comparing herself 
to “boys going to sea” (4) and to “the soldier who cries when his mother 
says ‘Good-bye’” (6), as well as her hugging her family “without a ves-
tige of unmanly emotion” (5). as Trib boards the train, her presexual 
nature is established in a partial assertion of conventional femininity: 
“i clutched my escort in a fervent embrace, and skipped into the car 
with as blithe a farewell as if going on a bridal tour” (6). aligning herself 
with a prehoneymoon bride, Trib draws on social approbation afforded 
women who marry. her comparison likewise signals impending loss of 
virginity and initiation into sexual matters. lest this female persona be 
confused with alcott—and suggest alcott’s own sexual nature—the text 
assures us of Trib’s authenticity. The “remarkably elastic” nature of the 
travel narrative allows alcott to include travel notes to “convince the 
skeptical that such a being as nurse Periwinkle does exist, [and] that 
she really did go to Washington” (Schriber 58, 12). Trib, intended to veil 
alcott from the public, is, however, a temporary fictive representation. 
at the end of the text alcott mixes irony and femininity to end Trib’s 
“bridal tour.” Self-conscious in her retrenchments from Trib’s unconven-
tional experiences, alcott then writes Trib’s epitaph.
 On her journey Trib defines herself as subject to misreading, some-
times by others (“i’m a bashful individual, though i can’t get anyone to 
believe it” [6]) and sometimes by herself (“i’m a woman’s rights wom-
an . . . [but] i was now quite ready to be a ‘timid trembler,’ if necessary” 
[9]). Once she arrives at the hospital, she observes that it is a place of 
observation, where she will be subject to close (mis)reading by male 
strangers, “all staring more or less at the new ‘nuss,’ who suffered untold 
agonies, but concealed them under as matronly an aspect as a spinster 
could assume, and blundered through her trying labors with a Spartan 
firmness” (21).18 That Trib reads male scrutiny as sexual is revealed by 
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her response. She attempts to protect herself (a self-defined “spinster”) 
from gazes she reads as sexualized by promoting a false reading of her-
self as a matron—that is, according to her implicit definition, as a non-
spinster—a sexually experienced, though asexual (“Spartan”), woman.
 alcott’s adoption of multiple roles in Hospital	 Sketches (beginning 
on the first page with Tribulation Periwinkle) aligns with Fanny Fern’s 
use of a range of personae in her early periodical writing. however, 
while Fern and alcott assume a variety of roles in their texts, they 
diverge regarding use of a conventionally understood feminine voice 
(a heightened version of what Trib names a “‘timid trembler’” [9]). Fern 
nimbly adopts such a voice—with varying degrees of the sexual and 
flirtatious—when it suits her subject and perceived audience. indeed, 
Fern relishes her ability to perform the feminine convincingly and so to 
persuade readers, or at least give them pause, regarding her identity. a 
not insignificant portion of Fern’s pleasure in this act is her understand-
ing that the persona of a demure woman can be as authoritative as the 
various male personae she adopts at other times.
 in Hospital	Sketches, however, while alcott exhibits her own glib flu-
ency with a range of personae, the role of the sexual female is markedly 
absent. in its place alcott assigns an asexual mutability to Trib. Though 
her use of the asexual can be understood in a variety of ways, i read it 
as a substitution for the sexual that is pivotal to her project in Hospital	
Sketches. To even briefly feminize and so sexualize Trib would critically 
interrupt alcott’s considerations of gender construction in the text. The 
feminine performance that Fern is amused to (de)activate invokes the 
type of female that alcott/Trib is not (and cannot, will not, be). The 
inability to occupy feminine cultural spaces without dis/ease moti-
vates alcott/Trib’s desire to nurse in the war. That temporary national 
location is where she hopes to explore—as she cannot at home—an 
alternative sex-gender identity for a white middle-class woman in the 
nineteenth-century United States. i do not mean to suggest, however, 
that the personae alcott adopts in Hospital	Sketches conceal a coherent 
self. Though Fern and alcott differ significantly in their uses and inhab-
iting of a feminized role, the “i” alcott declares in Hospital	Sketches is as 
multiple and as performative as Fern’s.
 Other authors in this study negotiated demands of compulsory femi-
ninity with choices that are compelling in their own right. For instance, 
Knight adopted a feminine voice in her text in an attempt to conven-
tionalize her unconventional behaviors. S. emma e. edmonds wrote of 
temporarily passing as a man and so was able to avoid those gendered 
demands for a time. mary livermore and annie Turner Wittenmyer 
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wrote texts invested with insistence on their conventional behaviors 
and womanhood. in all cases, these white women writers negotiated a 
desire to publicly declare a self with their vexed awareness of prevailing 
constructions of femininity.
 after Trib fears she was being eroticized in the male gaze and tries 
to desexualize herself in response, she attempts to desexualize wounded 
men with her own gaze and rhetoric, seeing them as “‘our brave boys,’ 
as the papers justly call them,” their suffering making “one glad to cher-
ish each as a brother” (22). Drawing on authority of news reports, Trib 
moves from constructing the wounded patients as boys to embracing 
them as brothers, both readings seeming to allow only nonsexual adult 
affection. When subsequently told to order the men to strip and to bathe 
them (“‘Come, my dear, begin to wash as fast as you can. Tell them to 
take off socks, coats and shirts, scrub them well, put on clean shirts, and 
the attendants will finish them off, and lay them in bed’” [23]), Trib is 
confronted by the near-naked (and potentially sexualized) male body. 
The itemizing of garments makes clear the men will keep their pants 
on, but at the same time suggests how much of the male body will be 
exposed. Though references to amputated male limbs are common in 
Hospital	Sketches as well as in other Civil War nursing narratives, the male 
body in its entirety—as opposed to severed parts of that body—is rarely 
invoked. its provocative presence here suggests Trib’s (and alcott’s) 
thinly suppressed anxieties and fearful interest concerning physical 
contact with men. These concerns are somewhat muted by the comic 
examples Trib prefers to the reality that leaves her at a loss for words 
(“if she had requested me to shave them all, or dance a hornpipe on the 
stove funnel, i should have been less staggered; but to scrub some dozen 
lords of creation at a moment’s notice, was really—really—” [23]). Trib 
again turns to rhetoric that endeavors to desexualize (“there was no time 
for nonsense” [23]) in order to reconfigure the potentially sexual reality 
of a woman bathing half-naked male strangers. She chooses “a with-
ered old irishman” (23) to bathe first, and his comic remarks result in 

a general grin, at which propitious beginning i took heart and scrubbed 

away like any tidy parent on a Saturday night. Some of them took the 

performance like sleepy children, leaning their tired heads against me 

as i worked, others looked grimly scandalized, and several of the rough-

est colored like bashful girls. (23–24)

Trib’s proffered reading of herself has moved from bride to matron to 
parent, while her renderings of male patients have moved from boys 
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to brothers to children to female children. These constructions resist 
desexualization except for the “grimly scandalized” men who, like Trib, 
recognize the erotic potential of their situation but, ill-positioned to 
prevent it or protest against it, are unable to reconfigure it. Unlike 
Trib—and unlike men who are not wounded and hospitalized—they 
are not in command. as male patients they forfeit authority over their 
bodies and the sexual sensibilities that they held in the more overtly 
sexualized world outside the war hospital.
 by the time she has finished bathing the men, Trib has taken rhetori-
cal control of their (chaste) physicality (“having got the bodies of my 
boys into something like order” [29]). She basks in what she now views 
as their unerotic gaze, their faces “lighting up, with smiles of welcome, 
as i came among them, [i] enjoy[ed] that moment heartily, with a wom-
anly pride in their regard, a motherly affection for them all” (29, 32). 
Trib’s construction of herself as mother and woman is at least temporar-
ily established as alcott ironically and self-consciously reintegrates Trib 
into sex-gender conventions. in her satisfaction Trib is convinced that 
the stripped men have been desexualized by/for her. likewise, the act 
of her bathing them has, by her implication and by what she assures 
herself is the now nonsexual nature of their observation, desexualized 
her for them.
 earlier in the text, Trib reads passive observation by male patients 
as predominantly sexual and responds by attempting to revise the men 
and herself in their eyes. She confesses, however, to her own surveil-
lance while the men sleep, gazing at them more closely than she would 
dare when they could return her stare and limiting her gaze to their 
faces:

many of the faces became wonderfully interesting when unconscious. 

Some grew stern and grim[;] . . . some grew sad and infinitely pathetic, 

as if the pain borne silently all day, revenged itself by now betraying 

what the man’s pride had concealed so well. Often the roughest grew 

young and pleasant . . . letting the real nature assert itself. . . . i learned 

to know these men better by night than through any intercourse by 

day. (34–35)

Observation of individual male patients in other Civil War narratives is 
typically limited to brief, pious deathbed scenes. however, in alcott’s 
hands, clinical conventions of the hospital sketch and her use of them to 
endeavor to desexualize male patients allow Trib to consider culturally 
constructed notions of gender (“man’s pride”) while staying away from 
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male sexuality. For Trib, sleep frees men from prevailing gender con-
straints that require them to conceal pain and what she constructs as 
their “real nature[s].” During waking interaction, compulsory gendered 
behaviors prevent her (and, ostensibly, any observer) from knowing the 
men in this way. in nighttime observation, however, gender constraints 
are temporarily loosened by sleep, allowing Trib to more fully “know” 
the men. her nighttime observation is not a Foucauldian regulatory 
gaze of surveillance policing a captive population. rather, Trib covertly 
studies men to determine how gender figures into their identities and, 
by implication, into her own identity. She may limit her reading to the 
men’s faces rather than their full bodies because the bodies are cov-
ered (and so less readable) or because such observation in the absence 
of professional necessity (bathing, bandaging) could provoke a sexual 
reading and could resexualize the male bodies she has been at pains 
to desexualize. her privileging and reading of men’s faces is a private 
act, stripping the men of emotional concealment, just as public bathing 
stripped them of physical concealment.
 Trib fears sexual implications in the daytime gazes of male patients. 
her initiation of the nighttime gaze marks her reading of the gaze as 
sexually chaste, while also signaling the agency the hospital encourages 
in her. moving beyond her previous limited experience of women and 
men, Trib recognizes an opportunity to explore gender construction—a 
subject central to her tentative self-definition. her monologic nighttime 
gaze at the men begins the emotional interaction for which Trib trav-
eled to Washington. That intercourse must be fully realized for Trib to 
lose her emotional virginity. To accomplish this, Trib must engage in 
dialogic, emotional intercourse with a conscious, mature man who, like 
her, evades issues of (his) sexuality.
 This male counterpart, John, soon arrives, preceded by praise from 
another patient, which increases Trib’s desire to observe him:

i had some curiosity to behold this piece of excellence, and when he 

came, watched him for a night or two, before i made friends with him; 

for, to tell the truth, i was a little afraid of the stately looking man, 

whose bed had to be lengthened to accommodate his commanding stat-

ure; who seldom spoke, uttered no complaint, asked no sympathy, but 

tranquilly observed what went on about him. (38)

Trib refrains from immediately approaching him due to the implicit 
maturity of his imposing height and dignified behavior. his silent obser-
vation and his lack of complaint or supplication are read by Trib as a 
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withholding that resists her construction of male patients. her physi-
cal description of him contains none of her characteristic humor and 
instead anticipates the pain that for her will desexualize him:19

a most attractive face . . . as yet unsubdued by pain; thoughtful and 

often beautifully mild while watching the afflictions of others, as if 

entirely forgetful of his own. his mouth was grave and firm, with plenty 

of will and courage in its lines, but a smile could make it as sweet as 

any woman’s; and his eyes were child’s eyes, looking one fairly in the 

face, with a clear straightforward glance, which promised well for such 

as placed their faith in him. (39)

John’s being seriously wounded, and thus stationary, allows Trib again 
to take advantage of her professional status and gaze at the male face, 
this time in repose if not in sleep. Trib observes the captive mature 
maleness that she would otherwise avoid and studies that maleness 
further. her examination reveals a face combining typified qualities of 
man (“grave and firm,” “will and courage”), woman (a mouth “as sweet 
as any woman’s”), and child (“child’s eyes”). The reading Trib imposes 
on John’s face crosses boundaries of gender and age, suggesting John’s 
face as Trib’s ideal human face. Trib’s reading of John’s face promotes 
a belief in natural human goodness, a quality heightened by the lack of 
human goodness that has resulted in the need for the war hospital.
 Descriptions of John in Hospital	Sketches as a “dying statesman or 
warrior,” and in death as “a most heroic figure,” modify alcott’s more 
class-specific observations in the journal she kept while in Washington, 
which see John as “what we call a common man, in education and con-
dition, to me [he] is all i could expect or ask from the first gentleman 
in the land. Under his plain speech & unpolished manner i seem to 
see a noble character” (myerson et al., Journals 39, 45). alcott’s journal 
typically records experiences later significantly expanded in Hospital	
Sketches, except in this instance where, in the move from private journal 
to published sketches, references to John’s class status are condensed 
and coded. in amy lang’s considerations of class status in the mid- 
nineteenth-century United States, alcott’s editing of her original com-
ments regarding John corresponds with “the new awareness of class 
distinctions among americans at midcentury and the increasingly prob-
lematic nature of social classification” (3). The journal comments signal 
alcott’s awareness of class divisions and recognition of John’s class 
status as lower than her own. Subsequent abbreviation and revision 
of alcott’s class-specific descriptions of John in Hospital	Sketches point 
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to subordination of class issues, reflecting, as lang correctly argues, 
“the characteristic, even definitive, denial of class by the nineteenth- 
century middle-class” (10). This editing is crucial to alcott’s establish-
ment of shared class status between John and Trib that will enable her 
to develop their emotional intercourse. Class difference, coded as it is, 
functions as an essential component of alcott’s literary ability to violate 
conventional norms of femininity.
 after Trib learns that John is dying, visible signs of his suffering 
allow her to embrace him physically and emotionally. he looks “lonely 
and forsaken,” and he weeps, but this does “not seem weak, only very 
touching, and straightway my fear vanished, my heart opened wide and 
took him in, as, gathering the bent head in my arms, as freely as if he 
had been a little child, i said, ‘let me help you bear it, John’” (40). When 
he responds gratefully, Trib asks why he had not sought comfort earlier, 
seeking (and receiving) reassurance that his emotional independence 
was not a rejection of her and her nonsexual nursing aid. Satisfied, she 
concludes with a significant step in self-characterization, seeing herself 
in his eyes as “the poor substitute for mother, wife, or sister[,] . . . a 
friend who hitherto had seemed neglectful” (41). For the first time, 
Trib characterizes herself as wife, as sexual partner, and touches a male 
patient for emotional reasons. Trib participates in what harriet blodgett 
defines as “‘womanliness	in culturally approved terms [that] carries the 
satisfaction of being needed, of having others dependent upon oneself 
for nurturance’” (159). had Trib touched John outside of her profes-
sional duties before she knew he was dying, her touch could have been 
(self-) read as erotic. now, as a result of her knowledge and emotional 
reaction to his impending death, her touch can be (self-) read as female 
tenderness, allowing Trib to characterize herself as a wife substitute.20

 Generic boundaries of the hospital sketch authorize an emotional 
intercourse between Trib and John. less clinical, and so necessarily 
more sexualized, genres would resist or further complicate such inter-
action. even so, in referring to John as “the manliest man among my 
forty” who nevertheless said, “‘yes, ma’am,’ like a little boy” (41), Trib 
veers from man to boy and sexual to less sexual in her characterizations 
of him. Trib’s intimacy with John is complicated by her fear-inflected 
binary of sexualized and desexualized. as she attempts to construct a 
female/male friendship that extends beyond the body and emphasizes 
comradeship between a man and a woman of like spirits, her reading 
reveals John as a male rendering of Trib herself. both John and Trib are 
thirty years old; both are described as “bashful” (41, 6); Trib’s androgy-
nous physical description of John could also serve as a description of 
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herself. John is a son essentially married to his mother (John wears her 
ring that “‘she gave [him] . . . to keep [him] steady,’” and he “‘must be 
father to the children and husband to the dear old woman, if i can’” [42]), 
while Trib is a daughter whose mother wails at her leaving and sees her 
off to war as though she were a son. both go to war for primarily per-
sonal reasons that suggest their gendered roles: Trib because she “wants 
something to do” (3), John because “‘i wanted the right thing done’” 
(42). Trib asks John if enlisting wasn’t as bad as marrying—that is, since 
either would result in his leaving the family that relies on him. because 
soldiering had long been a choice for men, while women volunteering 
for wartime nursing in the nineteenth-century United States had only 
recently become acceptable, Trib needs John’s gender-specific reading 
of (male) enlisting to arrive at her own reading of (female) volunteer 
nursing. by her question Trib seeks affirmation from John for the social 
worth of military service. alcott makes it plain that Trib connects the 
act of enlisting to the act of marrying, suggesting that, to her, enlisting 
to serve in the war—as soldier or nurse, as man or woman—could be 
understood as a culturally sanctioned, asexual substitute for marriage.
 Similarities between John and Trib that cross or elide gender bound-
aries culminate in John’s death. John’s doctor assigns Trib the task of 
telling John he is dying, because “‘women have a way of doing such 
things comfortably’” (39). The male doctor’s choice of Trib is appropri-
ate, but not for his gendered reasons. both Trib and John privilege tough-
ness and independence, seeing these as valuable qualities that have 
allowed them to negotiate life’s hardships successfully. The strength  
and self-reliance they share make Trib the fitting bearer of the infor-
mation that these serviceable qualities cannot save John from fatal 
wounds that resulted from his choice to enlist. likewise, Trib’s strength 
and independence will not save her from physical risks associated with 
her choice to nurse. after John weakens and dies at the end of chap-
ter four—in a scene abstaining from religious pieties and sentimental 
language repeatedly found in deathbed scenes of subsequent Civil War 
nursing narratives—chapter five begins with Trib’s own near-fatal ill-
ness.
 The literal death of John the soldier parallels the professional death 
of Trib the wartime nurse. John is the last person Trib nurses before she 
falls ill, becomes a hospital patient herself, nearly dies, and returns home, 
“end[ing] my career as an army nurse” (60). The primarily asexual (and 
so for Trib mostly nonthreatening) emotional exchange between John 
the patient and Trib the nurse within the wartime hospital allowed Trib 
to consider similarities between cultural positions of white, nineteenth-
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century U.S. adult women and men. implicit comparisons between 
female nursing and male soldiering, and between roles of devoted adult 
daughter and devoted adult son, suggest a larger exploration of gender 
construction. however, this exploration occurs in the temporary loca-
tion of the wartime hospital where women are permitted to work only 
because the need is dire and where all men and women are at high risk 
of illness and death. if Trib’s considerations of gender construction are 
related to the site and conditions that allow her to think them, then such 
thoughts are as unconventional, temporary, and dangerous as the war 
hospital itself.
 Trib’s exploration of gender construction depends on alcott’s fore-
grounding of asexuality. While gender and sexual power regularly drive 
nineteenth-century U.S. social and cultural arrangements, in the world 
of Hospital	Sketches the asexual shapes Trib, alcott, and the fragmenting 
nation. in alcott’s hands, the neglected, disdained asexuality commonly 
assigned to spinsterhood (alcott’s, Trib’s, and other women’s) and to the 
emerging role of the female nurse is a transformational force. asexu-
ality brings alcott’s authorship into being, is essential to Trib’s loss of 
emotional virginity, and expands the role of nurse/author. indeed, the 
asexual nurse/author is activated in the text as crucial to the divided 
nation. in Hospital	 Sketches Trib’s nurse/author role is extended “into 
the larger symbolic one of the guarantor, like her patient John, of 
democracy itself. like Whitman, but in a somewhat less erotic way, Trib 
and John are the wound-dressers of the nation.” in her inspired recog-
nition of the latent potency of asexuality and, correspondingly, in her 
rejection of its habitual disparagement, alcott revises “asexuality into a 
stance of national sympathy.”21

 The U.S. Civil War served as the de facto workshop for such revi-
sion. Though masculine sexual power determined social control, war-
time disorder resulted in a temporary lessening of hegemonic vigilance. 
Thus, even while cultural agents (officials in the federal government 
and the male medical establishment, among many others) remained 
alert for deviations from the normative, slippages nonetheless occurred. 
my next chapter discusses S. emma e. edmonds’s successful wartime 
performing of the masculine and mary livermore’s and annie Turner 
Wittenmyer’s observing and recording of other women’s failed attempts 
at such performances. The comradely friendship between Trib and 
John emerges from and is allowed by this same wartime moment. Trib 
and John are americans from different U.S. geographic regions who 
travel to war to serve the Union. Their asexual, patriotic bond gestures 
toward the common equality abraham lincoln once imagined for the 
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post–Civil War United States. after her rich but brief and interrupted 
war participation, alcott in Hospital	Sketches imagines how the asexual 
might contribute to, might be valuable in, and indeed might be essential 
to the next stages of democratic nation building.
 That vision, as well as Trib’s nursing, ends abruptly when, during 
her illness, Trib’s father arrives to take her away from the hospital: “at 
the sight of him, my resolution melted away, my heart turned traitor 
to my boys, and, when he said, ‘Come home,’ i answered, ‘yes, father;’ 
and so ended my career as an army nurse” (60). The presence of Trib’s  
father soon after John’s absence through death demonstrates the father’s 
replacement of John as the man with whom Trib is most closely asso-
ciated. The text self-consciously retreats from Trib’s emerging inde-
pendence and professionalism. John was not a relative by blood or 
marriage, was unknown to Trib’s family and friends, was of lower class 
status than Trib, and was unmarried and so potentially sexualized, all 
of which made Trib’s close connection to him unconventional and inap-
propriate when viewed by the world outside the hospital. her father’s 
much more conventional and acceptable authority likewise convention-
alizes Trib, returning her to her subordinate role of child (non-adult, 
non-nurse). The arrival of the father—just “the sight of him”—leads Trib  
to reject her patients as well as her newfound understanding of her-
self.
 Trib’s behavior after her father appears (she yields fully to him; she 
“melts” into physical and emotional weakness) indicates recognition that 
she is returning, willingly if not happily, to an accepted female norm. 
While i do not wish to unduly emphasize the progression of female 
autonomy followed speedily by debilitating illness, this sequence of 
events invites speculation. That Trib’s illness occurs directly after lib-
erties afforded her by the war hospital suggests severe penalties for 
female independence. Significantly, Trib’s war experiences closely mir-
ror alcott’s own. alcott, while nursing in Washington, DC, wrote let-
ters home, kept a journal about her experiences, and then contracted 
typhoid. To put it plainly, alcott nursed, wrote about it, and, as a result, 
almost died. She never regained her prenursing good health or that mea-
sure of autonomy. in the text of Hospital	Sketches that alcott assembled 
and wrote after she recovered from illness, she meticulously replicates 
that punitive progression.
 The disciplinary in alcott’s life was soon augmented by the terrify-
ing when, as cited earlier in this chapter and referenced in the chapter 
title, during her recovery alcott experienced a delirious fear of being 
left alone (that is, without another woman) “‘when the room was full 
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of men’” (257). a few months later, however, alcott would write of 
Trib’s satisfied viewing of rooms full of men as sons/brothers in Hos-
pital	Sketches. Trib’s platonic self-construction as mother/sister to men  
is destabilized by alcott’s postnursing panic. near-fatal illness rendered 
as punishment for female independence mixes with a hallucination 
of men so threatening as to cause fearful agitation. Without diminish-
ing the force of these gendered scenes, i argue that they are lesser 
symptoms that emerge from the larger governing disorder of alcott’s 
lifelong domination by her egotistic father, bronson alcott. in alcott’s 
wartime experience and in Hospital	 Sketches, the father arrives unan-
nounced, uninvited, unwelcome.22 he not only disrupts Trib’s/alcott’s 
independence; he peremptorily ends it (“When he said, ‘Come home,’ i 
answered, ‘yes, father;’ and so ended my career as an army nurse” [60]). 
his very appearance terminates Trib’s/alcott’s rich participation in pos-
sibilities of gender, asexuality, and nation building.
 Though Trib agrees to leave with her father, this rejection of the 
hospital and of nursing is ultimately emotionally incomplete. She “shall 
never regret the going, though a sharp tussle with typhoid, ten dollars, 
and a wig, are all the visible results of the experiment; for one may live 
and learn much in a month” (60).23 her pensive naming of nursing as an 
“experiment” points to her return to conventionally gendered (i.e., non-
experimental) life.24 Trib’s remark, implying that wartime nursing pro-
duced other, less visible results than illness, money, and a wig, suggests 
that the living and learning she experienced remain alive to her, private 
and unavailable for glib listing. alcott’s mix of humor, irony, and wist-
fulness problematizes the overt content of her text as she approaches 
and yet retreats from an alternative sex-gender identity for a white 
middle-class woman in the nineteenth-century United States.
  a child’s deferring to the parent and a woman’s loss of hair are con-
ventional forms of disempowerment.25 Thus, the arrival of her father 
at the hospital coupled with her hair loss due to illness work to dimin-
ish Trib. Previous attempts to desexualize in the text were reactions 
to the unsettling possibilities of Trib or her patients being viewed as 
sexual. here, neither the arrival of her father nor the loss of her hair 
is presented as a reaction to sexuality, a need for Trib to be seen as 
asexual. instead, both are reminders of Trib’s subordinate place (to her 
father, to the gender-specific ways women are read) in the hegemonic 
structure that tolerates the temporarily necessary aberration of the war 
hospital. Trib partially scripts female hair loss as a wartime sacrifice, 
an injury not unlike a wound that she has sustained in service to her 
country: “though a sadly womanish feeling, i take some satisfaction in 
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the thought that, if i could not lay my head on the altar of my country, 
i have my hair” (61). Still, Trib has lost possibilities of soldiering and war 
nursing on some sort of equal level. her feeling is “sadly womanish”; 
she has been denied the patriotic opportunity to give her life for her 
country. like Susan b. anthony, Trib must learn that “women can nei-
ther take the ballot nor the bullet” (qtd. in young, Disarming	the	Nation 
15).26 alcott’s comments on the sacrifice of Trib’s hair are inflected with 
characteristic wryness and irony, again complicating the text. having 
positioned Trib to temporarily evade cultural assumptions, alcott can 
only uneasily reinscribe her in those norms.
 revision—and resistance to revision—of Trib’s wartime nursing con-
tinues with the poem concluding the “Off Duty” chapter of Hospital	
Sketches on the “death” of nurse Periwinkle:

Oh, lay her in a little pit,

With a marble stone to cover it,

and carve thereon a gruel spoon,

To show a ‘nuss’ has died too soon. (61)

alcott employs ironic humor in this mock epitaph as she self-con-
sciously retreats from the (self-) representation of Trib and its value 
to her. The four-line verse, with its rhyming couplets, indirect diminu-
tive portrayal of Trib (her body requires only a “little pit”), and slang 
rendering of “nurse,” attempts to return to the more lighthearted tone 
of prehospital sections of Hospital	Sketches. This rhetorical movement 
fails, complicated as the text is by the serious treatment of John’s death 
and—despite the poem’s insistence on equating Trib’s leaving the hos-
pital with Trib’s death—by nurse Periwinkle’s recovery. The Trib/nurse 
identity, now promoted as a no longer useful, fictive self-representa-
tion, is dismissed with mock mourning. Trib the nurse who went on 
the equivalent of a bridal tour begins to be conflated with alcott the 
self-identified spinster.
 The denial of Trib must not obscure the chain of events in and out 
of Hospital	Sketches that preceded it: alcott’s illness cut short her nurs-
ing experience, killing her possibilities for nursing and for assuming a 
larger role in the world opened to her in the war hospital. as alcott’s 
possibilities died with her contracting typhoid, Trib, the fictive repre-
sentative of those possibilities, dies, too. alcott has recorded and now 
silences another female representation. however, Trib’s voice, as with 
the range of female voices recorded in texts by Sarah Kemble Knight 
and Fanny Fern discussed in earlier chapters, remains available in the 
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text itself. The poem’s “too soon” points not only to the short tenure of 
Trib’s nursing experience but also to the premature death of possibili-
ties that ended with illness and a return to conventional life. The self-
conscious playfulness of the ending poem is contradicted by pressures 
that combined to make Trib leave the hospital. Only when debilitated by 
disease, confronted with her father’s compelling presence, and unable 
in her illness to draw strength from her fragile new identity does Trib 
succumb to the comforting lure of her old identity. Only then is Tribula-
tion Periwinkle reconfigured into louisa may alcott.27

 The personae of Trib—nurse, patriot, woman at large in the wider 
world—served to veil alcott from the public, to ensure that Trib’s free-
doms were not confused with alcott’s acceptance of her own social 
restrictions. Once the use of the nurse as a representation of the self 
had been forced to end, the text produced about that experience needed 
to be realigned with conventional cultural values of readers if it were 
to succeed. Serial publication of the sketches privileged Trib’s hospi-
tal experience. however, when the sketches were collected as a book, 
alcott added two new chapters—“Obtaining Supplies” and “a Forward 
movement,” which became the first and second chapters—describing 
Trib’s journey and reinforcing the more conventional travel narrative 
aspect of the text.28 For instance, a Commonwealth reader would have 
been introduced to alcott’s hospital writings with the first published 
sketch, “a Day,” which opens as Trib is called to bathe the wounded; 
a Hospital	 Sketches reader would have begun with Trib’s decision to 
“enlist” and the description of her travel to Washington, not reaching 
the sexually complicated scene of “a Day” until the book’s third chapter. 
Such revisions reshape the original sketches’ predominant focus on the 
autonomy of the nursing experience of this middle-class white woman. 
These alterations display alcott’s understanding of genre as what Fred-
erick Jameson has described as a “social contract” between any “writer 
and a specific reading public” (160). alcott’s modifications of Hospital	
Sketches recognize the efficacy of generic adaptation and demonstrate 
her awareness of readers’ assumptions.
 later revisions continue these strategies, showing alcott’s succes-
sive use of letters, sketches, travel narrative, book, and collection, each 
gradually modifying and reframing her nursing experience. For the 
1869 Hospital	 Sketches	 and	 Camp	 and	 Fireside	 Stories, alcott followed 
advice to edit a description of a negligent hospital chaplain—“by tak-
ing out all biblical allusions . . . the book may be made ‘quite perfect,’ i 
am told. anything to suit customers” (myerson et al., Journals 164). She 
also agreed to the reissue of the “nonfictional” Hospital	 Sketches with 
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“fictional” stories that challenge the experiential authenticity of her 
original sketches. The first stories—“The King of Clubs and the Queen of 
hearts” and “mrs. Podgers’ Teapot”—which follow Hospital	Sketches are 
light-hearted, peacetime romances, situating Hospital	Sketches as fiction 
among other fiction. later, the war hospital death of wounded murray 
in “The blue and the Gray” and nurse hale’s attitude in “a hospital 
Christmas” mirror John’s death and Trib’s experience, further penetrat-
ing Hospital	Sketches’s permeable boundaries between fiction and non-
fiction. From the first sign of the sketches’ success, alcott’s revisions 
steadily conventionalized her unconventional female experiences so 
that reader-customers would purchase her product. a portrait of alcott’s 
economic reliance on income from her writing and her concomitant sta-
tus as family breadwinner emerges from these modifications. incisively 
alert to readers’ generic expectations and gender assumptions, alcott 
progressively, pragmatically, and ironically conventionalized the text of 
Hospital	Sketches.
 however, this rhetorical movement to align the text with common 
gender biases should not be overrated or misread. To unduly emphasize 
these revisions may obscure Hospital	Sketches’s multiple alignments of 
the nineteenth-century U.S. white woman writer and woman nurse. 
This compelling conflation was initially activated by the professional 
guidelines of female nursing and female writing that permitted a sig-
nificantly desexualized approach to female/male interaction. That is, 
the female nurse attended to hospitalized men whose illnesses enabled 
others to view them as childlike in their physical infirmity. The nurse 
served in a professional capacity (not private, not conventionally femi-
nine) and was, by regulation, typically a matron or a spinster. Pre-
sented as a matron or spinster professionally interacting with men 
solely because they were patients, the female nurse could be perceived 
to be as chaste as the men to whom she tended. This dual desexualiza-
tion of male patient and female nurse afforded an uncommon space in 
nineteenth-century U.S. culture where a white woman could asexually 
participate in and observe female/male interaction. Correspondingly, 
the female author could write about men whose physical and/or emo-
tional characteristics led her and readers to perceive such men as weak 
and so sexually disempowered. The female author wrote in a profes-
sional capacity (like the female nurse, not private, not conventionally 
feminine) and so in her texts could use her authorial license to render 
herself or her persona(e) chaste. Dual desexualization of female writer 
and male subject enabled the woman writer, like the woman war nurse, 
to asexually participate in and observe female/male interaction.
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 Second, in their professional relations with men, the female nurse 
and female writer were less likely to be viewed as defiant in their be- 
haviors. The female nurse selflessly served and attempted to save men’s 
lives. after establishment resistance to women’s nursing was overcome, 
subsequent decades would come to see nursing as a socially sanctioned 
profession for women. in Civil War women’s nursing, we see very early 
stages of this progression toward eventual cultural acceptance of the 
female nurse. The female writer’s profession allowed her opportunities 
in her work to conceal her identity, mix the fictive and the autobio-
graphical, and promote her behavior as conventional. These camouflag-
ing strategies confounded (dis)approving classification of the female 
writer. in both cases, degrees of acceptance and pretense partially lib-
erated the female nurse and female writer from the most pressing anxi-
eties of social censure regarding their professional work with men.
 Finally, in nursing and writing, women could evade considerations 
of their sexuality. in their work, in the ways detailed above, the female 
nurse and female writer could substitute the asexual for the sexual. The 
asexual allowed the female nurse and the female writer to work outside 
conventional feminine cultural spaces. asexuality thus enabled expan-
sion of roles of the female nurse and the female author. in both cases, 
then, such women could observe women and men together without 
foregrounding the sexual.
 Taken together, the professional and the asexual mixed for the female 
nurse and the female writer, enabling a rare and valuable exploration of 
men and women outside an insistence on the sexual. To return to Hos-
pital	Sketches, just as readers saw Trib considering similarities of men 
enlisting, women volunteering to nurse in wartime, and either men or 
women choosing not to marry, so the text finally suggested similarities 
between women who could nurse men without necessarily sexualizing 
them and women who could write about men without necessarily sexu-
alizing them. The hospital sketch appropriated the war hospital and 
representation of the female war nurse for the woman writer. This use 
of a liminal location where men and women could read each other with-
out eroticism enabled alcott more freely to explore nineteenth-century 
U.S. gender construction and the complex network of powers that con-
strained and defined white middle-class women and alcott herself.29

 alcott’s enlistment as a nurse enrolled her directly into the assembly 
of liminal locations caused by the Civil War. Within the divided national 
space, elements of the professionalization of nursing and the transfor-
mation of the sex/gender system met in the temporary war hospital and 
conflated with alcott’s nurse/soldier/mother self-definitions to invite 
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her examination of her gendered identity. alcott, just turned thirty 
years old, was, like the nation, also negotiating liminality, attempting 
to locate herself within a larger patriarchal, heterocentric culture. Turn-
ing to her investigations of literary categories and her reliance on the 
writing act, in Hospital	Sketches alcott feminized the Civil War narrative 
for herself. individualizing the war narrative as she individualized her 
male patients, alcott reconfigured possibilities of gendered identity. 
For her, the work of that reconfiguration would ultimately do no more 
than contribute to her disappointment and frustration at the circum-
scribed and conflicted life she later led—devoted daughter, exhausted 
writer, driven breadwinner. however, for some readers—women and 
men fettered by prevailing sex-gender assumptions—Hospital	Sketches, 
with its sometimes masked gendered reconfigurations, can be read as 
doing its own kind of work. Though distanced from other women and 
races in its most immediate discourse, Hospital	 Sketches contributes 
to the larger dialogue of gendered writing on systems of domination 
by marking alcott’s wartime testing of middle-class cultural confines 
during a moment in the nineteenth-century United States when previ-
ously fixed boundaries—between states, genders, and races—suddenly 
seemed mutable.
 The next chapter’s discussion moves from the more tentative con-
siderations of sex-gender identity seen in Hospital	 Sketches to repre-
sentations of white women who more fully inhabited such roles by 
cross-dressing as male soldiers during the Civil War. i first draw on 
S. emma e. edmonds’s record of her military service as “Frank Thomp-
son” in Nurse	and	Spy	in	the	Union	Army to examine cultural implica-
tions of white women’s successful wartime cross-dressing. i then turn 
to scenes of women’s cross-dressing in post–Civil War reminiscences by 
mary livermore in My	Story	of	the	War and annie Turner Wittenmyer 
in Under	the	Guns:	A	Woman’s	Reminiscences	of	the	Civil	War to analyze 
differences in public responses to representations of women’s cross-
dressing in decades following the war.
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readIng s. emma e. edmonds’s contemporary Civil War memoir, Nurse	
and	Spy	in	the	Union	Army (1865), against two later Civil War histories by 
well-known women’s war effort organizers—mary livermore’s My	Story	
of	 the	 War (1889) and annie Turner Wittenmyer’s Under	 the	 Guns:	 A	
Woman’s	Reminiscences	of	the	Civil	War (1895)—provides a lens through 
which to view moments of gender flexibility in restrictive nineteenth-
century U.S. sex-gender conventions.1 The presence of cross-dressed 
women in these narratives can be seen as emerging from a discourse of 
sex-gender representation that resulted from opportunities for female 
travel, work, and self-invention provided by the Civil War.2

 Cross-dressing, gender construction, and authenticity intersect in 
nineteenth-century U.S. Civil War narratives that record cases of women 
who disguised themselves as male soldiers.3 Women’s war narratives in 
particular register the provisional autonomy and transgressive nature of 
cross-gender impersonation. Written during and after the war by north-
ern and Southern women, these texts have prompted investigations of 
authenticity and historical veracity regarding gender imposture. For 
instance, betty Fladeland uses a Union soldier’s diary to suggest that 
some female wartime cross-dressing may have been less successful  
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Sex-Gender Representation in Women’s 
Nineteenth-Century Civil War Reminiscences

“And	so	that	was	the	way	by	which	you	came	to	put	yourself	in	
male	attire?”

	 “Yes,	sir!	and	the	only	thing	that	made	me	feel	sorry,	was	to	see	
what	a	fool	I	had	been,	not	to	turn	to	a	boy	before,	when	it	was	so	

easy!	And	from	that	day	forth	I	was	happy	and	prosperous!”

—E.D.E.N.	Southworth,	The hidden hand, 1859 
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than was previously believed, while C. Kay larson links women’s Civil 
War military service with late-twentieth-century issues of women in the 
military and so strives to authenticate her nineteenth-century exam-
ples. richard hall’s Patriots	in	Disguise, a general overview, proclaims its 
concern with “issues of credibility and authenticity” (205).4

 elizabeth young’s influential approach to women’s Civil War cross-
dressing texts purposely diverges from such readings:

my concern is less with the documentary recovery of the lives of 

women soldiers than with the symbolic significance of stories about 

them. . . . Civil War cross-dressing narratives suggest the particular sym-

bolic opportunities the war afforded for the representation of female 

boundary-crossing. . . . [T]he woman soldier functioned as a figure of 

rhetorical excess, violating the literary boundaries of identifiable fact 

along with the socials limits of appropriate femininity. (Disarming	the	

Nation 150)

young’s work has reshaped critical response to such texts in its artic-
ulations of their significance beyond questions of authenticity. my 
approach is largely in agreement with young’s. as these war narra-
tives discuss women who impersonated men, they may, at times, cross 
generic lines into the fictive, just as their subjects cross gender lines. 
Following young, my reading of three of these texts recasts usual oppo-
sitional categories of historical veracity and fictionalization, considering 
instead the resonance of these historical/fictive cross-gender scripts in 
nineteenth-century U.S. Civil War and reconstruction cultures. how-
ever, i depart from young in my deliberate decision to allow the possible 
experiential accuracies of these texts to remain uncontested. That is, 
my critical approach neither relies on nor resists notions of authen-
ticity. rather, i follow current autobiographical studies by remaining 
mindful of gendered difficulties women have repeatedly encountered 
at the vexed intersection of self-construction and life writing. as Felicity 
nussbaum has written regarding women’s issues of representation and 
voice, “cultural constructions of self and gender intermingle with the 
individual subject’s interest and engagement in taking up the particular 
discourses available at given historical moments” (149).
 Where young’s critical focus is on “the symbolic significance of sto-
ries about” cross-dressing Civil War women and not on “documentary 
recovery of the lives of women soldiers” (Disarming	 the	Nation 150), 
Jane Schultz’s approach embraces documentary recovery—not recov-
ery per se of women’s lives but of the cultural moment they occupied, 
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the gendered context of the U.S. Civil War.5 her archival work provides 
a fascinating, wide-ranging statistical frame for such texts. in particular, 
Schultz’s extensive recovery of previously uncollected data expands 
the gendered contexts for works written by and about women during a 
time when “over twenty thousand women sought work in the military 
hospitals of the Confederacy and the Union,” pursuing paid employ-
ment, adventure, or patriotic action through war nursing (“The inhos-
pitable hospital” 363). i supplement and depart from Schultz’s readings 
by drawing on results of her invaluable archival work as i conduct a 
cultural analysis of selected women’s Civil War narratives and of ways 
in which the energetic war efforts of such women contributed to repre-
sentation of gender issues of access and authority.
 Civil War narratives written by S. emma e. edmonds, mary liver-
more, and annie Turner Wittenmyer extend identity explorations in 
texts considered in previous chapters. For instance, in Sarah Kemble 
Knight’s Journal, Knight’s independent travels intersect with her (con-
tradictory) insistence on her identity as a conventional woman. by 
sharply critiquing women whom she identified as acting unconvention-
ally, Knight fostered a view of herself as a woman who, unlike women 
she observed on her travels, readily conformed to gendered expecta-
tions. Though Knight herself was a woman speaking and acting with 
a significant measure of autonomy, she allowed herself exploration of 
that identity only by presenting herself as a conservative woman travel-
ing among women who behaved badly.
 in her early periodical writing, Sara Willis, writing as Fanny Fern, 
used the concealment of her pseudonym to construct multiple female 
representations. as Fern explored various identities in her writing, her 
sex-gender identity became the subject of readers’ heightened conjec-
ture. Willis used the public anonymous and androgynous persona of 
Fanny Fern to revise audience expectations as well as her own under-
standing of conventional female speech and acts.
 The third chapter’s discussion of louisa may alcott’s Hospital	
Sketches details alcott’s considerations of alternative sex-gender identi-
ties. Unlike Knight, alcott was not compelled in her text to insist on 
female conformity. and unlike Fern, alcott did not write anonymously, 
though she did use a transparent fictive persona in Tribulation Periwin-
kle. Prompted by the dramatic experiences of her six weeks of nursing 
in a war hospital, alcott revised the asexuality associated with spinster-
hood, using it to explore and develop female identity roles of nurse and 
author. across the Federalist period to the Civil War and, turning to texts 
by mary livermore and annie Turner Wittenmyer, to the post–Civil War 
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period, women represented women operating with varying degrees of 
cultural access and authority.
 in Nurse	and	Spy	in	the	Union	Army, edmonds, disguised to readers 
and fellow soldiers as “Frank Thompson,” occupied an alternative sex-
gender identity that gradually developed across texts by Knight, Fern, 
and alcott. in My	Story	of	the	War and Under	the	Guns, livermore and 
Wittenmyer, self-defined conventional women, retrospectively recorded 
their wartime observations of women who appeared to violate gender 
boundaries. in all three texts, these women, like Knight, Fern, and 
alcott, wrote autobiographically, often disruptively, and attempted to 
negotiate complexities of nineteenth-century U.S. female positioning.
 This chapter discusses sex-gender representation in women’s nine-
teenth-century Civil War reminiscences in four parts: first, edmonds’s 
biographical contexts, a close reading of her wartime impersonations 
in Nurse	and	Spy, and her postbellum history; second, an examination 
of mary livermore’s observations of cross-dressed women in My	Story	
of	the	War; third, an analysis of an extended cross-dressing description 
in annie Turner Wittenmyer’s Under	the	Guns; and finally, a conclud-
ing section regarding representations of women’s wartime cross-gender 
impersonation.
 at the same moment the U.S. Civil War was breaking out, nine-
teenth-century sexology was attempting to codify identity within the 
sex-gender system. This emerging sexual science attempted to order, 
contain, and stabilize ambiguous and contradictory sex-gender con-
structions “into medicalized categories of deviant identity—hysterics, 
onanists, homosexuals” (Fradenburg and Freccero vii). Joseph bristow 
has argued that “sexuality became such a significant topic of scientific 
investigation” in the latter half of the nineteenth century due to “mul-
tiple sources that constellated together . . . evolutionary and eugenic 
thought, the intensification of women’s campaigns for the suffrage, and 
the development of sexually dissident subcultures” (57).6 These dispa-
rate sources and others disrupted and threatened social and cultural 
arrangements. The desire to codify sexuality emerged in response to 
such fears.
 in the latter half of the U.S. nineteenth century, as cultural assump-
tions regarding sex and sex-gender identity were challenged, strategies 
to impose boundaries on such assumptions emerged. For instance, the 
Krafft-ebing biological model of sexual orientation, popularized in the 
late nineteenth century, pathologized homosexuality with the “invert,” 
a woman whose body is occupied by a man’s soul. This codification 
labeled a wide and hitherto unnamed middle ground between perceived 
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binaries of female and male. as Christina matta notes, “[f]rom their first 
appearance in U.S. medical literature, homosexuals had been included 
in the broader category of sexual inverts—a category that encompassed 
transvestites; women who smoked, whistled, or preferred sports and 
masculine dress”; men vain about their physical appearance; and men 
“who had effeminate voices” (78–79).7 Subsequently, inversion was 
listed in the american Surgeon General’s index as one of many female 
pathologies.8 Such scientifically supported cross-gender identification 
gestured toward real (a man’s soul) though limited (still a woman’s 
body) access to masculine agency for women. Sexological studies even-
tually “played a major role in enabling sex to be debated more widely 
and seriously at all levels of society” (bristow 15). That is, sexological 
studies bestowed a legitimacy upon cultural discussions of sex and sexu-
ality.
 Though this chapter focuses on women’s nineteenth-century Civil 
War reminiscences, this is not to suggest that it is only during the war 
that gender, identity, and sex began to intersect. androgyny, hermaph-
roditism, homosexuality, inversion, and lesbianism among other sex-
gender constructions emerged at various times for various reasons. i 
agree with Julia epstein and Kristina Straub’s assertions that

distinctions between male and female bodies are mapped by cultural 

politics onto an only apparently clear biological foundation. as a con-

sequence, sex-gender systems are always unstable sociocultural con-

structions. Their very instability explains the cultural importance of 

these systems; their purpose is to delimit and contain the threatening 

absence of boundaries between human bodies and among bodily acts 

that would otherwise explode the organizational and institutional struc-

tures of social ideologies. (2)

having said that, however, i also note that the U.S. Civil War provided 
a particularly fertile moment for considerations of sexuality. as young 
writes:

Sexuality is consistently unstable in the disruptive Civil War moment 

recreated in these texts. both lesbian possibilities and fantasies of male 

homosexuality surface, often in dynamic interplay with weakened het-

erosexual formations. both orthodox and heterodox sexuality frequently 

operate as allegorical languages for describing national and regional 

relationships. (Disarming	the	Nation 19)
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Women’s Civil War narratives that recorded moments of cross-gender 
impersonation were thus permitted to begin to discuss the previously 
undiscussable. These narratives coincided with emerging theories of 
sexual orientation and helped reconfigure gender possibilities within 
dominant cultural imagination. Their wartime examples of women who 
tested gendered confines when they “laid aside, for a time, [their] own 
costume, and assumed that of the opposite sex” (edmonds 6) and their 
ambiguous and mediated treatments of such women contributed to a 
larger national dialogue on gender and identity.

I .

in Nurse	and	Spy	 in	 the	Union	Army (1865), an immediate bestseller, 
S. emma e. edmonds’s war impersonations cross boundaries of gen-
der, race, class, and region as she passes as a male contraband, female 
contraband, irish peddler, Confederate soldier, Canadian boy, and male 
Union orderly.9 edmonds also disguises herself to readers, writing as a 
female nurse and spy who sometimes disguised herself as a man, when 
in reality she had enlisted as a male nurse (“Frank Thompson”), already 
in male disguise. Twenty years after publication of Nurse	and	Spy, 
edmonds revealed her past identity as Frank Thompson and exposed 
the narrative deception (that her wartime employment was based on 
the perception that she was a man, Frank Thompson, and not, as her 
text maintains, a woman), a deception that was central to her book.
 Sarah emma evelyn edmonds was born in 1841 in Canada. at age 
seventeen, she disguised herself as a boy and ran away from home to 
avoid marriage. She eventually lived in michigan, where she enlisted as 
a private in the Union army under the name Franklin Thompson. Suc-
cessfully disguised as a man, she fought in the war for two years. When 
she contracted malaria in 1863, she deserted to avoid discovery as a 
woman when hospitalized. resuming conventional female clothing and 
behaviors, edmonds later married and had children. She died in Texas 
in 1898.10

 The “Publisher’s notice” framing Nurse	 and	 Spy (which indicates 
no knowledge of edmonds’s initial cross-dressing as Frank Thompson) 
promotes edmonds’s courage and skill—“in the ‘Secret Service’ as a 
‘Spy,’ which is one of the most hazardous positions in the army—she 
penetrated the enemy’s lines . . . no less than eleven times; always with 
complete success and without detection” (5)—while recognizing cultural  
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anxiety regarding a woman disguised as a man: “Should any of her read-
ers object to some of her disguises, it may be sufficient to remind them 
it was from the purest motives and most praiseworthy patriotism, that 
she laid aside, for a time, her own costume, and assumed that of the 
opposite sex” (6). The “Publisher’s notice” anticipates cultural resistance 
by linking cross-gender disguises to “patriotism” and “purest motives.” 
in this preemptive defense of edmonds’s cross-dressing, “patriotism” is 
employed as a gender-neutral term, a motivating, commendable nation-
alistic response that, the statement implies, transcends gender. The use 
of “purest,” however, is freighted with more implications: it gestures 
toward the pure/chaste woman of the cult of true womanhood as well 
as refutes readers’ suspicions of impropriety—for instance, promiscu-
ity or other sexual acts then read as violations—in a woman disguised 
as a man. Thus, patriotic men and women, a category that includes 
traditional women, all acting from “pure” motives and, all, assumably, 
within the white monoculture, may be permitted to cross-dress.
 additionally, to dress as a man “for a time” indicates temporary 
cross-dressing, implying that a woman’s permanent passing as a man is 
what truly threatens the culture, which should recognize that

whether [a woman’s] duty leads her to the couch of luxury, the abode 

of poverty, the crowded hospital, or the terrible battle field—it makes 

but little difference what costume she assumes in the charge of her 

duties. Perhaps she should have the privilege of choosing for herself 

whatever may be the surest protection from insult and inconvenience 

in her blessed, self-sacrificing work. (6)

The publisher’s assertion that woman’s “costume” “makes but little dif-
ference”—that her dress is indeed a costume, a disguise—attempts to 
define dress as only superficially related to gender. That is, a woman 
performing her duty is womanly no matter how she is “costumed.” male 
attire is chosen for protection as she pursues her duty; a true woman, 
the paragraph reassures readers, would not pass as a man for any other 
reason. This sex-gender assertion is ironized by the reality of emma 
edmonds, who began passing as a man as early as 1858, when she ran 
away from home.
 The notice prepares readers for the moment in the text when 
edmonds learns that “one of the Federal spies had been captured at 
richmond and was to be executed” (105) and decides that, as she is “dis-
satisfied” with nursing (104), she will apply for this “situation of great 
danger and vast responsibility” (105). Passing to interviewers as Frank 
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Thompson, she continues to pass to her readers as an undisguised 
woman applying for work as a federal spy. Questioned about her patrio-
tism and use of firearms, she then has “a phrenological examination, 
and finding that my organs of secretiveness, combativeness, etc., were 
largely developed” (106), she is granted the position.11 She is instructed 
to disguise herself as a black man in order to cross enemy lines:

i commenced at once to remodel, transform, and metamorphose for 

the occasion. . . . i purchased a suit of contraband clothing, real planta-

tion style, and then i went to a barber and had my hair sheared close 

to my head. next came the coloring process—head, face, neck, hands 

and arms were colored black as any african, and then, to complete my 

contraband costume, i required a wig of real negro wool. (107)

edmonds’s verb sequence accurately represents her view of stages of 
changes in gender, class, and race: clothing remodels her, a haircut trans-
forms her, and darkened skin coloring metamorphosizes her. Standard 
rhetoric about regretfully sacrificing her hair—a conventional form of 
female desexualization—is absent from this businesslike account, unin-
tentionally revealing changes in sex-gender appearance that edmonds 
had already made to become Frank Thompson.
 Though edmonds had few resources that would have enabled her 
knowledge of the codification of the sex-gender system then in progress, 
her self-construction as a model soldier nonetheless resisted the pathol-
ogy of inversion. That construction destabilized sexology’s definition 
of so-called androgyny as an illness that diminished female identity: 
Frank Thompson was demonstrably healthy and energetic. edmonds’s 
self-construction also rejected sexology’s belief that women were able 
to engage in physical activity and/or violence only by becoming male—
that is, that there existed no wholly female physical activity or vio-
lence. as Schultz writes, “androgyny implies a merging of masculine 
and feminine qualities, a collapsing of sexual distinctions” (“embattled 
Care” 104). edmonds’s construction of herself was neither androgynous 
nor male. instead, her aptitude for soldiering was not masculine but 
appeared as natural to her as conventional aspects of the code of pure 
womanhood.
 yet edmonds’s cross-dressing was not as absolute as her descriptions 
at times may have implied or as she herself might have hoped. Schultz 
reads “the wish [of edmonds and other Civil War female cross-dressers] 
to cross-dress as a man” as “closely related to the wish to escape woman-
hood, at least for a time. even if edmonds had no intention of denying  
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her femininity in masculine cross-dress, the fact that she assumed a 
male identity must be seen in larger cultural terms as a critique of 
the restrictions upon mid-century womanhood” (“Performing Genres” 
89–90). young goes further, taking the title under which “edmonds’s 
memoirs were first published”—Unsexed—and reading it as “a word that 
succinctly captures the extent to which she not only assumes masculin-
ity but abandons femininity” (Disarming	the	Nation 151). While i agree 
with Schultz that edmonds’s cross-dressing “must be seen in larger 
cultural terms,” i differ with young’s assertion that edmonds “abandons 
femininity.” indeed, i remain unconvinced that such abandonment was 
possible for a woman in edmonds’s circumstances and cultural moment. 
The act of a woman’s passing as a man among men layers rather than 
abandons femininity. The abandonment young reads in the title she 
references is, i suggest, more a reflection of a mix of dominant-culture 
fears regarding cross-dressing, sensationalistic marketing strategies, 
and the desire for high book sales in the struggling Civil War publishing 
industry than it is a reflection of edmonds’s femininity.
 edmonds’s awareness that cross-dressing violated prevailing assump-
tions led her to follow her description of her disguise with contextualiza-
tion of it as a patriotic act:

Do my friends wish to know how i felt in such a position and in such 

a costume? i will tell them. i felt just as happy and as comfortable as it 

was possible for any one to be under similar circumstances. i am natu-

rally fond of adventure, a little ambitious and a good deal romantic, and 

this together with my devotion to the Federal cause and determination 

to assist to the utmost of my ability in crushing the rebellion, made me 

forget the unpleasant items, and not only endure, but really enjoy, the 

privations connected with my perilous positions. (121)

The war opened a location for edmonds to explore “natural” interests in 
adventure, ambition, and romance, qualities not typically encouraged 
in cultural constructions of women. Further, the federal government 
implicitly valued these qualities, resulting in the federally sanctioned 
occasion for a disguised white woman to pass as a black man. Such an 
opportunity would have been unavailable in peacetime, except perhaps 
on the stage, where wartime danger would have been replaced by a 
different sort of daring and audience. edmonds was indeed “happy” 
and “comfortable” as she “enjoy[ed]” her transformation: it legitimated 
qualities typically discouraged in women and supported her role and 
purpose in the great Federal cause, while eliding cultural disruption.
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 The women writers discussed in earlier chapters detailed simi-
lar pleasure and well-being regarding their occupying less normative 
female positions. in her Journal Knight’s enjoyment of her travels, her 
observations, and the wit that her travels inspired in her is clear on 
every page. Fern’s delight in the playful and varied literary imperson-
ations enabled by her pseudonym and anonymity is equally apparent. 
even in the more serious sections of alcott’s Hospital	Sketches, Trib is 
consistently represented as vibrantly and deeply engaged in her experi-
ences.
 edmonds’s impersonations invert conventions of nineteenth- 
century passing narratives which characteristically use disguise to pass 
higher (whereas edmonds was lower) in the class hierarchy and which 
typically portray deceiving the less observant upper class as easier than 
deceiving the watchful underclass. according to edmonds’s narrative, 
she—a white, literate female—passes undetected as a black, ignorant 
boy when viewed by rebel soldiers and by male and female slaves. The 
components of the putatively successful passing are uncomplicated: 
skin dye, “a wig of real negro wool,” and “a suit of contraband clothing, 
real plantation style.” here, skin color and hair transform race; clothes 
transform class; and their combination transforms gender.
 however, edmonds’s passing identity is contested in a scene in 
which her skin dye has begun to fade:

[O]ne young darkie looked up at me in a puzzled sort of manner, and 

turning round to one of his companions, said: “Jim, i’ll be darned if 

that feller aint turnin’ white; if he aint then i’m no nigger.” i felt greatly 

alarmed at the remark, but said, very carelessly, “Well, gem’in i’se allers 

’spected to come white some time; my mudder’s a white woman.” This 

had the desired effect, for they all laughed at my simplicity, and made 

no further remarks upon the subject. (116)

The narrative suggests boundaries of race, class, and gender (“‘i’ll be 
darned if that feller aint turnin’ white’”) are permeable, easily crossed 
and recrossed. if challenged, the impersonator may employ accented 
speech and strategic humor to deflect questions. yet the black man 
who speaks in this scene knows better: he relies on authority of his 
own racial identity (“then i’m no nigger”) to suggest an impermeable 
boundary being unimaginably breached. The laughter, then, is perhaps 
directed not at edmonds’s feigned “simplicity” but rather at this non-
black stranger explaining her deteriorating appearance with the (laugh-
able) notion of beginning black and subsequently “coming white.” (That 
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edmonds’s impersonation would be detected by a black audience with-
out her realization seems more likely than her passing undetected.) 
This possible penetration of her disguise, however, may be less impor-
tant than its ultimate success: she remains unexposed, gains informa-
tion she needs, and returns safely to Union camp. Though edmonds’s 
secret may have been detected, her passing was not revealed. because 
her identity as white, female, literate, and northern remains concealed 
enough for her safety, edmonds has, to a significant extent, successfully 
crossed race, gender, class, and geographic lines in this impersonation.
 after she returns to camp, edmonds abandons the disguise because 
“it was not safe for me to palm myself off again on the rebels as a col-
ored boy. . . . i should be in danger of being recognized” (147). She sub-
sequently appears “in military uniform” (177). This impersonation as a 
young white male Union orderly necessarily begins without explana-
tion. Were edmonds to explain to readers why she is, seemingly inexpli-
cably, in disguise to her Union employers, she would have to reveal that 
she enlisted as a man, Frank Thompson, and that she has continued to 
pass as a man. This information would be far too disruptive of cultural 
assumptions as well as the narrative established in the text. rather than 
provide such an explanation, edmonds instead abruptly appears in the 
guise of a male orderly.
 Community perception of her as a boy and the attendant dangers of 
her participation in battle free memories of an earlier self: “i remem-
bered that when i was a child . . . [my mother] was afraid i would meet 
with some violent death, for i was always in some unheard of mischief, 
such as riding the wildest colt on the farm, firing off my father’s shot-
gun, and climbing to the highest point of the buildings” (218). Child-
hood and now adulthood dangers are identified by a lack of social and 
spatial confinement. edmonds’s connecting these stories of selfhood 
points to gender issues of access and authority. her mother’s gendered 
experience suggests to her that such acts will result in violence, while 
edmonds’s own unexamined experience leads her to conclude that she 
lives a charmed life—after all, “bullets seemed quite harmless as far as 
i was personally concerned” (218). She attributes her survivals and suc-
cesses to individual luck, eliding the suspension of gender roles (a girl 
allowed to roam freely, a woman disguised as a man) that resulted in 
her access to masculine agency.
 This elision is underscored when edmonds asks a dying soldier 
on the battlefield if she can help him. She looks at him and is “satis-
fied . . . that my suspicion was well-founded” (271; emphasis added). 
he in turn examines her with “an earnest gaze, and, as if satisfied with 
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the scrutiny” (272; emphasis added) confides to her: “i can trust you, 
and will tell you a secret. i am not what i seem, but am a female. i 
enlisted from the purest motives, and have remained undiscovered 
and unsuspected. . . . i wish you to bury me with your own hands, that 
none may know after my death that i am other than my appearance 
indicates” (272). edmonds, a woman disguised as a man, hears the 
dying confession of a woman whom she initially believes to be a man 
but, with scrutiny, identifies as a woman.12 The dying soldier initially 
believes edmonds to be a man and may or may not then identify her as 
a woman. Despite these dual impersonations and their suggested detec-
tions, the text partially encourages an ungendered reading: edmonds 
honors the confession and gives the woman “a soldier’s burial” (272)—
one soldier respecting the dying wishes of another.
 This battlefield encounter of two women—one fatally wounded, one 
for whom bullets are harmless—secretly impersonating male soldiers 
suggests an alternative narrative of selfhood for edmonds. The two 
women gaze at each other until both are “satisfied.” The possibility 
of mutual though unstated recognition is implied, as well as another 
female representation and the opportunity for edmonds as Franklin 
to record the voice of another disguised woman. The soldier’s confes-
sion that she enlisted from “the purest motives” recalls the “Publisher’s 
notice” proclaiming edmonds’s disguises as also stemming from “the 
purest motives.” in recognizing the soldier as a woman, hearing her 
confession, and protecting her sex-gender identity, edmonds discovers 
and rejects (buries) a cross-gendered alternative self. her burial of the 
woman inters her recognition of the dangers of cross-gender imperson-
ations, just as she evaded the realizations that slaves may have detected 
her contraband impersonation and that suspended gender roles in child-
hood and adulthood have allowed her significant freedoms.
 young’s analysis of this passage disallows its authenticity and instead 
reads it an invented scene that allows edmonds to contemplate wartime 
cross-dressing:

improbable as an actual event, this encounter between the two women 

offers a covert symbolic meditation on edmonds’s own experience 

“passing among the wounded.” in this moment of mutual identification, 

the cross-dressed soldier not only recognizes edmonds as a kindred 

cross-dresser but provides a mirror-image to describe edmonds herself. 

edmonds’s account of the other woman reveals her own “looks”—ideal-

ized as “sweet face,” “golden locks,” purest motives—to an astute reader. 

(Disarming	the	Nation 153–54)
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i agree with young’s reading up to a point, diverging, however, from 
her emphasis on improbability and actuality. This battlefield encounter 
between these women provides rich implications—actual and imagi-
nary—of crossed-dressed women soldiers scrutinizing other soldiers for 
revealing sex-gender markers, as well as male soldiers viewing other 
male soldiers for similar markers. in the life edmonds was then leading 
as a cross-dressed woman soldier, all other soldiers would have been 
potentially female, potentially—with careful scrutiny—like edmonds 
herself. She was surrounded by and an active participant in wartime 
blurrings of probability and improbability.
 a variety of readings, some contradictory, are prompted by this 
scene. The burial enables multiple forms of identification for edmonds: 
she identifies the soldier as a woman, she identifies with the soldier, 
and, as young asserts and Schultz implies, she identifies as the soldier. 
yet the scene also allows for rejection of such literal and metaphorical 
identification as the cross-dressed soldier is buried and so cast off. in 
both readings burial of the cross-dressed soldier occurs—as rejection 
and as reluctant abandonment of a fulfilling self. if the wo/man in the 
uniform of the U.S. army standing over the grave is, by some defini-
tions of the time, an androgyne, then androgyny here is american, 
nationalistic, and patriotic. The icon of the U.S. soldier as the “true” 
american is joined by the androgyne and also by alcott’s nurturing 
female soldier. The latter two representations are each compelling in 
their own right as figures who depend on, yet challenge, gender roles.
 The scene also invites speculation regarding lesbian impulses. young 
interestingly reads the “intimations of same-sex intimacy” as signaling 
that “the sustained adoption of male dress . . . [also allows] pleasures 
of masculine agency and romance with women” (Disarming	the	Nation 
155–56). While these women do indeed share intimacies, such intimacy 
is seemingly allowable only because one of the women is dying. To this 
mix of fascination, identification, scrutiny, and desire, Schultz adds a 
“spiritual affinity” that emerges from cross-dressing:

The soldier’s twice repeated words of trust communicate the cross-

dresser’s code to edmonds, who knows, before the wounded soldier 

tells her, that he is a woman. likewise, the code obviates the need 

for edmonds herself to be revealed. The resonating experience of the 

cross-dressers brings them into rare alignment: their spiritual affinity 

silently promises confidentiality and affirms labor in the third space, 

the invisible space between, where conventional gender identity does 

not figure. (“Performing Genres” 86)
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The scene offers compelling possibilities of same-sex attraction (two 
women recognizing each other, immediately trusting each other, one 
begging the other to “bury me with your own hands”) while resisting 
others (whatever this attraction is, it will certainly have a brief dura-
tion, with one woman dying and the other likely to be killed at any 
moment).
 in all cases, for edmonds, cross-gender impersonation results in 
autonomy and authority (even disguised as a male contraband in pro-
slavery territory, she has authority to deceive). yet to access mascu-
line agency and elide nineteenth-century U.S. restrictive sex-gender 
conventions, she must put off fears of detection and death as she puts 
on male clothing. Despite her cross-gender impersonation—or perhaps 
because of it—her text must subordinate issues of gender under the 
guise of duty and pure motives. here, “radical notions of gender do not 
secure radical gender politics” (young, “Confederate Counterfeit” 210). 
edmonds tests confines of gender in her cross-dressing and her narra-
tive. She also consistently reinforces cultural constructions of gender 
(e.g., duty, pure motives, individual luck) that guard her self-definition 
as a heterosexual woman. She thus allows herself to maintain a some-
what coherent subject position in her text and, correspondingly, in her 
life. Such moments reflect edmonds’s awareness and manipulation of 
sex-gender ideology and rhetoric.
 The women writers discussed in previous chapters exhibit similar 
awareness of social expectations regarding female behaviors. across the 
various genres adopted by these women, all mix the genuinely uncom-
mon with the overtly conventional in their female (self-) representa-
tions. Their generic choices of degrees of fiction and nonfiction, while 
interesting and significant, are nonetheless subordinated to their keen 
recognitions of what may be publicly expected from white middle-class 
women.
 in a later disguise as a rebel boy, edmonds is conscripted into the 
Southern army and crosses multiple boundaries with bewildering rapid-
ity: a white woman passing as a northern spy passing as a Southern boy 
fighting as a Confederate soldier and then crossing Union lines and pass-
ing immediately as a Union soldier. Fighting her way to the Union side 
in battle, she turns and “discharg[es] the contents of my pistol” (316) in 
the face of a Southern officer. afterward, informed “that i would not be 
permitted to go out again . . . in the capacity of spy” for fear she would 
meet with “those who had seen me desert their ranks, and i would con-
sequently be hung up to the nearest tree,” she “turned [her] attention to 
more quiet and less dangerous duties” (318). but when a shell explodes 
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outside edmonds’s tent, she is, as Schultz writes, “unmanned by . . . the 
sudden ferocity of what appears to be a benign shell [which] reprises the 
immediate danger that she herself has always been in through potential 
detection” (“Performing Genres” 89). as a result, edmonds becomes 
ill and feverish. regarding this breakdown, Schultz writes that “[h]ere 
detonation and detection are linked: something finally explodes inside 
of edmonds (her successful performance of masculinity perhaps) and 
she is returned to a feminine reality consonant with loss” (“Performing 
Genres” 89):

all my soldierly qualities seemed to have fled, and i was again a poor, 

cowardly, nervous, whining woman; and as if to make up for lost time, 

and to give vent to my long pent up feelings, i could do nothing but 

weep hour after hour, until it would seem that my head was literally a 

fountain of tears and my heart one great burden of sorrow. (359)

edmonds’s alertness regarding sex-gender ideology again emerges in 
this rhetoric. She invokes another female representation and voice—in 
this case putatively her pre-cross-gender impersonation self (“i was 
again poor, cowardly, nervous, whining”). This characterization points 
to edmonds’s initial attraction to a role that would allow her to engage 
fictive stories of selfhood and to the overwhelming consequences that 
readers would expect for a woman who had had such alarming access 
to and (ab)use of male power. yet, crucially for my reading, edmonds’s 
earlier weak self is only putatively suggested. edmonds, after all, was 
never a subservient, weeping female. indeed, largely by her own 
account, she was a fearless child who grew into a cross-dressing sales-
man and later a successful soldier. her tears may emerge as grief for 
her soldier identity as she embraces femininity with its accompanying 
restrictions. She may also construct herself as a weak, sobbing woman 
to provide a favorable substitute in her readers’ minds for the soldier 
who had coolly used power and, mere lines earlier, had detailed the 
bloody damage her shot did to the Confederate captain—“his handsome 
face was very much disfigured, a part of his nose and nearly half of his 
upper lip being shot away” (317). instead, she represents herself as pow-
erless, as any conventional woman would be, able only to “do nothing 
but weep hour after hour” (359).
 her liminal gender progression continues as she was released from 
“further duty as ‘nurse and Spy’ in the Federal army” and “procured 
female attire, and laid aside forever (perhaps) my military uniform; 
but i had become so accustomed to it that i parted with it with much 
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reluctance” (360). (in reality, edmonds, fearing detection, deserted the 
hospital and army.)13 Clothing initially characterized as “costume,” only 
superficially related to her identity as a woman, has now become cus-
tomary—that is, a significant part of her self-representation that she lays 
aside yet lingers over. Finally unwilling to permanently pass as a man 
or a woman, edmonds concludes her book by rhetorically returning to 
possibilities of her previous cross-gendered identities: “i am about to 
return to the army to offer my services in any capacity which will best 
promote the interests of the Federal cause—no matter how perilous the 
position may be” (384).
 The text’s illustrations participate in edmonds’s vacillation regard-
ing typically oppositional categories of male and female.14 The page that 
lists the illustrations is subtitled “Disguises and other scenes,” which 
emphasizes cross-gendered visual representation. a range of female 
representations and potential female voices appear in the illustrations. 
Of thirteen engravings, seven are of edmonds disguised as a man (one 
as a male contraband, five as a Union orderly, and one as a rebel boy). 
in contrast, the frontispiece shows edmonds in female riding attire, 
posed next to a horse; though she is dressed as a woman, her activity-
specific clothing and her hand on the mane of the saddled horse (which 
paws the ground in anticipation), suggests readiness for action at a 
moment’s notice. These illustrations visually extend female scripts of 
the written text. 
 in the end edmonds’s Nurse	and	Spy made public a wider variety of 
gender representations—woman as male contraband, orderly, soldier. 
Though modified by their temporary nature, their liminal wartime loca-
tion, and their patriotic rhetoric, these representations, imbued with 
the authority and wider distribution of print, contributed to the larger 
national discourse on sex-gender identity. edmonds reentered this 
cross-gender conversation in 1883, when she publicly revealed herself 
as “Frank Thompson,” seeking Congressional action to receive a mili-
tary pension and to have Frank Thompson’s desertion charge dismissed 
(richard hall 83). edmonds related that in the twenty years since the 
war, she had “resumed my own proper dress, and have never worn any 
disguises since, except when sitting for pictures” (83). before the Civil 
War, Fanny Fern’s identity was revealed through male acrimony and 
was intended to humiliate her publicly and damage her economically. 
Decades after the Civil War, edmonds revealed her identity herself, 
intending to gain necessary and valuable publicity in order to benefit 
economically. edmonds’s revelation resulted in interviews, articles, and 
testimonials concerning her past and current identities, as well as the 
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authenticity of her claims. The paper trail responding to her disclosure 
extended the dialogue on sex-gender identity begun in Nurse	and	Spy. 
During the war her sustained passing as Frank Thompson so violated 
sex-gender assumptions that she fled the hospital, deserted the army, 
and wrote it out of her narrative rather than have it exposed. Twenty 
years later in the post-reconstruction United States, when she revealed 
her former male identity, edmonds subsequently corresponded with 
and met her soldier comrades, was awarded a pension, and was “for-
mally inducted into the Grand army of the republic” (young, Disarming	
the	Nation 150).
 The resulting publicity identified such sustained cross-gender 
impersonation as notable and unusual but, by the 1880s, no longer an 
unthinkable disruption of nineteenth-century U.S. sex-gender conven-
tions. in the postwar decades, those conventions had been reconfigured 
to recognize gender possibilities outside rigid binaries of female and 
male. The sexological project to classify sex-gender categories recorded 
and legitimized gender ambiguity within the public imagination. in the 
1860s for Frank Thompson to be revealed to be S. emma e. edmonds 
would have been, in edmonds’s later words, “‘far worse than death,’” 
that is, only transgressively representable in the public imagination 
(Fladeland 455). in the 1880s, by the time edmonds chose to declare 
that she had been Frank Thompson, institutions of representation had 
expanded to recognize and contain cross-gender imposture. edmonds’s 
disclosure was at once culturally allowable (it made the newspapers 
as well as the Congressional record) and, given the years she subse-
quently spent repeatedly authenticating her identities for official pur-
poses, disruptively uncommon.

I I .

The reception of edmonds’s revelation concerning her life as Frank 
Thompson (1883) and subsequent successful actions to grant her a pen-
sion (1884), to have desertion charges dismissed (1886), and to receive 
back pay (1889) can be aligned with Civil War reminiscences by mary 
livermore and annie Turner Wittenmyer that appeared during this 
same cultural moment. Unlike edmonds’s text, an account of her cross-
dressing experiences written during the war, livermore’s My	Story	of	the	
War (1889) and Wittenmyer’s Under	the	Guns (1895) are dually distanced 
from their subject: they write decades after the war’s end from the dis-
tance of self-defined conventional women who had observed women 
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who appeared to violate gender boundaries.15 Their conflicted retro-
spective responses to cross-dressed women they encountered reflect 
the voyeuristic curiosity and limited acceptance of the cultural reaction 
to emma edmonds/Frank Thompson.
 mary ashton rice (1820–1905) was born and educated in boston. 
From 1839 to 1842 she lived with a slave-owning family in virginia, work-
ing as a schoolteacher for their children (venet 146). after her marriage 
to Daniel livermore, a minister and temperance activist, livermore 
began to write on religion, temperance, and antislavery issues for the 
newspapers. She was the author of “seven books, more than forty maga-
zine articles, countless newspaper articles and over ninety speeches” 
(Gayle and Griffin 59). During the Civil War, livermore worked as a vol-
unteer with the U.S. Sanitary Commission, collecting food and clothing 
for soldiers and very successfully fund-raising for the war effort. after 
the war livermore devoted her considerable energies to regular lectur-
ing and to suffrage and temperance organizations.16

 in an early section of My	Story	of	the	War, livermore recalls visiting 
a Union regiment as part of her war work, and she begins to construct 
a narrative that subordinates cross-gender impersonation by privileging 
instead the motivation for such transgressions: “One of the captains 
came to me . . . and begged to know if i noticed anything peculiar in 
the appearance of one of the men, whom he indicated. it was evident 
at a glance that the ‘man’ was a young woman in male attire, and i said 
so” (113). as in the “Publisher’s notice” to edmonds’s text, this scene 
suggests that for women, male clothing is no more than a costume, 
and in this case an ineffective one. First, the soldier’s “peculiar appear-
ance” is easily (“evident at a glance”) read correctly by another woman 
(seemingly by virtue of her own sex an authority on female sex-gender 
identity) who, without hesitation—as though this is a decision no one 
would need to weigh—promptly reports the impersonation to authori-
ties. next, the soldier, confronted by the captain, responds in conven-
tionally female fashion: “speaking in tones of passionate entreaty, she 
begged him not to expose her, but to allow her to retain her disguise” 
(114) so that she may remain in the regiment with her enlisted husband. 
her emotional “plead[ing]” (114) and the reason for her impersonation 
are conventionally female. She is not a woman who wishes to pass as 
a man in order to access male power or liberty; rather, she is an emo-
tional, needy woman, so dependent on her husband that, she says, “it 
would kill her if he marched without her” (114). Unlike Sarah Kemble 
Knight, this woman desires to travel only to be with her husband; she 
desires neither to travel alone nor to be alone.
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 This female voice may or may not be fully or even partially authen-
tic. The woman’s speech is recollected by livermore (not the unnamed 
woman herself). additionally, the speech was recorded in 1889, decades 
after it was ostensibly spoken. however, what remains more reliable is 
what this scene reveals about mary livermore. as with many support-
ers of women’s rights in the late nineteenth century, livermore advo-
cated relational feminism, a view of sex roles that promoted “women’s 
distinctive contributions to society as mothers and wives and located 
these contributions within a system of education, legal rights, and 
increased social responsibilities that promoted a better society” (Gayle 
and Griffin 56). in private, livermore disparaged “cloying portrayals” 
of women as “pious blarney” (56). livermore’s public speeches “sup-
ported feminine ideals of motherhood, the nurturing of children and 
family, and the duties of wives while simultaneously arguing for wom-
en’s increased participation in public life” (57). long after the war had 
ended, this unidentified female voice had retained enough significance 
for livermore to include it in her text and carefully align it with norma-
tive female rhetoric. Further, livermore—a well-known women’s rights 
activist and orator—publicly established her own conventional woman-
hood as she proceeded to detail her response to this woman whom she 
had encountered a quarter of a century earlier.17

 livermore makes clear that such a woman must be responded to 
authoritatively (she must accept that her role is to remain behind), 
but kindly (she is presented as misguided in her implicit challenge of 
gender divisions, but misguided in a recognizably female way). She 
is “quietly conducted outside the camp” where livermore “[takes] her 
in charge. . . . wish[ing] to take her to my home” (114). That is, she is 
escorted from the male wartime location and committed to the domestic 
care of another white woman. livermore implicitly assumes that this 
woman shares her class status—that she will be easily contained by pres-
sures that ostensibly control all white middle-class women (in this case, 
being “taken charge of” by another woman). however, livermore has 
overread her own gendered authority and underread the woman, who 
“leap[ed] suddenly from the carriage . . . and in a moment was lost amid 
the crowds” (114). Though the extent of her desperation is unexpected, 
the woman’s reasons for behaving as she does are still within conven-
tionally female boundaries. The woman’s despair and desire to remain 
with her husband dominate livermore’s narration in this section:

That night she leaped into the Chicago river, but was rescued by a 

policeman. . . . it was impossible to turn her from her purpose to follow  
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her husband. “i have only my husband in all the world,” she said, “and 

when he enlisted he promised that i should go with him; and that was 

why i put on his clothes and enlisted in the same regiment. and go 

with him i will, in spite of everybody.” The regiment was ordered to 

Cairo, and the poor woman disappeared . . . the same night. none of us 

doubted but she left to carry out her purpose. (114)

“leaping” both from the carriage and later into the river, she is physi-
cally and emotionally resolute—she will be with her husband or die. 
The script in which livermore incorporates the woman suggests ago-
raphobic dependence on her husband; the woman cross-dresses not 
to access masculine agency but to remain close to it. in livermore’s 
reconstruction the woman is desperately determined, a “poor woman” 
whose crossing of gender boundaries is a pathetic female attempt to 
cling to the only coherent subject position she can imagine. Further, 
livermore’s descriptions of the woman’s desire to be with her husband 
serve to register her heterosexuality and fidelity, writing less conven-
tional sexual implications of women’s cross-gender imposture out of 
the text.
 livermore extends her discourse on motivations of women soldiers 
by next invoking “half-soldier heroines” (119), women who “followed the 
army as nurses, and divided their services between the battle-field and 
hospital” (116). by providing named examples of such women—mak-
ing them known and potentially knowable—she attempts rhetorically 
to dismantle the cultural disruption of women successfully passing as 
men. however, livermore’s “half-soldier heroines” are not women who 
impersonated male soldiers, though they may have performed some of 
the same wartime duties. her examples are women whose motivations 
(to be near one’s husband, to nurse the wounded), as she constructs 
them, significantly partake of prevailing gender assumptions. While 
livermore’s representations of women do extend female behaviors, they 
also simultaneously limit gender possibilities by evading the motivation 
that lies at the heart of women’s cross-gender impersonation—that is, 
that a woman may choose to pass as a man in order to access autonomy 
and authority that the dominant culture would otherwise deny her due 
to her sex-gender identity.
 alcott certainly would have recognized the limitations livermore 
rhetorically imposes on female representations in My	Story	of	the	War. 
indeed, they are the very limitations that alcott had ultimately imposed 
on Tribulation Periwinkle decades earlier in Hospital	Sketches. addition-
ally, alcott herself acceded to these same restrictions in later editions 
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of Hospital	Sketches that progressively modify and conventionalize her 
wartime nursing experience. however, livermore’s later text signifi-
cantly exceeds alcott’s earlier one in imagining possibilities of women’s 
cross-gender imposture. livermore’s conclusion to this section of her 
text reflects her uneasy knowledge that some women did use the occa-
sion of war to successfully—and perhaps permanently—impersonate 
men for reasons she can barely imagine:

Some one has stated the number of women soldiers known to the ser-

vice as little less than four hundred. i cannot vouch for the correctness 

of this estimate, but i am convinced that a larger number of women 

disguised themselves and enlisted in the service, for one cause or other, 

than was dreamed of. entrenched in secrecy, and regarded as men, 

they were sometimes revealed as women, by accident or casualty. Some 

startling histories of these military women were current in the gossip of 

army life; and extravagant and unreal as were many of the narrations, 

one always felt that they had a foundation in fact. (119–20)

livermore’s equivocation (“for one cause or other”) suggests a multiplic-
ity of motivations on the part of these unknown women that would have 
ranged from wishing to nurse the wounded and following one’s male 
partner to seeking opportunity for sexual acts then viewed as trans-
gressive. her estimation expands the number of cross-dressing women 
soldiers; indeed, she implies (more women enlisted “than was dreamed 
of”) an army rich with disguised women. The titillating descriptions—
“entrenched in secrecy,” “startling,” “extravagant,” “unreal”—that mark 
her interest in these female narratives also reveal that for her these 
women are so exotic as to be nearly unrepresentable. in her desire to 
believe in some reality of these rumors (“one always felt that they had 
a foundation in fact”), she constructs an army of unknown, unknow-
able women (not seeking their husbands, not wishing to nurse) secretly 
disguised as male soldiers.
 having rhetorically discovered her desire, livermore ends this 
section by rejecting her curiosity as well as these alternative female 
scripts:18 “Such service was not the noblest that women rendered the 
country during its four years’ struggle for life, and no one can regret 
that these soldier women were exceptional and rare. it is better to heal a 
wound than to make one” (120). her remarks subordinate the sacrifices 
of women’s battlefield combat (“making wounds”) in favor of maintain-
ing female gender boundaries (“healing wounds”). Though the final 
sentence may seem to preach wartime pacifism, its piety is located not 
in peace but in gender: men’s province is to make wounds, women’s to 
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heal them. not unlike S. emma e. edmonds, while livermore consid-
ers cross-gender impersonations in her text, she also reinforces cultural 
constructions of gender that allow her to maintain a coherent female 
subject position, one distant from the “exceptional and rare” soldier 
women she has imagined for the past twenty years. My	Story	of	the	War 
inscribes in print the existence of such women, and while livermore 
does not (cannot, will not) write the “startling histories of these mili-
tary women” (120), she does record wartime private gender flexibility 
beneath dominant gender constructions.
 The inclusion of these sections in livermore’s text resonates with the 
expanded national dialogue on nineteenth-century U.S. sex-gender con-
ventions. in its ambiguous and contradictory negotiation of cross-gender 
imposture, My	Story	of	the	War reflects a great deal of late-nineteenth-
century confusion. The text explains women’s cross-dressing (to follow 
one’s husband), promotes it (“a larger number of women . . . than was 
dreamed of”), and denies it (“exceptional and rare”). indeed, My	Story	of	
the	War reveals as much about reconstruction sex-gender assumptions 
as it does about Civil War sex-gender assumptions. Decades after the 
surrender at appomattox, livermore’s narrative engages in its own civil 
war over gendered issues of identity and authority.

I I I .

reformer, editor, journalist, author, and temperance advocate annie 
Turner (1827–1900) was born in Ohio. at age twenty-three she mar-
ried William Wittenmyer and moved to iowa, where her subsequent 
Civil War relief work and reform activities would be largely based. Wil-
liam Wittenmyer’s death before the war left her a rich woman, able to 
advance reformist projects with her substantial wealth. Wittenmyer 
spent the rest of her life engaged in work to improve lives of children, 
men, and women disenfranchised by war and its devastating effects. 
among her many accomplishments were the founding of homes for 
children orphaned by the war, the organizing of an aid system to collect 
hospital supplies, and later the development of special hospital kitchens 
and the training of women in their organization and use. like liver-
more, Wittenmyer later in the century became active and influential 
in temperance organizations and was elected the first president of the 
Women’s Christian Temperance Union (WCTU).19

 annie Turner Wittenmyer’s Under	 the	 Guns (1895), a late-century 
history of the Civil War, includes the chapter “a Woman Wounded in 
battle,” concerning a Union soldier wounded behind enemy lines and 
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hospitalized there, “her sex . . . [un]discovered till she was under a sur-
geon’s care” (17). The woman is sent back to the Union army with a 
message:

“as the Confederates do not use women in war, this woman, wounded 

in battle, is returned to you.” There was great indignation in the regi-

ment to which this woman belonged; and officers and men hastened to 

protest, that, although she had been with them for more than a year, not 

one in the regiment suspicioned that she was a woman. She stood the 

long, hard marches, did full duty on the picket-line and in camp, and 

had fought well in all the battles in which the regiment took part. (18)

The men’s “great indignation” emerges from their own sex-gender iden-
tity—that is, they are implicitly being identified as men so unmanly (so 
fearful of death or defeat) that they would (ab)use a woman in combat. 
beneath their indignation is the disruptive awareness that a woman 
may pass successfully, perhaps permanently, as a man. Their hasty 
protests mark the evidence assumed to constitute sex-gender identity: a 
person who serves successfully as a soldier, whose clothes and hair con-
ceal outward female gender signs, is assumed to be male. That only an 
examination of her unclothed body proves her to be female challenges 
social insistence on female gender confines.
 Wittenmyer questions the woman concerning her motivations for 
enlisting, asking if she had a husband, lover, or friend in the regiment—
conventional heterosexual motivations for her unconventional behavior. 
after being told, “‘no, i didn’t know any of them,’” Wittenmyer, unwill-
ing or unable to imagine other reasons for a woman to disguise herself 
as a male soldier, plaintively asks why the woman enlisted. She is told, 
“‘i thought i’d like camp-life, and i did’” (18). Wittenmyer’s assumption 
that romance and dependence drove the woman to cross-gender imper-
sonation is displaced by the woman’s straightforward confession that 
autonomous personal preference led her to disguise herself. her choice 
to enlist proves so appropriate that, even wounded as she now is, the 
wartime fear she names is detection and subsequent banishment—“‘i 
was awfully afraid they would find me out, and then i’d have to go’” 
(18). expanded possibilities allowed by wartime cross-gender imper-
sonation will now be denied her, and the confinement of her former 
circumscribed gender conduct will reemerge.
 First, the woman is wounded; then, when her sex is discovered, 
she is commodified (“this woman . . . is returned to you”). next she is 
institutionalized in the hospital, and finally, as Wittenmyer relates, she 
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is ordered by the male surgeon—here the cultural agent of gendered 
assumptions—to dress in women’s clothes:

We women from the north, by gift and by purchase, provided the nec-

essary outfit for a woman’s wardrobe. To raise some funds for her we 

had her photograph taken, first in the uniform of a private soldier, and 

then dressed as a woman. She sold them to soldiers and visitors for 

twenty-five cents each, and raised considerable money. i have the two 

i purchased, which i have treasured in my war album all these years. 

She was stout and muscular, with heavy features, high cheek bones, and 

her black abundant hair was cut very close. She was perhaps twenty-

six or twenty-eight years old, but when in her military rig looked like 

a beardless boy. (19)

Just as the Confederate army arranged the woman’s return over the line 
that was crossed in combat, so the women in camp arrange her return 
over the gender boundary that was crossed when she successfully dis-
guised herself as a male soldier. The threatening liminality resulting 
from discovery of the woman’s cross-gender identification motivates 
the camp women to unite to assist her. Combining their resources to 
donate and buy female clothing for her, they re-cover her in outward 
female gender signs and also (by use of their own clothing) incorporate 
her into their social class.
 This association is further reinforced by the women’s devising the 
dual photographic cross-dressing exhibit. The success (“She . . . raised 
considerable money”) of arranging for the woman to capitalize on her 
cross-gender impersonation by posing in a soldier’s uniform and then in 
women’s clothing suggests the camp women’s accurate gendered assess-
ment that such performance would be viewed as a sex-gender curios-
ity—titillating enough to turn a profit but not sufficiently shocking, now 
that the woman’s sex has been revealed, to repel buyers. Wittenmyer’s 
scrutiny decades later of these now-treasured visual artifacts which she 
helped to contrive shows her, like edmonds and like livermore, still 
negotiating alternative gender possibilities (she muses that the woman 
“was stout and muscular, with heavy features”) and cultural disruptions 
resulting from women’s wartime cross-gender impersonation.
 Ultimately, the woman is compelled to divulge her name to Witten-
myer (“i was commissioned by the officers to find out all i could about 
her, and where she lived, as she had been more friendly to me than 
to the others” [19]), in order to obtain a pass and transportation. (The 
woman’s location in nashville, within military lines, is metaphorically 
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appropriate: in the liminal region of the war, she needs an identifying 
pass to cross its boundaries.) Wittenmyer withholds particulars of the 
conversation (“The interview was a long one. i can give only the main 
points” [19]), recording her own persistence and the woman’s final reluc-
tant question: “‘if i tell you my name, and the place i wish to go to, will 
you keep it a secret?’” accustomed to closely guarding her identity, the 
woman is loath to disclose information that, were it to become known, 
would make her return to regular dressing in women’s clothing scandal-
ously public. Were Wittenmyer to reveal this information, the woman 
(who cannot resume her soldier identity) would be unable to reappear 
quietly in her former identity; trapped in a liminal cross-dressing loca-
tion, she would no longer be a man (her soldier identity exposed), but 
would also no longer be a culturally acceptable woman.
 it is an act of faith—risking her remaining possibilities for a coherent 
female subject position—when, after Wittenmyer agrees to honor her 
confidence, the woman tells her, “‘i will trust you’ . . . and she whis-
pered her name and residence. Two days after that she was on her way 
to her home in the northwest. i never knew what became of her” (20). 
as with edmonds and the disguised, dying soldier (and in strikingly 
similar language: “‘i can trust you, and will tell you a secret’” [271]), 
trust between women results in information revealed, secrecy main-
tained, and practical dilemmas (burial, returning home) arising from 
cross-dressing resolved. The woman’s disappearance from Wittenmy-
er’s sight and experience corresponds with her unconventional behav-
ior. Given significant cultural penalties for disruptive female behavior, 
such women do not publish narratives about these experiences. Three 
decades later, however, this woman who chose to pass as a man because 
it suited her is seen and heard in Wittenmyer’s text. The lingering 
curiosity of Wittenmyer’s last sentence (“i never knew what became of 
her”) leaves open the prospect that the woman, like edmonds, may have 
resumed conventional female existence or—tantalizingly—that she may 
have returned to cross-gender impersonation, ending this section with 
the possibility that women passing as men could be living undetected 
among late-nineteenth-century U.S. readers.
 Wittenmyer’s recognition of the arbitrary nature of gender construc-
tion links the cultural moment of her post-reconstruction text with that 
of the Civil War. The sex-gender identity of the woman Wittenmyer 
describes was discovered, at least temporarily, because of her involve-
ment in the war. Without the battlefield and its attendant possibilities for 
discovery due to wounds, death, or scrutiny, such women will perhaps 
continue to pass as men. in Under	the	Guns, the postwar period permits 
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the possibility of (more) successful female cross-dressing. Wittenmyer’s 
representation of this woman makes available an alternative sex-gen-
der identity for readers. Such a model would not otherwise be readily 
available from the cross-dressing women themselves who concealed 
their autobiographic experiences as well as their class status and sex. as 
with the multiplicity of female representations and voices recorded by 
Knight and Fern, portions of these women’s lives survive only because 
more conventional women felt compelled to record them.

I V.

The high sales of edmonds’s Nurse	and	Spy, livermore’s My	Story	of	the	
War, and Wittenmyer’s Under	the	Guns, along with publicity that resulted 
from edmonds’s revealing herself to be Frank Thompson, can be read 
as examples of “capitalism allow[ing] marginalized or stigmatized forms 
of sexual behavior and identity to filter into consumer culture packaged 
in disguised forms which take away the edge of political threat posed 
by those sexualities” (epstein and Straub 10). Through the various rhe-
torical alignments, impersonations, and (self-) representations in these 
three war narratives, female cross-dressing and constructions of alter-
native sex-gender identity are allowed to enter (and to produce profit 
in) more normative public realms. Such “recuperative, appropriative 
modes of capitalism” (10) can also be seen at work in postwar national 
stage performances by (in)famous female U.S. Civil War spies.
 after the war, Pauline Cushman and belle boyd, who had both worked 
as spies during the war, separately recast their life-threatening exploits 
as popular dramas. Dressed as a soldier, Cushman “regaled audiences 
in large cities throughout the country with tales of her days as a Union 
spy” (Dannett 242). likewise, beginning in 1886 and continuing until 
her death in 1900, former Confederate spy boyd performed in popularly 
acclaimed recitals “usually billed as a thrilling war narrative entitled 
‘north and South; or The Perils of a Spy’” (Sigaud 196). Onstage, Cush-
man and boyd (re)presented themselves as dramatic players in public 
entertainment for which viewers were required to purchase tickets. 
Their performances obscured what had been the reality of successful 
female wartime cross-dressing. in exchange for the ticket price, audi-
ences were captivated and titillated rather than directly confronted with 
alternative sex-gender possibilities. Presentations of boyd and Cushman 
as flag-waving U.S. women diverted audiences from the disruptive real-
ization that any “man”—sitting in the theater, passing by on the street, 
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living in one’s home—could, in fact, be a woman in disguise. Such stage 
acts were simulacra where boundaries of north and South were sub-
sumed under the commonality of war and where battle was sanitized 
as theater. The same institutions of representation that modified slavery 
into sharecropping and then praised it as racial equality repackaged 
cross-gender identification as womanly and patriotic.
 in all cases nineteenth-century gender flexibility was significantly 
underwritten. its representations were compromised and marketed as 
works of loyalty and piety. These modifications did, however, allow 
woman’s wartime gender reconfigurations to appear more visibly in nine-
teenth-century U.S. culture. amended and revised as such texts were, 
they nonetheless marked, however obliquely, alternative sex-gender  
configurations. as a result, possibilities were suggested for women and 
men restricted by current sex-gender scripts.
 The mid-nineteenth-century national space divided by the Civil War 
provided a location for reconfiguration of the sex-gender system. in 
their liminality, the cross-dressed women who appeared in Civil War 
narratives replicated to some degree the national experience as they 
endeavored to position themselves within dominant social and cultural 
arrangements. Such women investigated gender identities separate from 
restrictive notions of proper female behavior and from conventional 
sex-gender ideas of the world outside the possibilities of the war. Their 
reconfigurations, incorporated accurately and inaccurately in war nar-
ratives written by themselves or by others, in engravings, photographs, 
newspaper articles, testimonials, military gossip, and postwar legend, 
resonated over the decades with other war women like mary livermore 
and annie Wittenmyer and with Civil War and reconstruction culture 
more broadly. The mixed cultural responses that allowed representa-
tions of women’s wartime cross-gender impersonation to appear with-
out full censure highlight a false rigidity of conventional sex-gender  
roles for women and men both for that culture and for our own present-
day one. During a moment when sexological studies strove to classify 
sex-gender identities more inflexibly and minutely, audiences voy-
euristically considered possibilities of women who had crossed gender 
boundaries when they passed as men. Civil War narratives of emma 
edmonds, mary livermore, and annie Wittenmyer participated in cen-
tral cultural discussions of women’s writing on normative ordering sys-
tems, signaling a wartime investigation of sex-gender restrictions that 
emerged as prevailing assumptions regarding statehood, gender, and 
race appeared open to revision.
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 in the next chapter, the Conclusion, i turn from the white middle-
class women’s autobiographic works that up until this point have been 
under consideration to african american harriet Jacobs’s compelling 
record of life in and after slavery in Incidents	in	the	Life	of	a	Slave	Girl. 
in her text Jacobs, like the white women discussed in earlier chapters, 
positions herself as a conventional woman despite and within her cir-
cumstances—circumstances immeasurably more complicated and dan-
gerous than those confronted by Knight, Fern, alcott, and edmonds. a 
reading of Jacobs’s narrative in the context of this study underscores 
the amplified struggle for women like Jacobs to write the autobio-
graphic—women whose race, class, or sexuality marked them as deviant 
from white middle-class standards. This final chapter’s movement from 
white women’s autobiographic writing to a foundational black woman’s 
autobiographic text tests the ways in which conclusions in previous 
chapters operate across ethnic/racial lines, and it further expands this 
book’s discussion and analysis of women, writing, and representation.



“I found It hard
to preserve my self-control”

c o n c L U s I o n

thIs study ends with a discussion of Incidents	in	the	Life	of	a	Slave	Girl 
(1861), harriet Jacobs’s account of her life in and after enslavement. 
in a scene from Incidents, “linda brent,” Jacobs’s thinly veiled autobio-
graphic persona, describes a raced encounter that occurs when she is 
traveling by steamboat in the north with her white female employer, 
mrs. bruce, in the capacity of nursemaid to mrs. bruce’s child:

We went to albany in the steamboat Knickerbocker. When the gong 

sounded for tea, mrs. bruce said, “linda, it is late, and you and baby 

had better come to the table with me.” i replied, “i know it is time baby 

had her supper, but i had rather not go with you, if you please. i am 

afraid of being insulted.” “O no, not if you are with me,” she said. i saw 

several white nurses go with their ladies and i ventured to do the same. 

We were at the extreme end of the table. i was no sooner seated, than 

a gruff voice said, “Get up! you know you are not allowed to sit here.” 

i looked up, and, to my astonishment and indignation, saw that the 

speaker was a colored man. if his office required him to enforce the 

by-laws of the boat, he might, at least, have done it politely. i replied, “i 

shall not get up, unless the captain comes and takes me up.” (136)1

in this scene Jacobs’s construction of linda brent largely privileges 
genteel female behavior. brent would rather go hungry than be insulted; 
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Race, Women, Representation

The	author	is	a	quick-witted,	intelligent	woman,	with	great	
refinement	and	propriety	of	manner.	Her	daughter,	now	a	young	

woman	grown,	is	a	stylish-looking,	attractive	young	person,	
white	as	an	Italian	lady.

—Lydia	Maria	Child	to	John	Greenleaf	Whittier	(4	April	1861)
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she expresses herself respectfully (“‘if you please’”); and she expects oth-
ers to be equally courteous (“he might, at least, have done it politely”). 
Jacobs’s self-consciously normative representation of brent’s female 
gentility reflects her awareness of values and assumptions of her mid-
dle-class white northern female readers.2

 harriet Jacobs wrote Incidents at night between 1853 and 1858 while 
she worked as a nursemaid for and lived with nathaniel Parker Willis; 
his second wife, Cornelia Grinnell Willis; and their child (the family 
was fictively named the bruce family in Incidents).3 Jacobs’s identity 
during this time was rich with contradictions of what W. e. b. Du bois 
would later famously and influentially detail as the “peculiar sensa-
tion” of “double-consciousness,” “the two-ness” of being “an american, a 
negro; two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring 
ideals in one dark body” (35). Jacobs was a Southern woman living in 
the north; a mother living away from her children, serving as nurse-
maid to another woman’s child; a fugitive slave working for a white man 
who edited a proslavery journal;4 and a black woman living with and 
among whites.5 as Sidonie Smith has argued regarding Jacobs’s double 
consciousness, “[f]rom her position on the margins, however, Jacobs 
can ‘see’ both inside and outside white culture, inside and outside ‘true 
womanhood’ and its supporting ideology” (“resisting the Gaze” 99). it 
was from this vexed, disenfranchised position that Jacobs attempted to 
write an autobiographical text for publication.
 in Incidents Jacobs uses the persona of linda brent to align herself 
and her text with white middle-class female northern readers. For this 
association to succeed, Jacobs must complicate the condemnation that 
she anticipates will be directed toward her by her female audience 
when they read brent’s confession regarding sex with a white man. 
The text primarily responds to brent’s perceived disruptive sexual acts 
by foregrounding the cherished nineteenth-century middle-class con-
struction of devoted motherhood. Throughout the text brent’s singular 
sacrifices—particularly her seven-year concealment in order to remain 
near and protect her children—are depicted as innate to any loving, 
dedicated mother. Further, the introduction to and editing of Incidents 
by well-known white abolitionist lydia maria Child serves to autho-
rize a reading of brent as a respectable, compliant, and contrite black 
woman.
 Critical readings of Incidents have centered on scenes of brent in the 
South, typically the tenth chapter in which brent confesses her sexual 
transgressions, and chapters detailing her seven-year concealment.6 in 
the text brent admits that she had sex with mr. Sands, “a white unmar-
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ried gentleman” (46), in an attempt to protect herself from continued 
sexual persecution by her owner, Dr. Flint. brent’s sexual “headlong 
plunge” (47) is described as the result of her “shudder[ing] to think of 
being the mother of children that should be owned by my old tyrant” 
and her belief that mr. Sands would arrange for her children’s freedom 
(47). brent’s confession is located at an intersection of motherhood and 
a female gentility defeated by raced oppression. her shamed plea for 
forgiveness, “Pity me, and pardon me, O virtuous reader!” (47), both 
informs white middle-class female readers that brent respects and has 
endeavored to attain their moral standards and laments her failure to 
do so. That failure, however, is carefully positioned in the context of 
devoted motherhood. as hazel Carby writes, brent is “a demonstration 
of the consequences for motherhood of the social and economic rela-
tions of the institution of slavery” (54).
 Jacobs’s text directs critics and readers to considerations of mother-
hood primarily with the account of brent’s seven-year concealment, 
which foregrounds her maternal sacrifices. Jacobs lived for seven years 
in a hidden garret of coffin-like dimensions, giving up her health and 
all but minimal physical movement in order to remain near but never 
touch or speak to her children (“Season after season, year after year, 
i peeped at my children’s faces, and heard their sweet voices, with a 
heart yearning all the while to say, ‘your mother is here’” [117]). Jacobs’s 
extended narration of brent’s acute physical pain and emotional despair 
is embedded in the script of the sacrificing mother revered by the larger 
culture:

i could have made my escape alone; but it was more for my helpless 

children than for myself that i longed for freedom. Though the boon 

would have been precious to me, above all price, i would not have taken 

it at the expense of leaving them in slavery. every trial i endured, every 

sacrifice i made for their sakes, drew them closer to my heart, and gave 

me fresh courage to beat back the dark waves that rolled and rolled over 

me in a seemingly endless night of storms. (73–74)

brent’s sacrifices for her children do not result in resentment or in a 
lessening of her affection for them over time. rather, Jacobs constructs 
brent as a mother granted the priceless opportunity to forfeit her life for 
her children and in so doing to love them even more devotedly. With 
each ennobling sacrifice, brent’s love for her children is strengthened 
and her selfless courage is renewed.
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 my reading of Incidents foregrounds Jacobs’s (self-) constructions of 
female gentility. This critical approach constitutes a fresh rereading of 
Jacobs’s text. Jacobs’s treatment of female gentility has received little 
scrutiny, which is understandable given the text’s rich locations of, for 
instance, motherhood and captivity, both of which have garnered major 
critical attention. i turn to considerations of gentility in Incidents in order 
to test the unstable ground of the work’s correspondence with white 
women’s texts discussed in my study. reading Incidents through a lens 
of gentility underscores Jacobs’s violations of the normative while—as 
with the white women discussed in this study—also drawing attention 
to her alignment of herself with conventional gendered assumptions. 
This critical approach additionally reveals complexities of women’s self-
writing and agency, as well as inadequacies of heterosexual construc-
tions. Through my use of gentility, i attempt to make transparent ways 
in which Incidents contests constraints of the feminine, puts pressure 
on categories of race and class, and works to forestall reactions against 
its uncommon discourses. These aspects of Jacobs’s writing point to 
greater degrees of difficulty in writing the autobiographic encountered 
by women like Jacobs whose race, class, or sexuality identified them as 
outside the normative. reading Jacobs’s Incidents	 in	the	Life	of	a	Slave	
Girl through the lens of gentility complicates generalizations in previ-
ous chapters of this study across ethnic/racial lines and extends the 
discussion that occurs in the rest of the book.
 Thus the quotation with which i begin this concluding chapter ref-
erences not linda brent’s motherhood but her gentility. in this scene 
brent is in the north, a fugitive slave traveling on a steamboat as nurse-
maid to the child of her white female middle-class employer. brent 
is represented as a conventional woman in this scene, still motherly, 
though paid to be so as she cares for another woman’s child. She is also 
represented as a black woman who recognizes the potential for negative 
responses to her public appearance among whites. When confronted, as 
she had accurately feared she might be, with violating “the by-laws of 
the boat,” she responds with unconventional female self-assertion (“‘i 
shall not get up, unless the captain comes and takes me up’” [136]).7 
however, even her unconventional authoritative response when chal-
lenged with a breach of rules is situated somewhat genteelly.8 That is, 
her response is based on prevailing race and class assumptions. The 
“astonishment and indignation” which prompt her self-assertion are 
provoked by her realization “that the speaker was a colored man.” She 
is affronted because a man in this office is impolite to her, but particu-
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larly so because it is a black man who behaves rudely to her. brent’s 
further commentary makes this plain: “if his office required him to 
enforce the by-laws of the boat, he might, at least, have done it politely.” 
The scene encourages readers to recognize brent as a conventional 
woman offended by speech that is rude in both language and tone, just 
as the impertinent assumptions of the black speaker are rude. brent’s 
response and its grounding in gentility accord with amy richter’s argu-
ment in her examination of nineteenth-century U.S. public women’s 
travel that “many black women believed that their polite behavior could 
provide them with protection during travel” (46).
 as with a representational strategy adopted by Sarah Kemble Knight 
in her Journal, Jacobs represents herself/brent adhering to culturally 
sanctioned female codes even when, as in the scene above, her behavior 
transgresses those codes. Knight’s correlation of speech—which she per-
ceives as less genteel—with eating—which she views as vulgar—reap-
pears in Incidents in a more complex intersection of speaking, writing, 
and eating. in the scene which begins this chapter, brent anticipates 
that her presence at the supper table may be perceived as disruptive. 
She then explains to white readers in writing (not speaking) that she was 
barred from eating by the (c)rude speech of a black worker, who, unlike 
brent, we may infer did not know how to read or to write. Jacobs orally 
at the time and then later through brent in Incidents responds with 
dignified gentility to the man’s “gruff voice.” in presenting this scene  
as she does, Jacobs indicates divisions between speaking and writing as 
well as speaking and eating. in Knight’s Journal such distinctions are dis-
tinctions of class—that is, in Knight’s text, the vulgar speaking of white 
people corresponds with their uncouth eating. Jacobs’s distinctions are 
likewise class-inflected but are further complicated by blackness. a 
black man’s crude denial of brent’s genteel attempt to dine exposes 
such eating, despite its trappings, as no more than coarse consumption 
segregated by race. had the black servant “done it politely”—used cour-
teous speech that acknowledged brent’s propriety—his civil delivery 
would have still resulted in brent’s exile from the table, but it also would 
have left intact the possibility of polite dining.
 This scene, however, is only one disruptive incident, as it were, 
though not an insignificant one, in a larger portrait of brent’s traveling. 
brent’s journeys differ fundamentally from the travel of white women 
authors discussed in this study’s earlier chapters. Primarily, brent’s trips 
belong to a specific subset of the larger category of travel: they are not 
voluntary journeys so much as they are flights. Unlike white women 
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discussed earlier, brent travels not because she chooses to; she travels 
because she must. in almost every instance of her traveling, brent is not 
going to a place so much as she is escaping from another place. also, in 
a nineteenth-century, raced déjà-vu pattern, brent continues to travel 
to places she does not wish to go.
 brent’s traveling is markedly different from the white women authors’ 
depictions of and rationales for traveling. For example, Jacobs’s/brent’s 
presence while traveling is significantly more disruptive than Knight’s 
unsettling presence. Knight is challenged and mistaken for a prosti-
tute, but she is nonetheless always allowed to sit down and eat. Unlike 
alcott’s Tribulation Periwinkle in Hospital	Sketches, Jacobs/brent can-
not travel alone without fearful expectations that she may be insulted,  
turned away, kidnapped, or raped.9 like that of Willis/Fern and ed- 
monds, Jacobs’s/brent’s identity is at various times anonymous, con-
cealed, or not fully known; but, unlike them, her life and liberty are 
always in danger if her identity is revealed. indeed, on all her travels, 
brent must appear in various degrees of disguise—that is, she must, at 
all costs, not be read as the fugitive slave she is.
 in order to demonstrate these differences, i detail below a passage 
from Incidents regarding female travel. i follow this analysis by readings 
of similar passages from Knight’s Journal; from Fern’s “Dark Days,” an 
early literary periodical piece; from alcott’s Hospital	Sketches; and from 
edmonds’s Nurse	and	Spy. i do not wish to place undue emphasis on 
implications of the textual passages i have selected. however, as i dis-
cuss below, these passages offer provocative instruction regarding race 
and women’s autobiographic uses of gentility as well as cross-dressing 
and travel.
 To begin, toward the end of the twentieth chapter of Incidents, read-
ers are presented with what initially seems to be the start of brent’s 
escape to the north and freedom. in this scene brent, disguised as a 
black male sailor, leaves her hiding place in the house of an unnamed 
white woman, a friend of her grandmother, who is married to a man 
who owns slaves. brent’s gentility, despite her cross-dressing, is sig-
naled in her placid acquiescence to her complete lack of information 
regarding her destination. Peter, the young black man helping her, then 
tells her (also informing Jacobs’s readers) that her uncle is preparing a 
hiding place for her in the garret of her grandmother’s house. To allow 
him time to do so, brent is told that she and Peter will spend the night 
concealed in the ominously named Snaky Swamp.10 brent anxiously 
“dread[s] to enter this hiding-place” for fear of snakes, but accurately 
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understands that she is “in no situation to choose” (90). Previously, at 
the beginning of the eighteenth chapter, brent, eluding agents of Dr. 
Flint, had hidden “in a thicket of bushes” when

a reptile of some kind seized my leg. in my fright, i struck a blow 

which loosened its hold, but i could not tell whether i had killed it; 

it was so dark, i could not see what it was; i only knew it was some-

thing cold and slimy. The pain i soon felt indicated that the bite was 

poisonous. . . . The dread of being disabled was greater than the physi-

cal pain i endured. (80)

Thus, two chapters earlier, brent’s temporarily hiding outside at night 
had mixed terror of capture, fear of reptiles, physical pain, and anxieties 
of permanent bodily impairment. now, two chapters later, as brent and 
Peter enter Snaky Swamp, the circumstances of this next concealment 
outside are even more difficult for brent to endure:

We were covered with hundreds of mosquitos. in an hour’s time they 

had so poisoned my flesh that i was a pitiful sight to behold. as the 

light increased, i saw snake after snake crawling round us. i had been 

accustomed to the sight of snakes all my life, but these were larger than 

any i had ever seen. . . . [T]he number of snakes increased so much that 

we were continually obliged to thrash them with sticks to keep them 

from crawling over us. (90–91)

in this feral nighttime eden, brent’s body is besieged by a variety of 
rabid life forms that desire to possess/consume black female flesh. The 
mosquitoes are numerous, poisonous, and relentless. The too-phallic 
snakes are equally plentiful, large beyond custom, and multiplying in 
number throughout the night. in this situation, circumstances render 
Peter, brent’s male companion in hiding, effectively demasculinized; he 
does (can do) nothing beyond what brent herself—not male, though dis-
guised as a male sailor—can do in attempting to keep the snakes away. 
The attacking mosquitoes and snakes within the confines of Snaky 
Swamp substitute for the slavocracy and its predatory representatives, 
particularly Dr. Flint, in the larger world outside the swamp.11 as with 
poisonous vermin within the swamp, poisonous human vermin outside 
the swamp are also driven to possess and consume the black female 
body.
 Traumatic as brent’s situation is as she hides in the swamp from 
whites who pursue her, she nonetheless crucially maintains the gentility  
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of the middle-class woman in her text despite her male clothing, telling 
readers that “even those large, venomous snakes were less dreadful to 
my imagination than the white men in that community called civilized” 
(91). brent discreetly implies the fearful reality that she would be raped 
by the white men should they succeed in their pursuit of her. brent’s 
qualifying of the term “white men” as “white men in that community 
called civilized” is carefully constructed for white female readers to 
include not all white men, but only an evil subset of Southern white 
men.
 brent does not want to travel to hide in the unnamed white wom-
an’s house, in the thicket of bushes, or in Snaky Swamp. She does not 
wish to travel to hide in the garret of her grandmother’s house. but, as 
Jacobs knows, any black female slave would be fortunate to have such 
destinations, indeed, to have any destination that would allow her to 
remain successfully concealed from her zealous pursuers. brent simul-
taneously inhabits multiple disenfranchised personae of cross-dressed 
black woman, fugitive slave, male sailor, threatened mother, and slave 
as she flees in terror from the close confinement and dangers of one 
Southern hiding place to another. if for a moment we interrupt this dis-
cussion and our reading of Incidents to view brent fearfully suspended 
in mid-flight, we see a compelling autobiographic representation of 
antebellum black female travel in the nineteenth-century U.S. South.
 readers who turned to Knight’s Journal in 1865—or at any time after 
its initial 1825 publication and its reprintings throughout the nineteenth 
century, including 1865—would have encountered a somewhat similar 
scene involving a woman’s unconventional nighttime travel. Knight 
recounts her journey with her guide John, a white man she had met 
and hired that day:

When we had ridd about an how’r, wee come into a thick swamp, wch. 

by reason of a great fogg, very much startled mee, it being now very 

Dark. but nothing dismay’d John: hee had encountered a thousand and 

a thousand such Swamps, having a Universall Knowledge in the woods; 

and readily answered all my inquiries wch. were not a few. (90)

Knight’s swamp, of course, differs from Jacobs’s by climate and region. 
also, Knight reaches this northern swamp in conditions of early autumn 
while brent hides in a Southern swamp in conditions of early summer. 
however, without diminishing these distinctions, Knight’s new eng-
land swamp compared to Jacobs’s depiction of Snaky Swamp appears 
plain and uninhabited. Where brent’s swamp experience was rife with 
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multiple images of the erect phallus—long proboscises of mosquitoes, 
enormous snakes, thrashing sticks, and sexually violent white men—
Knight’s swamp experience is virtually bereft of all images “by reason 
of fogg.” The strongest reaction that her swamp experience evokes from 
Knight is that it “very much startled” her, and only then because the fog 
obscures the sight of the swamp as Knight and John approach it.
 Unlike brent’s, Knight’s agency is such that she does not have to 
hide or even stop in the swamp. That agency extends to Knight’s selec-
tive observations of the swamp itself. While the swamp through which 
Knight traveled surely teemed with insects and reptiles, Knight has 
the privilege of disregarding them. She is on horseback and in transit. 
She is not the object of a hunt and indeed has voluntarily and without 
duress chosen to travel. each of these aspects helps exempt Knight 
from concerns of insects and reptiles. additionally, all of Knight’s 
unknowns—everything she does notice about the swamp—are “readily 
answered” by her practiced white male travel guide. her “inquiries wch. 
were not a few” are satisfied by John’s “Universall Knowledge in the 
woods.” Knight’s satirical remarks concerning the self-important nature 
of John’s knowledge (“hee had encountered a thousand and a thousand 
such Swamps”) should not obscure the representation of John as a white 
man with information and Knight as an inexperienced (read: genteel) 
white woman.12

 in Fanny Fern’s “Dark Days” (4 Dec. 1852, Olive	Branch), recently 
widowed Jane Grey cannot afford the care that would save the life of 
Charley, her sick son. after Charley’s death, on the way to “the ‘poor 
man’s lot,’” Jane Grey rides next to the sexton who drives the wagon 
holding Charley’s coffin. The funeral is attended only by Jane Grey and 
the sexton. The following occurs after the burial:

When the sexton touched her arm, and pointed to the wagon, she fol-

lowed him mechanically, and made no objection, when he said “he 

guessed he’d drive a little faster, now that the lad was out.” he looked 

at her once or twice, and thought it very odd that she didn’t cry; but he 

didn’t profess to understand women folks.

like brent’s journey to Snaky Swamp, Jane Grey’s nighttime travel 
also entails a traumatic destination, in this case her son’s burial, which 
is the object of the trip. however, Jane Grey travels in a wagon, not, 
like brent, on foot. Though she must remain outside for a time, she is 
not pursued, and she does not need to hide. The natural surroundings 
that Fern describes in “Dark Days” are as free of predators as Knight’s 
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swamp. Tragic as the representation of Jane Grey is, Fern can none-
theless accurately and without activating readers’ skeptical attention 
portray her as having the genteel privilege of taking no notice of such 
matters. indeed, in this scene Fern depicts no living things at all aside 
from the sexton and Jane Grey herself.
 as with John, Knight’s male guide, the sexton represents local self-
centered masculine authority. he performs his tasks adequately—driv-
ing the wagon, burying the coffin—but does no more than that. The 
sexton’s passing interest in Jane Grey, such as it is, registers her diver-
gence from gendered expectations (he “thought it very odd that she 
didn’t cry”). but that observation is immediately followed by his untrou-
bled and unexamined dismissal of her and of women in general (“he 
didn’t profess to understand women folks”). linda brent needs her male 
friend Peter to help plan her next concealment, accompany her to the 
swamp and back, and offer what protection he can in those fraught cir-
cumstances. however, Knight and Fern’s Jane Grey are less dependent 
in such situations, requiring men only to guide or to drive them and to 
perform these duties correctly. in their travels Knight and Jane Grey are 
represented as having more autonomy and less trepidation than linda 
brent. as they travel, their lack of worry regarding male violence, for 
instance, is reflected in the absence of multiple images of the phallus 
like those employed by Jacobs. Shielded by readily perceived identity 
markers of white female gentility, Knight and Jane Grey do not need 
additional protection from men, and they do not need to cross-dress or 
present themselves androgynously.
 This contrast may have seemed less absolute in the lives Fern and 
Jacobs lived outside their texts, particularly so because the two women 
knew each other.13 Joyce Warren interestingly aligns Fern’s and Jacobs’s 
situations, noting that “in desperation, Fanny Fern left her husband, just 
as harriet Jacobs fled rather than submit sexually to the master whom 
she despised” (Fanny	 Fern 303).14 Warren extends this association to 
argue that

a comparison of the two writers provides a significant comment on 

the position of women in nineteenth-century america: slave or free, 

women were dependent upon and answerable to men; without auton-

omy in society or in the home, their bodies and their children were not 

their own. (303)

i agree with Warren’s argument, up to a point. Certainly an under-
standing of women’s lives in the nineteenth-century United States must  
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foreground oppressive cultural forms and practices of patriarchy. Fur-
ther, it is likely that Willis herself would have been in agreement with 
Warren’s analysis. regarding the relationship between Fern and Jacobs, 
Warren quotes Thomas butler Gunn, a frequent guest in the Fern/Par-
ton household, who wrote that “Fern had told him that she felt a special 
obligation to harriet Jacobs, who, she said, was one of the few people 
who stuck by her when others did not” (223).
 however, i diverge from Warren’s conclusions in what i see as her 
less convincing grouping of all nineteenth-century U.S. women in the 
broad category of “slave or free.” as much as Warren is correct regarding 
female dependence, autonomy, and disenfranchisement, it is, i would 
argue, an oversimplification to speak even momentarily in terms of 
“slave or free.” Put another way, to privilege gender over race places an  
undue emphasis on gender that necessarily diminishes the crucial role 
of race. Willis’s sustained honoring of Jacobs’s loyalty to her at a very 
vulnerable time when she had few supporters indeed speaks well of 
both Willis and Jacobs, and of their beliefs, practices, and values.15 
Without at all trivializing those admirable connections between Wil-
lis and Jacobs, however, i maintain that Fern’s representation of Jane 
Grey in “Dark Days” (to cite just one example) interrogates discourses of 
power regarding gender while at the same time unexaminedly uphold-
ing assumptions concerning constructions of race.
 Such partial scrutiny regarding gender but not race is also displayed 
by alcott in Hospital	Sketches. alcott’s unimpeachable abolitionist cre-
dentials should not be read as guaranteeing the presence of a con-
sciousness regarding race and its constructions. in Hospital	 Sketches, 
Tribulation Periwinkle, on her way to nurse in the Civil War hospital, 
records the last stage of her journey from new england:

Washington.—it was dark when we arrived; and, but for the presence 

of another friendly gentleman, i should have yielded myself a helpless 

prey to the first overpowering hackman, who insisted that i wanted to 

go just where i didn’t. Putting me into the conveyance i belonged in, 

my escort added to the obligation by pointing out the objects of inter-

est which we passed in our long drive. Though i’d often been told that 

Washington was a spacious place, its visible magnitude quite took my 

breath away. (17)

While alcott constructs Trib’s travel by train and steamboat as vexing, 
she also represents the difficulties and frustrations of a woman traveling 
alone as fairly easy to negotiate. because Trib’s travel is not desperate 
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or life-threatening, alcott can employ humor and have its usage cor-
respond with the nature of Trib’s travel experiences. When Trib arrives 
at her intermediate destination, she then comically exaggerates her sta-
tus as a woman traveling alone, referring to herself as “helpless prey.” 
by representing Trib to her readers as “prey,” alcott allows them to 
perceive Trib as a genteel white woman unable to politely contradict a 
domineering, working-class man. The worst thing that such an “over-
powering man” could do to Trib in this scene as it is constructed is to 
drive her to an incorrect, but by implication still entirely safe, destina-
tion. like Jacobs’s linda brent, Trib also has an intermediate destina-
tion in her journey; unlike brent, however, the most serious danger that 
awaits Trib when she arrives at that destination is an imagined officious 
white man.
 With “helpless prey,” alcott employs vocabulary and definitions that 
culturally and experientially diverge sharply from those in Jacobs’s 
lexicon. The “overpowering” men whom Trib fears and their potential 
“insist[ing] that i wanted to go just where i didn’t” also derive from this 
linguistic/cultural location. Such language is only lightly freighted for 
alcott and, by implication, for readers. if we were to transfer these 
exact phrases from alcott’s Hospital	Sketches into Jacobs’s Incidents, their 
meanings would be transformed from humorous to life-threatening and 
dire.
 Trib’s male companion, “another friendly gentleman,” is as knowl-
edgeable as Knight’s guide John. he conducts Trib to the proper vehicle 
and then instructs and entertains her on their extended nighttime trip. 
not only does Trib not have to hide on her journey, but the natural 
world that she experiences on this part of her travels is “spacious,” not 
enclosed or rife with dangers. indeed, it is in the language of sightsee-
ing that Trib comments on the “visible magnitude [which] quite took my 
breath away.” The nature she experiences is so broad as to dazzle her—it 
is impressive and not in the least alarming.
 it is in edmonds’s Nurse	and	Spy that a white woman’s nighttime 
travel bears more resemblance to linda brent’s fraught journey. in the 
scene quoted below, edmonds has been passing to her Union army 
employers as a man, “Frank Thompson.” as Frank Thompson, she plans 
to next adopt the disguise of “an irish female peddler” (147) in order 
to infiltrate a Confederate army camp. like brent in the scene above, 
edmonds is a woman on foot, cross-dressing as a man in order to travel 
with her identity concealed. 
 edmonds’s intended disguise as an irish woman invites critical spec-
ulation regarding gender and ethnicity. as David roediger and others 
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have discussed, mainstream nineteenth-century U.S. culture regularly 
conjectured about what was then commonly classified as the Catholic 
irish “race,” making frequent raced black/irish comparisons and in gen-
eral “call[ing] the whiteness of the irish into question” (133).16 edmonds 
thus portrays herself entering the swamp in a disguise in which she has 
been perceived as a white man, intending to emerge from the swamp 
the next morning in a disguise in which, if successful, she will be per-
ceived as a non-white woman.
 edmonds sets out to “spend the night in the swamp, as the only safe 
retreat,” planning in the morning to “ask admission [at the Confeder-
ate camp] as one of the fugitives . . . flying from the approach of the 
yankees” (148). On her way to Chickahominy Swamp, edmonds crosses 
the river and then “fear[s] the consequences of spending the night in 
wet clothing, especially in that malaria-infested region” (149). She sub-
sequently becomes “delirious” as she endures a feverish night in the 
swamp:

The remembrance of the sufferings of that night seem to be written 

upon my memory “as with a pen of iron.” There i was, all alone, sur-

rounded by worse, yes, infinitely worse, than wild beasts—by blood-

thirsty savages—who considered death far too good for those who were 

in the employment of the U.S. Government. That night i was attacked 

by severe chills—chills beyond description, or even conception, except 

by those who have experienced the freezing sensation of a genuine 

ague chill. During the latter part of the night the other extreme pre-

sented itself, and it seemed as if i should roast alive. . . . my mind began 

to wander, and i became quite delirious. There seemed to be the hor-

rors of a thousand deaths concentrated around me; i was tortured by 

fiends of every conceivable shape and magnitude. Oh, how it makes me 

shudder to recall the scenes which my imagination conjured up during 

those dark weary hours! morning at last came, and i was aroused from 

the horrible night-mare which had paralyzed my senses through the 

night, by the roar of cannon and the screaming of shell through the 

forest. (149–50)

recording her harrowing “remembrance of the sufferings of that night” 
that “seem to be written upon my memory ‘as with a pen of iron’” 
causes edmonds still to “shudder.” Such heightened emotional language 
as well as her physically delicate response to her recollections under-
scores edmonds’s female gentility. Despite her long-term cross-dressing 
and autonomous, solo female journey, edmonds represents herself as a 
genteel woman extensively traumatized by nighttime travel.
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 edmonds’s experience in this scene aligns provocatively with brent’s 
night in the swamp. both women are dressed as men, in hiding, and 
surrounded by white male enemies. neither sleeps or feels safe; both 
wake to sounds of danger. Further, both Snaky Swamp and Chickahom-
iny Swamp are feral, natural locations rife with elements (mosquitoes, 
snakes, ague, and fever) that cause physical agony.
 linda brent has a male companion with her (as do, for that matter, 
Sarah Kemble Knight with John, her guide; Fanny Fern’s Jane Grey 
with the sexton; and louisa may alcott’s Tribulation Periwinkle with the 
“friendly gentleman”), and edmonds technically does not. yet i would 
argue that the text provides material for a reading of “Frank Thomp-
son”—edmonds’s male persona—as her male companion in this scene. 
edmonds first inhabited the persona of Frank Thompson when, at age 
seventeen, she ran away from home disguised as a boy in order to 
avoid marriage. later, having continued to live as Frank Thompson, 
she enlisted as a private in the Union army under the name Franklin 
Thompson. Successfully disguised as a man, she fought in the war for 
two years. The access to masculine agency gained by Frank Thomp-
son allowed him potentially to serve edmonds as effectively as brent’s 
companion, Peter, was able to aid brent. That is to say, just as Peter was 
of very limited help to brent in Snaky Swamp, so Frank Thompson is 
equally unsuccessful in helping edmonds in Chickahominy Swamp.
 edmonds’s night in Chickahominy Swamp concludes very differ-
ently than did brent’s night in Snaky Swamp. brent’s experience was 
so traumatic that she and Peter left earlier than they had planned for 
brent’s new hiding place in her grandmother’s garret. edmonds, how-
ever, in Chickahominy Swamp the next morning, catches sight of her 
“irish costume,” thinks about her preparations for that disguise, and as 
“the perfect absurdity of my position rushed over my mind . . . it made 
me for the moment forget my lamentable condition, and with one 
uncontrollable burst of laughter i made that swamp resound in a man-
ner which would have done credit to a person under happier circum-
stances, and in a better state of health” (150). edmonds’s spontaneous, 
ringing laughter effectively recasts what she had described as her “suf-
ferings” of the previous night. What prompts this laughter is her recog-
nition of the “perfect absurdity of [her] position”—that is, ostensibly that 
she, a white woman, had been planning to pass as irish. Disturbing as 
her night in the swamp had been, edmonds rebounds with an implicit 
identification with her whiteness (i.e., her non-irishness) which leads to 
her quick turn to humor. like Knight and alcott, edmonds successfully 
uses humor to mediate stated difficulties of white women’s nighttime 
travel. 
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 it is here that the correspondence between brent’s travel and 
edmonds’s travel breaks apart. in Incidents, Jacobs cannot use humor to 
mediate brent’s night in Snaky Swamp primarily because nothing about 
it is comical. When brent leaves the swamp, her life is in danger: she is a 
fugitive female slave, cross-dressed as a man, walking disguised among 
people she knows, on her way to an unimaginable seven-year confine-
ment. Where edmonds erupts into an “uncontrollable burst of laugh-
ter,” brent will have little to laugh about indeed over the next seven  
years.
 yet the reasons for and implications of similarities between the female 
travels of brent and edmonds need not be dismissed. edmonds is like 
and yet unlike brent. Cross-dressed as a white man, Frank Thompson, 
edmonds for years lived in constant peril. had her female identity been 
exposed, edmonds would have been in immediate danger. edmonds’s 
daily life of anxious vulnerability thus shares aspects of brent’s daily 
life. i do not wish to overstate this general correspondence. edmonds’s 
position—a white woman passing as a white man—was largely her own 
choice and of her own making. brent’s position—a black female slave 
subject to arbitrary domination of Southern white men and women—
was forced upon her. yet we can nonetheless see the nature of brent’s 
and edmonds’s different, vexed identities mirrored in their nighttime 
travel experiences.
 Sarah Kemble Knight, Fanny Fern’s Jane Grey, and louisa may 
alcott’s Tribulation Periwinkle are all genteel white women readily 
perceived as such by strangers they encounter in their travels. The 
nighttime travel experiences of each of them, as discussed above, are 
uncommon yet still fundamentally safe. in their nighttime travel scenes, 
edmonds and brent are, respectively, a white woman perceived as a 
white man and a black woman perceived as a black man. Unlike Knight,  
Jane Grey, and Tribulation Periwinkle, brent and edmonds travel on 
foot. edmonds’s nighttime travel experience is uncommon and harrow-
ing; brent’s nighttime travel experience is uncommon and significantly 
traumatic. While not at all equating edmonds with brent, i wish to 
underscore that in these similar passages of women’s nighttime travel, 
it is only when a white woman is secretly cross-dressed as a man that 
moments of her life are even marginally close to the dangers of a black 
woman’s life.
 in the autobiographic representations of the self that appear in 
these passages from the texts under discussion, only linda brent and 
S. emma e. edmonds, both cross-dressed as men, must conceal them-
selves in the dangerous wild. beyond that, however, only brent is com-
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pelled by circumstances to travel to an outside location that, reflective 
of the nature of the dangers her experience has taught her to anticipate, 
is overwhelmingly phallic. and only brent’s travel leads her to fur-
ther disabling concealment and danger. Taken separately and together, 
these passages demonstrate that a black woman’s (self-) representa-
tions borrow from, but also necessarily and fundamentally revise, white 
female authors’ treatment of topics such as gentility, cross-dressing, and 
travel.
 Discussing black women’s autobiographical writings, lauren berlant 
argues:

it is always the autobiographer’s task to negotiate her specificity into 

a spectacular interiority worthy of public notice. but the minority sub-

ject who circulates in a majoritarian public sphere occupies a specific 

contradiction: insofar as she is exemplary, she has distinguished herself 

from the collective stereotype; and, at the same time, she is also read as 

a kind of foreign national, an exotic representative of her alien “people” 

who reports to the dominant culture about collective life in the crevices 

of national existence. This warp in the circulation of identity is central 

to the public history of african american women, for whom coerced 

sexualization has been a constitutive relay between national experience 

and particular bodies. (“The Queen of america” 100)

in well-known parts of Incidents that are prominent in the critical 
record, Jacobs is correctly read as very much “negotiat[ing] her speci-
ficity into a spectacular interiority worthy of public notice.” her text’s 
record of her extraordinary seven-year concealment along with her 
fairly open discussion of sex with a white man has indeed made her “an 
exotic representation” of nineteenth-century african american women. 
however, in an attempt to diminish middle-class white female readers’ 
identification of her as non-normative, Jacobs portrays brent’s behavior 
once she has escaped from the Southern slavocracy as typically genteel. 
When brent is in the north as a fugitive slave, she is constructed as cir-
cumstantially better able to adhere to standards of (white) middle-class 
female behavior because she is physically away from the slavocracy. 
Once out of the South and more removed from the sexual violence of 
slavery, brent is depicted as genteelly normative. This is not to sug-
gest that Jacobs aligns brent with whiteness but that, significantly, she 
portrays brent as genteel after and despite her transgressive sexual 
experiences in the slavocracy. as Stephen matterson argues, “for her 
contemporary readers Jacobs’s destabilization of the womanly virtues 
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would be less striking than her appropriation of them, her assumption 
that they are ideals equally available to her and equally relevant to her” 
(86). in Incidents, slavery leads to violation of a black woman’s body 
and forces the woman temporarily to modify her behavior, but it cannot 
permanently alter her gentility.
 Jacobs’s text reflects the even more extensive obstacles to auto-
biographical writing confronted by women whose race, class, and/or 
sexuality mark them as multiply transgressive. i turn to Jacobs’s text 
in my final chapter because of its status as the primary canonical text 
by a nineteenth-century african american woman, a work accurately 
described by Carby as “the most sophisticated, sustained narrative dis-
section of the conventions of true womanhood by a black author before 
emancipation” (47).17 indeed, Incidents is by all measures the object of 
more critical consideration than any of the other texts in this study. 
Placing the primary black female autobiographical text of the U.S. nine-
teenth century in relation to other, lesser-known white women’s auto-
biographical texts provides a fundamental display of what whiteness 
enables. as Carby valuably observes, “Jacobs used the material circum-
stances of her life to critique conventional standards of female behavior 
and to question their relevance and applicability to the experience of 
black women” (47).
 Such a display is important to this book because it uncovers privi-
leges accorded to and unrecognized by U.S. nineteenth-century middle-
class white women. Critical whiteness studies have labeled this “white 
skin privilege.” birgit bander rasmussen et al. define the term as “the 
many ways in which whiteness signifies and underwrites various kinds 
of social, political, and economic advantages” (2–3).18 Whiteness, of 
course, did not necessarily allow white middle-class women to live with  
any degree of autonomy given the location of whiteness “within a larger 
system of oppressive and normalizing structures” (Stokes 13).19 but 
whiteness did make it very unlikely that, for instance, a white middle-
class woman would be publicly whipped or that her children would be 
born into slavery. When Jacobs’s text is positioned next to other texts 
in this study, the whiteness that was previously less visible comes 
strongly and swiftly into focus. With Jacobs’s text at hand, whiteness 
emerges conspicuously as the default race in Knight’s, Fern’s, alcott’s, 
and edmonds’s texts. indeed, it is in texts such as these that whiteness 
is “so ubiquitous and entrenched as to appear natural and normative” 
(rasmussen et al. 10). Correspondingly, the fraught attempts by women 
under discussion in this study to write the self appear—suddenly and 
obviously—as white women’s attempts.
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 With the privilege to be unmindful of one’s race, women whose 
skin color allows them to be perceived as members of the dominant 
race identify themselves as female and their behavior and assump-
tions as middle-class, but they are very rarely concerned in their texts 
with identifying themselves as white.20 Such women presumptively and 
unconsciously understand that their whiteness is the ultimate cultural 
identity indication. rasmussen et al. compellingly argue that whiteness 
“operates as the unmarked norm against which other identities are 
marked and racialized, the seemingly un-raced center of a racialized 
world” (10). Knight, Fern, alcott, edmonds, livermore, and Wittenmyer 
are correspondingly unaware that their middle-class whiteness at all 
times supplies them with cultural advantage. instead, they are alert 
to what does/does not happen to them because they are perceived as 
female. introducing Jacobs’s Incidents into this group of texts illumi-
nates privileges of whiteness because Jacobs clearly understands that 
whether she is in the north or South, she is always perceived first as 
black. as she well knows, everything that happens to her during her 
lifetime occurs because she is black.21

 at the same moment that other texts in this study were being pub-
lished (or, in the case of Knight’s Journal, republished), Jacobs’s text 
was struggling its way into existence. The slow progress of the writing 
and the delayed publication of Incidents resulted from obstacles linked 
directly to race. Given Incidents’s canonical presence, it is ironic that, 
much more so than other texts in this study, the idea of Jacobs’s text 
and the text itself emerged slowly. at first, Jacobs planned to dictate her 
experiences to harriet beecher Stowe. She initiated contact with Stowe 
through Cornelia Grinnell Willis and also asked if Stowe would “permit 
Jacobs’ daughter louisa to accompany her [on a planned trip] to eng-
land as a ‘representative southern slave’” (yellin, “Written by herself” 
482). Jacobs “had saved enough from her wages to pay her daughter’s 
expenses” (yellin, Harriet	Jacobs	120). Stowe’s raced response was nega-
tive on all counts. She refused to take louisa with her, fearing that, 
as Jacobs wrote to white abolitionist amy Post, “it would be much 
care to her to take louisa . . . and she was afraid that if her situation 
as a Slave should be known it would subject her to much petting and 
patronizing . . . and [mrs. Stowe] was very much opposed to it with this 
class of people” (qtd. in yellin, Harriet	Jacobs 121). additionally, Stowe 
questioned the veracity of Jacobs’s experiences and then suggested that 
if they were true, she would use them in The	Key	to	Uncle	Tom’s	Cabin, 
which she was then writing. When Jacobs resisted this idea, her subse-
quent letters as well as Willis’s to Stowe went unanswered. Jacobs “later 
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expressed her racial outrage” in another letter to Post, criticizing Stowe’s 
response and writing, “Well, what a pity we poor blacks can’t have the 
firmness and stability of character that you white people have!” (yellin, 
“Written by herself” 483).
 after Stowe and Jacobs failed to agree on a collaboration, Jacobs, 
though fearing that she would relive the painful past as she wrote, 
decided to write the narrative herself.22 Once she completed the book in 
1858, Jacobs “spent several years trying to find a publisher” (Foster 59)  
in england and in the United States. “Jacobs’s account was so original 
and striking that they [publishers] required more than the usual endorse-
ments by others” (59), such as “an endorsement from [her employer, 
nathaniel Parker] Willis or Stowe” (yellin, “Written by herself” 483). 
Jacobs wrote to amy Post “that Stowe’s devastating rejections made her 
‘tremble at the thought of approaching another satellite of so great 
magnitude’” (yellin, Harriet	Jacobs 140). lydia maria Child’s agreement 
to write a preface to the manuscript resulted in Incidents’s finally being 
published in the United States in 1861 and in england in 1862.23 The 
last-minute bankruptcy of Jacobs’s publishers, Thayer and eldridge, 
so threatened the book’s publication that “apparently using what was 
left of her savings, Jacobs paid half the price outright and bought the 
[previously cast stereotype] plates. Somehow—doubtless with Child’s 
help, perhaps with the aid of Cornelia Willis’s publisher friend James T. 
Fields—she arranged to have her book printed and bound” (143). The 
eight years that bridge Jacobs’s decision to write her story and the pub-
lication of Incidents began with Stowe’s raced response and ended only 
once a preface had been successfully solicited from a well-known white 
female abolitionist and once the black female writer working as a nurse-
maid had emptied her life savings.
 The slow progress of Incidents—the writing and publication of which 
extends a year beyond the time of Jacobs’s seven-year concealment—
marks the pivotal role of whiteness in the writing and publication his-
tories of other texts in this study. For instance, though Knight’s Journal 
remained unpublished in her lifetime, Knight was able to write it in a 
timely fashion and circulate it privately. Once economic desperation 
had forced Sara Willis to turn to publication, she wrote prolifically, 
and her writing began to be published regularly. Within the space of a 
year, alcott nursed in the Civil War hospital, kept a journal, contracted 
typhoid, nearly died, used the journal to write Hospital	 Sketches, and 
successfully arranged for the book’s publication. edmonds wrote and 
arranged for prompt publication of Nurse	 and	 Spy despite having to 
conceal her wartime cross-dressing in the text. Though the writing 
and publication of all these texts involved various modifications and 
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concealments, none of them reflect the extensive raced delays seen in 
Jacobs’s writing and publication of Incidents	in	the	Life	of	a	Slave	Girl.
 i do not at all suggest that white women discussed in this study 
experienced an effortless entrance into the nineteenth-century U.S. 
print market as a result of their whiteness. as i have argued throughout 
this study, virtually all women encountered a range of arbitrary bar-
riers in their attempts to write and publish their work. Such gender-
specific, culturally sanctioned impediments were indeed characteristic 
of the nineteenth-century U.S. literary marketplace. Whiteness offered 
no assurance of or easy access to publication for the woman writer. 
however, the female author perceived as nonwhite confronted and con-
tended with an even more formidable and heightened mix of obstacles 
regarding writing and publication of her work.
 Jacobs’s recognition of the agency located in whiteness and female 
middle-class gentility is signaled in her representation of the first and 
second mrs. bruce and their relationships with brent, which enact 
Jacobs’s desired constellation of gender, class, and race. as Carby notes, 
“Jacobs’s position as a domestic servant contrasted with the lives of the 
white women who surrounded and befriended her” (48). at various 
points in the text, the first and second mrs. bruce compassionately pro-
vide brent with clothing, respect, and sympathy. Though brent is a black 
nursemaid and they are genteel white women, the beliefs and actions 
of both women are repeatedly correspondent with brent’s beliefs and 
actions. The text’s constructions of each mrs. bruce are representations 
of what brent can be (female, kind, conventional, maternal) and what 
she cannot be (white, privileged, relatively ignorant of social injustices). 
brent’s alignment with each mrs. bruce allows Jacobs to repeatedly rep-
resent her self as a normative, genteel woman.
 This association is significantly enacted when brent learns that Dr. 
Flint has once again discovered her whereabouts and sent his agents 
after her. brent “immediately informed mrs. bruce of my danger, and 
she took prompt measures for my safety” (150).24 in an attempt to safe-
guard brent from being abducted and forcibly returned to slavery, mrs. 
bruce sends brent away from home, and “this generous, sympathizing 
lady proposed that i should carry her baby away” (150). according to 
brent, mrs. bruce explains, “‘it is better for you to have baby with you, 
linda; for if they get on your track, they will be obliged to bring the 
child to me; and then, if there is a possibility of saving you, you shall be 
saved’” (150).
 mrs. bruce appears to be at her most maternally sacrificing in this 
passage. She provides brent with, as Caroline levander points out, “a 
surrogate motherhood” (37) by giving her child to a fugitive from the 
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law, a woman who is in very real danger of being apprehended by Dr. 
Flint’s agents. Jacobs emphasizes the maternal nature of mrs. bruce’s 
sacrifice as brent exclaims that “few mothers would have consented to 
have one of their own babes become a fugitive, for the sake of the poor, 
hunted nurse, on whom the legislators of the country had let loose the 
bloodhounds!” (150). viewing mrs. bruce’s action through the lens of 
motherhood is accurate, up to a point. however, a racially contextual-
ized reading brings this scene more clearly into focus.
 When mrs. bruce hands her baby to brent, she participates in a 
long-standing tradition of white women turning to black women to care 
for their children. additionally, it is implicitly clear that in lending her 
child to brent, mrs. bruce is correctly confident of at least two cultural 
arrangements: that a black woman is always potentially in danger while 
in public and that the white child of a middle-class mother will very 
rarely be. my intention here is not to diminish mrs. bruce’s acts as much 
as it is to clarify them. in my reading of this scene, mrs. bruce’s most 
significant “generosity and sympathy” (150) emerge from her (white) 
recognition of brent as a hunted black woman (“‘for if they get on your 
track’” [150])—that is, her ability to at least partially comprehend brent’s 
dire raced situation despite her very limited resources for understand-
ing that situation.
 Further, the abstract cultural value given to mrs. bruce’s white baby 
contrasts starkly with the crude, monetary price assigned to brent’s 
mixed-race children. Social and cultural arrangements that protect mrs. 
bruce’s child are recognized by brent/Jacobs and mrs. bruce. The raced 
differences between these women are harshly apparent in the irony 
that brent, of course, cannot legally keep her own children, much less 
lend them to others. Though brent is the mother of her children by 
standards (biological and otherwise) on which the culture relies, her 
children are nonetheless not hers to keep or give. however, by recogniz-
ing and responding to brent as a woman in need (and so lending brent 
her child and thus her motherhood status), mrs. bruce reinforces the 
alignment upon which brent and she implicitly concur: that brent is a 
normative, genteel woman who is black.
 This identity is put to the test in yet another travel scene in Inci-
dents. During the same steamboat journey with mrs. bruce referenced 
earlier, brent goes to supper in a room with other nurses (“thirty or 
forty nurses were there, of a great variety of nations. . . . i was the only 
nurse tinged with the blood of africa”) and their child charges. a seating 
problem regarding brent immediately occurs:
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a young man, who had the ordering of things, took the circuit of the 

table two or three times, and finally pointed me to a seat at the lower 

end of it. as there was but one chair, i sat down and took the child in 

my lap. Whereupon the young man came to me and said, in the bland-

est manner possible, “Will you please to seat the little girl in the chair, 

and stand behind it and feed her? after they have done, you will be 

shown to the kitchen, where you will have a good supper.” This was 

the climax! i found it hard to preserve my self-control, when i looked 

round, and saw women who were nurses, as i was, and only one shade 

lighter in complexion, eyeing me with a defiant look, as if my pres-

ence were a contamination. however, i said nothing. i quietly took 

the child in my arms, went to our room, and refused to go to the table 

again. (137)

in this scene brent’s class status is carefully aligned with that of others 
in this large (“thirty or forty nurses”) group. They are all women, nurse-
maids, and employees. brent’s african blood is characterized as just one 
example of the “great variety of nations” represented. The rejection of 
these commonalities by the young man and the other women puts pres-
sure on brent’s self-definition. brent’s self-perceived membership in 
this assembly of women and their individual and group rejection of her 
(“eyeing me with a defiant look, as if my presence were a contamina-
tion”) paradoxically imply brent’s conventional female identity: she is 
a woman behaving according to female cultural scripts traveling among 
women who are not.
 but more is at issue here in terms of identity. it is brent’s similarity 
to these other female nursemaids—separated by “only one shade lighter 
in complexion”—and their rejection of that similarity that threatens 
her self-control. That same similarity threatens the other women’s self-
definitions. For each woman in this scene, her perception of a coherent 
self rests uneasily on that one shade of color. When brent, seeing the  
group’s rejection of her, finds “it hard to preserve my self-control,” she 
precariously retains her ability to claim a self. To lose self-control is  
to release the momentarily coherent self, that is, to lose self-coherence. 
That potential loss of discipline would, it is implied, take the form of 
unruly, unregulated speech. rejecting such unmodified speech (“how-
ever, i said nothing”) and its attendant self-disruption, brent preserves 
the self by leaving the scene and refusing to go back. To return would be 
to yield her self-definition to others or to again risk losing self-control, 
devastating to her perception of her self as genteel.
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 being read as other than white disrupts Jacobs and Incidents. The 
ways that Jacobs’s text was written, published, and read all differ from 
those of the other texts under discussion in this study. Whatever the 
circumstance, Jacobs’s/brent’s complexion and its scrutiny by others 
always proclaimed her as black and complicated her self-representa-
tion. as berlant has written, “[f]or Jacobs, writing before emancipation, 
the nation as a category of experience is an archive of painful anecdotes, 
bitter feelings, and precise measurements of civic failure” (“The Queen 
of america” 107). as this study documents, Sarah Kemble Knight, Fanny 
Fern, louisa may alcott, S. emma. e. edmonds, mary livermore, and 
annie Turner Wittenmyer struggled—painfully, contradictorily, com-
pellingly—with their autobiographic identities and with gender repre-
sentation. yet of all these women and in all their texts, only harriet 
Jacobs/linda brent—genteelly dressed and just one shade darker in 
complexion—must walk out of a room full of women, her lips pressed 
tightly together, in order to retain her self.



n o t e s

I n t r o d U c t I o n

 1. For Ruth	Hall’s mixed reception, see Warren’s introduction to Ruth	Hall.
 2. For provocative discussion of the normative and its restrictive implication, 
and of conservative gay and lesbian politics, see Warner.
 3. as amy Kaplan writes, “The ‘cult of domesticity,’ the ideology of ‘separate 
spheres,’ and the ‘culture of sentiment’ have together provided a productive para-
digm for understanding the work of white women writers in creating a middle-class 
american culture in the nineteenth century. most studies of this paradigm have 
revealed the permeability of the border that separates the spheres, demonstrating 
that the private feminized space of the home both infused and bolstered the public 
male arena of the market, and that the sentimental values attached to maternal in-
fluence were used to sanction women’s entry into the wider civic realm from which 
those same values theoretically excluded them. more recently, scholars have argued 
that the extension of female sympathy across social divides could violently reinforce 
the very racial and class hierarchies that sentimentality claims to dissolve” (581). 
also, as Shirley Samuels writes, scholars have recently tried to arrive at “a more 
thoroughly situated and engaged sense of how sentimental texts produce effects and 
how social and cultural meanings are embodied” (8). For a retrospective on Welter’s 
work and scholarly responses to it, see Kelley, Commentary. For a useful summary 
of the “Cult of True Womanhood,” see Saulsbury.
 4. See Gollin’s Annie	Adams	Fields.
 5. See baym’s “Delia bacon: hawthorne’s last heroine” and “Delia bacon, his-
tory’s Odd Woman Out.”
 6. examples in this section are drawn from Cornell University’s indispensable 
site Making	of	America. See http://cdl.library.cornell.edu/moa/.
 7. lehuu provides compelling discussion of visual texts in Godey’s	Lady’s	Book. 
also, ballier, though concerned with conventional illustrations of women in post–
Civil War periodicals, documents the diversifying of women’s professional activities 
against continuing normative female representations in the press.
 8. For discussion of illustrations that appeared following maria bickford’s mur-
der, see halttunen, especially 182–83. bickford’s death was multiply and variously 
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trivialized. her murderer’s “fans . . . applauded at his verdict of ‘not guilty’ . . . and 
wax figures of both murderer and victim were displayed by a traveling wax museum, 
which advertised that the dress and jewelry adorning its model . . . had actually be-
longed to the victim” (haltunnen 88).

c h a p t e r  1

 1. See michaelsen’s summary of the Journal’s publication history (33–34).
 2. margolies provides crucial information regarding dates, authenticity, and ver-
sions of the journal in the nineteenth century.
 3. balkun briefly discusses Dwight’s publishing of Knight’s text.
 4. For criticism of the Journal, see arner; Derounian; Derounian-Stodola; margo-
lies; Seelye 292–309; Spengemann 39–44; and Julia Stern (“To relish”). To summarize 
disparate readings, buell characterizes Knight’s text as travel narrative and humor 
writing (283, 377); michaelsen and Stern as a chronicle of class, etiquette, and con-
sumption; Spengemann as related to works by John bunyan and aphra behn; and 
Derounian-Stodola as picaresque narrative (“The new england Frontier”).
 5. biographical information used here is largely drawn from bush’s introduc-
tion. See especially 69–70.
 6. See Shields’s discussion of women’s reading and literary interests (“eigh-
teenth-Century” 460–65).
 7. From Sarah Kemble Knight, The	Journal	of	Madam	Knight, in William l. an-
drews et al., eds., Journeys	in	New	Worlds. all subsequent references are to this edi-
tion.
 8. Dwight’s musings on travel and landscape changes are echoed two years later 
in Sedgwick’s Hope	Leslie (1827). See especially chapters 6 and 8.
 9. For discussion of authorship and publication in the nineteenth-century Unit-
ed States, see Charvat’s foundational study. also see hackel and Kelly for essays 
responding to Charvat’s work.
 10. See Caesar’s examination of U.S. travel abroad.
 11. imbarrato lists popular tourist guides of the time (33). She also notes that 
Dwight wrote three tourist guidebooks (all published after his edition of the Jour-
nal).
 12. See imbarrato’s comprehensive bibliography, 231–45.
 13. margolies’s essay, essential reading for students of Knight’s text, cites these 
responses.
 14. Felt’s Annals	of	Salem (1827) was one of hawthorne’s primary sources for The	
House	of	the	Seven	Gables. See Kesselring.
 15. Dwight’s letter was written to Charles Deane in 1846 in response to Deane’s 
letter concerning the authenticity of Knight’s text. Thirty years later, at the Decem-
ber 1877 meeting of the massachusetts historical Society, Deane read Dwight’s letter 
to the group; it was subsequently incorporated into their minutes, which were pub-
lished annually. according to the minutes, “mr. Dwight’s prompt reply put to rest all 
doubts as to the genuineness of this quaint production, and some extracts from his 
letter were published in the ‘boston evening Transcript,’ of January 6, 1847,—that is, 
a few days after it was received” (“December meeting” 388).
 16. Charles Deane is not to be confused with William r. Deane, who edited an 
edition of Knight’s text, though the two were close friends (margolies 27).
 17. as i focus on the nineteenth-century United States, i do not discuss later 
editions of the journal. however, Winship’s introduction to the 1920 edition reflects 
continued evolution of Knight (“the plump mistress . . . [with an] independent mind 
and energetic, withal somewhat feminist, character” [v]) and her text.
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 18. For further biographical information regarding Crocker, see ruth rosenberg. 
For discussion of Crocker’s life and writing, see Post. For brief discussion of Crocker 
and excerpts from her work, see harris; and Westbrook and Westbrook.
 19. by 1825 Crocker knew of Knight’s journal and provided information concern-
ing it. See Historical	Magazine	&	American	Notes	&	Queries (341).
 20. excerpts from Knight’s Journal in The	Museum	of	Foreign	Literature	and	Sci-
ence were reprinted from those published a year earlier in the british Blackwood’s	
Edinburgh	Magazine (margolies 29).
 21. Of seventy-four notes to learned’s edition, fourteen are written by others 
(e.g., William r. Deane); twenty-seven are quoted from books learned cites; eight 
translate vernacular or archaic language; and twenty-two are factual explanations. 
Only three are learned’s opinionated commentary.
 22. Unlike learned, Knight criticizes the blurring of racialized boundaries: “but 
[whites are] too indulgent (especially the farmers) to their slaves: suffering too great 
familiarity from them, permitting them to sit at Table and eat with them, (as they 
say to save time,) and into the dish goes the black hoof as freely as the white hand” 
(104–5).
 23. margolies writes that the unverified story of Franklin as Knight’s student 
originated with Crocker. See 26n8.
 24. Saar describes Tyler’s text: “Spanning over one hundred and fifty years, and 
describing the works of almost one hundred and fifty writers, A	History	of	American	
Literature is remarkable in its thoroughness.” Further, “the comprehensiveness and 
accuracy of Tyler’s research enabled scholars to survey, for the first time, the whole 
of early american literature” (247).
 25. See vanderbilt on Tyler and his work.
 26. howells wrote the “editor’s Study” feature of Harper’s from January 1886 
to march 1892. For howells’s collected “editor’s Study” columns, see Simpson. 
(howells’s authorship of the “editor’s Study” feature is well-known. however, to my 
knowledge, i am the first to point to howells’s commentary on Knight.)
 27. This volume was published by Charles l. Webster and Company, the pub-
lishing firm of mark Twain. The series was well-received but failed to make enough 
profit, contributing to the company’s bankruptcy and Twain’s own financial difficul-
ties.
 28. references to Knight’s journal appear regularly in nineteenth-century U.S. 
periodicals and books. While i do not cite every reference, i attempt to provide 
sufficient examples to demonstrate this appearance across the nineteenth century. 
Cornell’s Making	of	America site (http://cdl.library.cornell.edu/moa/) is an indis-
pensable source for such references.
 29. in trial transcripts Thomas Shephard, alarmed by hutchinson’s speech, tell-
ingly employs a travel metaphor regarding this “verye dayngerous Woman.” Sheph-
ard criticizes “the Flewentness of her Tonge and her Willingness to open herselfe 
and to divulge her Opinions and to sowe her seed in us that are but highway side” 
(hall, Antinomian 353). For Shephard, when hutchinson speaks (“the Flewentness 
of her Tonge”), she commands the main road, crowding Puritan leaders off to the 
side. i thank allison Giffen for bringing this section of the transcripts to my atten-
tion.
 30. See Kamensky’s historical and linguistic treatment of hutchinson, the Salem 
trials, and transgressive female speech in new england, especially 71–81, 150–79. 
Some women accused as witches during the delusion were, like Knight, married 
women managing business or property while their husbands were away. Witchcraft 
accusations were a way of gaining property at a time when the state had lost its char-
ter and legal authority to resolve property disputes. Familial and civic circumstances 
of these women led to disruptive female visibility linked to autonomy and prop-
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erty. a husband’s absence—while he was away on business, in the fields, fighting  
indians—increased a visible woman’s vulnerability, despite the limited protection 
her socioeconomic status might have typically provided.
 31. For other early american white women’s travel narratives, see Journeys	 in	
New	Worlds (andrews et al.); Puritans	among	the	Indians (vaughan and Clark); and 
Women’s	Indian	Captivity	Narratives (Derounian-Stodola). For a study of white wom-
en’s captivity narratives extending from early america to the abduction of heiress 
Patty hearst, see Castiglia.
 32. For unresolved questions of early american literacy, see Davidson, 56. For 
readings that “track the dramatic emergence of girls and women as important par-
ticipants in the production and consumption of texts” from 1500 to 1800 “and as 
statistically meaningful possessors of literacy,” see hackel and Kelly.
 33. as balkun observes, “Knight always gets the last word in any given situation; 
her days typically end with the recording of events, the translation of action and 
word into a self-authorizing text” (17).
 34. For discussions of cultural authority of voice in printed texts in early national 
narratives, see both Fliegelman and looby.
 35. i follow Kerber’s understanding of eighteenth-century american women’s 
community: “like most women in preindustrial societies eighteenth-century ameri-
can women lived in what might be called woman’s domain. Their daily activities 
took place within a feminine, domestic circle: infants were delivered by midwives, 
the sick were cared for by nurses, women who traveled overnight stayed at board-
inghouses owned or run by females. We may think of women as forming a tradition-
bound, underdeveloped nation within a larger, more politically sophisticated one” 
(7).
 36. Julia Stern concludes that “Knight is mistaken for a prostitute” because “a 
woman of her social rank . . . on the road late at night in fine clothes could be un-
derstood in no other way in rural Connecticut of 1704” (“To relish” 3).
 37. For a less gendered reading of Knight’s system of social classification, see 
michaelsen, 38.
 38. See breitwieser’s discussion of lot’s wife, 95–102.
 39. For an excellent discussion of Knight’s use of poetry, see imbarrato, 159–61.
 40. bush posits this reference as “possibly a witty allusion to baptism by immer-
sion, as practiced by the baptists, who had settled in rhode island (where madam 
Knight then was) in the previous century” (introduction 92n15).

c h a p t e r  2

 1. in this chapter i use “Sara Willis” to identify the woman variously known as 
Sara Payson Willis eldredge, Sara Payson Willis Farrington, and Sara Payson Willis 
Parton.
 2. in her February 1854 contract, Willis agreed to perform no other literary writ-
ing while working on Ruth	Hall. See Warren, Fanny	Fern, 120.
 3. The popularity of Fern’s early periodical writing underscores the efficacy 
of strategies of female multiplicity. in an overt example of such success, a Harper’s 
review, “literary notices,” praised the “rapid transitions from fun to pathos” in Fern’s 
early periodical writing as “very effective,” noting that “[h]er pictures of domestic 
life . . . excite alternate smiles and tears” (July 1854).
 4. Joyce Warren in her foundational work on Fern details the punitive condi-
tional financial support that Charles eldredge’s disapproving parents, hezekiah and 
mary eldredge, were willing to provide their widowed daughter-in-law and her two 
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daughters, the only children of their only child (of four) who had survived to adult-
hood. hezekiah eldredge, who died in 1853, stipulated in his will “that his estate was 
to go to his wife and two granddaughters, provided they were brought up by their 
grandmother” (Fanny	Fern 106; emphasis in original). mary eldredge, who died four 
years later in 1857, willed the majority of her estate to charity. She left virtually all 
eldredge family possessions, including her son’s portrait, to non–family members. a 
reading of these documents today clearly conveys the eldredges’s censorious view 
of their daughter-in-law. See Fanny	Fern, 106–7.
 5. both homestead (152) and Warren (Fanny	Fern 123) identify the anonymous 
editor as the True	Flag’s William U. moulton.
 6. much of the biographical information in this section is drawn from Warren’s 
introduction to Ruth	Hall.
 7. Throughout her writing Willis repeatedly criticizes hypocrisies regarding gen-
der construction and women’s limited economic choices: “as a general thing there 
are few people who speak approbatively of a woman who has a smart business talent 
or capability. no matter how isolated or destitute her condition, the majority would 
consider it more ‘feminine’ would she unobtrusively gather up her thimble, and, re-
tiring into some out-of-the-way-place, gradually scoop out her coffin with it, than to 
develop that smart turn of business which would lift her at once out of her troubles; 
and which, in a man so situated, would be applauded as exceedingly praiseworthy. 
The most curious part of it is, that they who are the loudest in their abhorrence of 
this ‘unfeminine’ trait, are they who are the most intolerant of dependent female 
relatives. . . . ‘Do something for yourself,’ is their advice in general terms; but, above 
all, you are to do it quietly, unobtrusively; in other words, die as soon as you like 
on sixpence a day, but don’t trouble us!”(“a bit of injustice,” 8 June 1861, New	York	
Ledger).
 8. various contemporary sources characterize Willis as permanently damaged 
by her experiences. however, it is difficult to determine the accuracy of such re-
marks. For instance, James Parton, Willis’s husband, wrote in “memoir of Fanny 
Fern” that after Charles eldredge’s death “his widow and her two little children 
found themselves suddenly reduced from a condition resembling affluence, to a 
situation inexpressibly forlorn and miserable—dependence in a third-rate boarding 
house. i shall not dwell upon the next seven years. They were years of wretched-
ness, which left deep traces upon her nature, never wholly obliterated” (49). in 
her unpublished biography of Willis, ethel Parton, Willis’s granddaughter wrote, “So 
many repeated blows of fate, the bitter anxiety, the long strain, had told upon her 
severely, leaving her nerves in an over-sensitive condition to be assuaged, but never 
wholly repaired, by happier fortunes” (138).
 9. Characterizations of Fern as masculine continued throughout Willis’s life. in 
“One Sort of Woman” (written nearly two decades after her identity had been re-
vealed), Fern writes that a plumber she has called tells her, “‘Why, ma’am, i judged 
from your writings that you were three-quarters a man yourself, and wouldn’t need 
one of us to tell you what to do!’”
 10. mary Kelley valuably examines nineteenth-century U.S. population growth 
and rising literacy rates (Private	Woman 10–11). For discussion of changes in mid-
nineteenth-century U.S. “print technology [that] resulted in a whole new kind of 
literature for the masses,” see reynolds, especially 81–97.
 11. For fascinating discussion of changing mid-nineteenth-century U.S. periodi-
cal publication and its intersection with copyright laws, see homestead, especially 
chapter 4.
 12. Discussing growth of the U.S. publishing industry, Kelley writes that “a new 
publishing empire emerged in the United States, grew with the nation, and provided 
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for women in the United States an opportunity such as they had never confronted 
before” (Private	Woman 7).
 13. For discussion of bonner’s hiring celebrity authors to write exclusively for his 
paper, see Warren, Fanny	Fern, 144–49.
 14. For details on bonner’s editorial policies regarding his carefully selected writ-
ers, see Warren, “Uncommon Discourse,” especially 61 and 64.
 15. For discussion of nineteenth-century U.S. advertising strategies, see reyn-
olds, 344–47.
 16. Once Willis turned to the novel, she began to satirize readers’ letters. Wil-
liams reads this as “a sign . . . of the growing sense that celebrity authors needed 
to distance themselves from their readers.” in Ruth	 Hall Willis “devoted several 
chapters to fictionalized fan mail . . . showing how many liberties readers took with 
authors as they demanded everything from literary advice to money to marriage” 
(106).
 17. bonner’s “final tribute to Fern was to purchase the huge marble tombstone for 
her grave” (Warren, “Uncommon Discourse” 57). The elaborate tombstone, shaped as 
a cross, is draped and entwined with granite fern leaves. “Fanny Fern” is engraved 
at its base. See Warren, Fanny	Fern, photograph facing page 155.
 18. For details and analysis of Willis’s 1856 lawsuit to establish exclusive legal 
claim to the name Fanny Fern, see Tonkovich, 47–49.

c h a p t e r  3

 1. “‘i even think of trying the Atlantic,’ she noted in her journal in the autumn 
of 1859. ‘There’s ambition for you!’ The ambition was shared, as William Dean how-
ells observed, by every young writer hoping to join his name to the august list of 
boston authors associated with that magazine” (Jones, introduction ix). after having 
a story accepted by the Atlantic, alcott wrote, “‘People seem to think it a great thing 
to get into the Atlantic, but i’ve not been pegging away all these years in vain, and 
may yet have books and publishers and a fortune of my own’” (qtd. in Jones ix).
 2. apologetic forewords, introductions, and letters by nineteenth-century U.S. 
women writing in a range of genres are familiar to readers in this period. in recent 
years, much interesting criticism has been devoted to this subject. See especially 
Kelley’s groundbreaking Private	Woman,	Public	Stage and brodhead’s classic “veiled 
ladies.”
 3. readings of sexual identity and gender construction in alcott’s life and writ-
ing appear in, among others, bedell; elbert; Saxton; and Showalter, Sister’s	Choice.
 4. We owe our knowledge of particulars of alcott’s delirium to a 20 February 
1863 letter written by Sophia Peabody hawthorne to annie adams Field. The six-
teen-page letter has never been published in its entirety. To quote partially from it: 
“On monday i saw her for a few moments. . . . She was so changed, i think i should 
not have known her. after that, no one saw her but the physician, for she was de-
lirious almost uninterruptedly, and often very furious, and mrs. alcott told me she 
was haunted by hospital scenes and men. . . . Sometimes she would say ‘if you will 
only take that man away, i can bear the rest.’ One day she sprang out of bed, when 
they left her for a moment, and beneath they heard a sudden step . . . , and then 
a heavy fall. horror stricken—they rushed up, and louisa was stretched upon the 
floor. . . . abby dragged up louisa and laid her on the bed, when she exclaimed ‘how 
could you leave me alone when the room was full of men!’” (qtd. in Julie e. hall, 
“Crisis” 69).
 5. For discussion of nineteenth-century sexology and Krafft-ebing theories of 
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homosexuality popularized late in alcott’s life, see Smith-rosenberg’s landmark Dis-
orderly	Conduct, especially 268–73.
 6. For detailed discussion of women’s train travel and its behavioral strictures 
in the nineteenth-century United States, see richter.
 7. Comprehensive listings of Civil War nursing accounts published after Hospital	
Sketches appear in Schultz, “embattled Care,” 115, and Jones, introduction, xlii–xliii. 
Walt Whitman’s reading of Hospital	 Sketches resulted in his planning to write his 
Memoranda	during	the	War (1876) (Schultz, Women	at	the	Front 228). For the number 
and types of Civil War narratives—published and archival—see Schultz’s excellent 
“The inhospitable hospital,” 364. For examples of representative Civil War nursing 
narratives, see Notes	of	Hospital	Life	 from	November,	1861,	 to	August,	1863; George 
barton, Angels	of	the	Battlefield; Fannie a. beers, Memories; Jane (mrs. a. h.) hoge, 
The	Boys	in	Blue; mrs. a. m. holstein (ellis), Three	Years	in	Field	Hospitals; henriette 
Stratton Jaquette, ed., South	after	Gettysburg; mary a. livermore, My	Story	of	the	War; 
Charlotte e. mcKay, Stories	of	Hospital	and	Camp; adelaide W. Smith, Reminiscences	
of	 an	Army	Nurse;	Susie King Taylor, A	Black	Woman’s	Civil	War	Memoirs; annie 
Turner Wittenmyer, Under	the	Guns; Jane Stuart Woolsey, Hospital	Days; and Katha-
rine Prescott Wormeley, The	Other	Side	of	War.
 8. For nightingale’s influence on U.S. female nursing, particularly in the post–
Civil War period, see Schultz, “The inhospitable hospital,” 364 and 390; and vicinus, 
85–120.
 9. For further discussion of nightingale, see Fish’s reading of mary Seacole, “a 
freeborn woman of color from Kingston, Jamaica” (64), who worked as a healer in 
the Crimean War. Fish reads “Seacole’s text as a counternarrative to the white, West-
ern myth of Florence nightingale” (2).
 10. alcott’s supervisor in the Union hotel hospital, hannah ropes (who also 
contracted typhoid and unlike alcott died from it soon after), was also influenced 
by nightingale’s Notes	on	Nursing. See Schultz, Women	at	the	Front, 47.
 11. louisa may alcott, Hospital	Sketches, reprinted in Alternative	Alcott, 51 and 55; 
hereafter cited parenthetically in the text.
 12. For discussion of gradual public acceptance of female nursing, see Schultz, 
Women	at	the	Front, especially 54–55.
 13. edmonds’s plagiarizing of sections from Hospital	Sketches is plain in a com-
parison of the two texts. This borrowing of alcott’s passages may not have been 
recognized or uncovered at the time (i have been unable to locate references to the 
borrowing).
 14. For a history of the professionalization and desexualization of women nurses, 
see reverby, 20, 43.
 15. The battle at Fredericksburg resulted in grim defeat for the Union army and 
“nearly 13,000 Union casualties, compared to around 5,000 for the Confederates” 
(Fahs 20).
 16. Unlike her letters home—from which Hospital	Sketches was composed—al-
cott’s Washington journal survives in manuscript and was used by both Cheney and 
myerson. Though letters alcott wrote home have not been recovered (madeleine 
Stern, introduction xxiv), Cheney describes sections of Hospital	Sketches as “almost a 
literal reproduction of her letters to her family” (139). it is unclear whether Cheney 
had access to the original letters.
 17. While some of alcott’s work saw increased critical attention in the late 
1970s and early 1980s with the rise in interest in popular U.S. nineteenth-century 
women writers (baym, American	Women	Writers;	Tompkins), Hospital	Sketches re-
ceived little notice until its reprinting in Alternative	Alcott. For recent discussions 
of Hospital	Sketches, see Showalter, introduction, ix–xliii; Schultz, “embattled Care”;  
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Cappello; and young, Disarming	the	Nation. For a recent edition of Hospital	Sketches, 
see Fahs.
 18. “in the north, ‘nurse’ was the most prestigious tag. . . . ‘matron’ was . . . some-
times used to refer to the regimental women who nursed, cooked, and did laundry, 
and sometimes to designate the woman in charge of ward nurses in a hospital”; 
also, “Confederates used ‘matron’ in lieu of ‘nurse,’ the latter term bearing generic 
and the former, titular, weight” (Schultz, “The inhospitable hospital” 369–70). here, 
alcott uses “matron” in the sense of marital status while also implying its wartime 
institutional sense.
 19. alcott’s characterization of John, as well as her naming and descriptions of 
other wounded soldiers, aligns with the tendency of Civil War nurses “to individual-
ize [the] suffering” (380) of their patients, as opposed to the tendency of Civil War 
surgeons to refer to the same patients “in the abstract or to refer to the clinical de-
tails of a particular treatment without mentioning the soldier’s name at all” (Schultz, 
“The inhospitable hospital” 378–79).
 20. Schultz goes further, arguing, “Only in John’s death does Trib step out of the 
maternal role and meet him as a sexual equal. as his life ebbs away, John holds 
Trib’s hand so tightly that she has difficulty extricating it when he is dead. She no-
tices that the mark of his grasp still makes an imprint on her hand after her circula-
tion has returned. One of the orderlies cautions Trib that it is ‘unsafe for dead and 
living flesh to lie so long together,’ but she ‘could not but be glad that, through its 
touch, the presence of human sympathy . . . had lightened that hard hour.’” Schultz 
sees Trib “finally acknowledg[ing] her own sexual power as the symbolic beloved of 
the most virile and gentle soldier of all” (“embattled Care” 113).
 21. i quote here from the insightful report of one of my anonymous readers. i 
am unable to improve on this felicitous phrasing and meaning.
 22. For alcott’s reaction to her father’s arrival, see endnote 25, below.
 23. alcott accurately assigns to Trib what she herself was paid for war nursing. 
See Schultz, Women	at	the	Front, 41.
 24. alcott’s establishing an opposition between “experiment” and convention 
suggests scientific discourse. her choice of “experiment” gestures toward the dis-
tancing that occurs in Civil War surgeons’ accounts of war service. See endnote 19, 
above.
 25. When alcott was hospitalized, bronson alcott was sent for without her per-
mission or knowledge. recognizing this affront to her independence, alcott was 
“amazed” at her father’s arrival and “was very angry at first” (myerson et al., Journals 
116). (her journal entry shows that she initially wrote “mad” and then crossed it out 
and substituted “angry” [122].)
 26. Trib’s loss of hair due to illness is close to circumstances of alcott’s own hair 
loss. alcott lost her 1½ yards of long hair (myerson et al., Journals 117) when the 
doctor ordered her head shaved. She subsequently wore a wig for many months 
(myerson et al., Letters 84, 95). alcott reads Trib’s hair loss as a wartime sacrifice 
intended to help save the nation. alcott’s own wartime sacrifice was significant: not 
only did she lose her hair, but mercury she ingested as treatment for typhoid fever 
damaged her health and eventually killed her. For discussion of alcott’s hair loss in 
Little	Women, see young, Disarming	the	Nation, especially 86–87.
 27. Despite her poem on Trib’s death, alcott continued to use the Tribulation 
Periwinkle name, if perhaps not the full persona. in addition to signing “a Post-
script” chapter with Trib’s name, alcott, in correspondence with Hospital	Sketches 
publisher James redpath, signed a letter “T.P.” and told him that the american con-
sul at venice had “sent his compliments to ‘nurse P’” (madeline b. Stern, “louisa al-
cott’s Self-Criticism” 360, 361). as late as 1869—six years after Hospital	Sketches was  
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published—alcott used the Tribulation Periwinkle persona when writing a letter to 
the Springfield	Republican (myerson et al., Letters 126–28).
 28. The series in which the book Hospital	Sketches appeared was published by 
ardent abolitionist James redpath, whose interviews and articles had brought John 
brown his earliest national attention and who subsequently wrote the first biography 
of brown. redpath’s involvement with Concord abolitionists led him to alcott and 
helped begin her career. redpath, who donated a percentage of the (very success-
ful) brown biography profits to the brown family, sold Hospital	Sketches at a reduced 
price to improve morale. he also included an advertisement in the book in which he 
resolved “to devote at least five cents for every copy sold to the support of orphans 
made fatherless or homeless by the war. . . . Should the sale of the little book be 
large, the orphans’ percentage will be doubled.” See madeleine b. Stern, introduc-
tion, xxiv–xxv. i thank albert von Frank for alerting me to redpath’s publications 
and marketing strategies.
 29. in Hospital	Sketches alcott’s uses of the war narrative to explore gender con-
siderations are limited to concerns of one white, northern, middle-class U.S. wom-
an. black women, working-class women, men and women who are not hospital 
patients—male surgeons and male and female relatives of the dead and wounded—
receive only glancing notice. That they appear at all points to alcott’s awareness 
of those outside her race, class, sex, and situation, while suggesting that for her 
the dominant and nearly exclusive focus of her nursing experience is her intimate 
contact with wounded men. Schultz’s reminder that alcott, once hospitalized, was 
nursed by a black woman, matilda Cleaver, furthers the white focus of the text 
(Women	at	the	Front 118).

c h a p t e r  4

 1. S. emma e. edmonds, Nurse	and	Spy	in	the	Union	Army (hartford, CT: W. S. 
Williams and Co., 1865); mary livermore, My	Story	of	 the	War (hartford, CT: a. D. 
Worthington, 1889); and annie Turner Wittenmyer, Under	the	Guns:	A	Woman’s	Remi-
niscences	of	 the	Civil	War (boston: e. b. Stillings, 1895). Subsequent references are 
from these editions and will be given in parentheses.
 2. For documentation of women’s war participation, see moore (whose work 
contains over forty chapters on individual women and women’s war work); and 
brockett and vaughan (nearly eight hundred pages of small print on administrators, 
aid society organizers, and volunteers in non-nursing capacities).
 3. For contemporary Civil War narratives that mention cross-dressing, see 
young, “Confederate Counterfeit.” For Civil War histories that mention cross-dressing  
and appeared well after the war, see larson.
 4. See hall, Patriots, 205–12.
 5. This is not to say that Schultz disregards the (in)authenticity of edmonds’s 
narrated experience: “Nurse	and	Spy’s authenticity as a historical narrative is dubious 
at best. in the course of the narrative, edmonds’ performances become increasingly 
outlandish, inviting readers to suspend their disbelief and interpret Nurse	and	Spy 
as fiction. While the text is based on historically documented evidence of edmonds’ 
soldiering, its embellishments consign it to a more speculative mode” (“Performing 
Genres” 75).
 6. bristow’s discussion of the development of sexology in the 1860s and 1870s 
is particularly useful; see 12–61.
 7. notions of non-normative sexual appearances and behaviors were provision-
ally linked in discussion of the time: “in their effort to understand homosexuality 
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and to identify what could be done to correct it, physicians and sexologists employed 
the term ‘psychical hermaphroditism’” (matta 79). See matta’s discussion of homo-
sexuality and hermaphroditism in the nineteenth century.
 8. For valuable background, see reis.
 9. Schultz provides crucial publication and sales data. Nurse	and	Spy was “pub-
lished in 1865 by W. S. Williams in hartford (in 1864 DeWolfe, Fiske in boston had 
brought it out as The	Female	Spy	of the	Union	Army and the Philadelphia Publish-
ing Company as Unsexed;	 or,	 The	 Female	 Soldier)” (Women	 at	 the	 Front 227). “by 
1900, three more editions had been published, including one in German” (“Perform-
ing Genres” 73n4). and “Nurse	and	Spy and its alternately titled editions sold over 
175,000 copies” (“Performing Genres” 78), “more than any other nursing narrative” 
(Women	at	the	Front 227).
 10. biographical information on edmonds is largely derived from edmonds’s 
Nurse	and	Spy, as well as Fladeland.
 11. as David T. mitchell and Sharon l. Snyder write regarding melville’s The	
Confidence-Man: “Jacksonian america provided an important venue for practices 
that were founded on empirical observation: craniometry, phrenology, palmistry, 
psychology, and physiognomy. all these sciences of the surface named external 
body features as reliable signs by which the identity of a person could be fixed and 
known” (35). While edmonds’s phrenological examination ostensibly revealed quali-
ties of an able soldier, it missed signs of female identity.
 12. Fladeland (451) and richard hall (68) speculate briefly on this scene’s au-
thenticity. both edmonds’s recording of the scene and readings of it as imaginative 
mark the intersection of cross-dressing, authenticity, and fiction.
 13. edmonds wrote in an 1883 letter that, ill with malarial fever and fearing 
disclosure of her sex, she had left the hospital (“to remain and become a helpless 
patient in a hospital was sure discovery, which to me was far worse than death” 
[Fladeland 455]). Frank Thompson’s desertion was another compelling reason for 
edmonds to keep that impersonation out of Nurse	and	Spy.
 14. Schultz writes that “[t]he illustrations . . . [to Nurse	and	Spy] were a series of 
wood engravings done by r. O’brien. The single exception is the portrait of edmonds 
with which the narrative begins—a steel engraving done by George e. Perine” (“Per-
forming Genres” 82n29).
 15. For background regarding livermore’s and Wittenmyer’s writing long after 
the war, see Schultz, Women	at	the	Front, 231.
 16. between 1870 and 1895, “during her twenty-five year lyceum lecture career,” 
livermore delivered more than 150 speeches “in small towns across the nation” 
and traveled over 25,000 miles (Gayle and Griffin 55, 57). biographical informa-
tion on livermore is largely derived from My	Story	of	 the	War. For further details 
regarding livermore, see Schultz, Women	at	the	Front, 166–67; Gayle and Griffin; and  
venet.
 17. The alignment of livermore’s text with convention as opposed to edmonds’s 
less conventional material helps explain why edmonds’s text “sold 175,000 copies, 
more than any other nursing narrative and roughly three times as many as mary 
livermore’s, the next most successful” (Schultz, Women	at	the	Front 227).
 18. venet argues that while the war altered livermore’s antebellum rejection of 
political activism, nonetheless “in her writings and speeches as a woman suffragist, 
livermore upheld and even glorified women’s traditional role within the household” 
(144, 164).
 19. This biographical information on Wittenmyer is largely derived from Under	
the	Guns. For further biographical details regarding Wittenmyer, see Schultz, Women	
at	the	Front, 168–69 and 196–98; and leonard, Yankee	Women.
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c o n c L U s I o n

 1. From harriet Jacobs, Incidents	 in	 the	Life	of	a	Slave	Girl. Subsequent refer-
ences will be from this edition and will be noted parenthetically in the text.
 2. lydia maria Childs’s introduction to Incidents specifies the audience as “con-
scientious and reflecting women at the north” (6). The Preface by “linda brent” 
expresses her “desire to arouse the women of the north to a realizing sense of the 
condition of two millions of women at the South, still in bondage, suffering what i 
suffered, and most of them far worse” (5). i am in agreement with mcKay and Fos-
ter who argue, “This is not to suggest that african americans, especially women, 
did not buy and read books like Jacobs’s for their own instruction, only that in her 
text, Jacobs appealed directly to a group of other women from whom she hoped 
for a compassionate hearing and for an understanding of the far-reaching effects of 
slavery, especially how it linked together the sexual defilement of slave women and 
the violation of the natural laws of mother/child relationships” (x).
 3. Two different women are named “mrs. bruce” in Incidents. The first mrs. 
bruce is mary Stace Willis (c. 1816–45); the second, Cornelia Grinnell Willis (1825–
1904). mary Stace Willis is the mrs. bruce who, “true to her english upbringing, 
insisted that she [Jacobs] receive equal treatment” on board the Knickerbocker (yellin, 
Harriet	Jacobs 73).
 4. See Julia Stern’s valuable essay “live burial and its Discontents,” 76.
 5. in his 1845 Narrative, Frederick Douglass provides a foundational example 
of what W. e. b. Du bois, as noted in the text, later described as “double-conscious-
ness.” Douglass writes of listening to the singing of “slaves selected to go to the Great 
house Farm” (23), explaining that he “did not, when a slave, understand the deep 
meaning of those rude and apparently incoherent songs. i was myself within the 
circle; so that i neither saw nor heard as those without might see and hear” (24).
 6. See, for instance, the excellent discussions conducted by Taves; valerie Smith; 
and burnham. Since its landmark 1973 recovery and subsequent 1981 authentication, 
Incidents has received significant critical study. Works essential to Jacobs scholarship 
include the meticulous authentication work of Jean Fagan yellin as well as yellin’s 
biography Harriet	 Jacobs; and Carby’s fundamental readings of Jacobs’s Incidents, 
and the ideology of true womanhood. more recent scholarship on Incidents considers 
roles of legal discourses (accomando) and the capitalistic, free-labor economy of the 
north (Cope). For a selected bibliography of criticism on Incidents, see mcKay and 
Foster, 389–90.
 7. in her study of nineteenth-century U.S. women’s train travel, amy richter 
notes that “in important ways the steamboat captured the same urban qualities of 
railroad travel” (171n14).
 8. Two decades later another black woman, ida b. Wells, would respond in a 
more heightened fashion to an attempt to evict her from travel spaces perceived as 
raced. When asked “to leave a first-class car on the Chesapeake, Ohio & Southwest-
ern railroad in may of 1884,” Wells refused. “When the conductor tried to remove 
her physically, Wells struggled, bit the conductor, and was dragged out of the car 
by three white men” as white passengers applauded (richter 54). richter terms the 
white male response of “physical force [as] the ultimate denial of a black woman’s 
status as a lady” (100).
 9. after her escape north in 1842 and until her freedom was purchased in 1852 
by Cornelia Grinnell Willis (the second mrs. bruce), Jacobs was relentlessly pursued 
by her former owners and their representatives. Passage of the 1851 Fugitive Slave 
law (see note 22, below) exacerbated this fear for Jacobs, for other escaped slaves, 
and for many free blacks.
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 10. “Snaky Swamp” was Jacobs’s fictive name for Cabarrus Pocosin (“pocosin,” de-
rived from the eastern algonquian language, was used to signify a type of swamp). it 
“lay near the Great Dismal Swamp, for two centuries the largest hideout for fugitive 
slaves in north Carolina and virginia” (yellin, Harriet	Jacobs 47). For a description of 
Cabarrus Pocosin in Jacobs’s day, see yellin, Harriet	Jacobs, 47–48 and 280n47. For a 
far-ranging discussion of swamps and their resonances, see miller’s Dark	Eden.
 11. This comparison is explicit later in Incidents when Jacobs, now a fugitive 
slave in new york, fears recognition by vacationing Southerners. She “dreaded the 
approach of summer, when snakes and slaveholders make their appearance” (150).
 12. Spengemann reads this scene more narrowly as Knight’s being forced to “ad-
mit her dependence on the very backwoodsmen she has scoffed at earlier” (42), 
arguing that it reflects “Knight’s becoming someone new as she travels” (44). See 
38–44.
 13. Warren argues that Jacobs “probably knew Fern during the times that she 
(Jacobs) was living in boston between 1844 and 1849 and perhaps during her flights 
to new england in 1851 and 1852. Jacobs was working as a seamstress in boston at 
the time of Fern’s first husband’s death (October 1846), and she returned to new 
england after Fern had left her second husband (January 1851) and was shunned by 
her family and friends” (Fanny	Fern 223).
  Willis’s sense of obligation and loyalty to Jacobs can be seen in the fact that 
Jacobs’s daughter lived with Willis for an extended period. Warren writes, “from July 
1856 to april 1858, when she was in her early twenties, Jacobs’s daughter louisa 
matilda Jacobs lived with Fern” (Fanny	Fern 222), serving as governess to Willis’s 
daughter ellen. Thomas butler Gunn, who had once been a regular visitor to the 
Willis household but later disparaged Willis, wrote in his diary that Willis was sexu-
ally jealous of louisa which, he claimed, led to louisa’s dismissal. See yellin, Harriet	
Jacobs, 133.
 14. lauren berlant also compares Willis and Jacobs, as well as Incidents and 
Ruth	Hall, through their connections with nathaniel Parker Willis, Willis’s brother 
and Jacobs’s northern employer. berlant makes an especially effective comparison 
between the endings of Ruth	Hall and Incidents. Where ruth hall receives a sub-
stantial banknote that signals her economic success, brent is given her bill of sale: 
“both women have struggled to procure these papers, but while the one denotes the 
minimal unit of freedom experienced by an american citizen, the other denotes 
a successful negotiation of the national-capitalist public sphere, a profitable com-
modification of female pain and heroism in an emerging industry of female cultural 
workers” (“The Female Woman” 448).
 15. but see endnote 13, above, regarding reports of louisa Jacobs’s experience in 
the Parton household.
 16. See roediger, especially chapter 7, “irish-american Workers and White racial 
Formation in the antebellum United States.”
 17. Jacobs’s papers, “the only papers of a woman held in american slavery known 
to have survived” (yellin, Harriet	Jacobs 262), consist of over six hundred documents 
by and about Jacobs, many from her life and writing after Incidents. Completion of 
the harriet Jacobs Papers Project promises to further enrich understanding of Jacobs 
and her work. See yellin, Harriet	Jacobs, 262 and 268nxx.
 18. i borrow the term “critical whiteness studies” (as opposed to “whiteness stud-
ies”) and the rational for this choice from rasmussen et al., 17n1.
 19. mason Stokes’s epilogue (178–92) to his fascinating book, The	Color	of	Sex, 
discusses critical whiteness studies and the complexities of such treatments, as does 
the introduction to rasmussen et al. (1–24).
 20. See chapter 4’s discussion of edmonds’s passing as black.
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 21. The accuracy of Jacobs’s perception that blackness determined every aspect 
of her life is borne out by roediger’s noting that in 1860, 89% of african americans 
were slaves (56).
 22. also, as accomando notes, Jacobs wrote “after Congress had further federal-
ized slavery by passing the Fugitive Slave act” (231).
 23. information in this section on Jacobs’s writing and publication of Incidents 
is largely drawn from mcKay and Foster, xii–xiii. For further details of last-minute 
obstacles to the publication of Incidents, see yellin, Harriet	Jacobs, 142–43.
 24. The mrs. bruce referred to in this scene is the second mrs. bruce (i.e., the 
woman who married nathaniel Parker Willis after the death of his first wife), Cor-
nelia Grinnell Willis.
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